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PREFACE

TO THE

THIRD EDITION

“These are the words of a traveler,
for I have not yet arrived at my destination…”
—the naked church, 1987

did not realize how true those words were when I first wrote
The Naked Church over a decade ago. my passion to know God
and help other do the same has led me through unforeseen
twists and turns. i have far more questions today than i thought
i had answers then.
at the time i was copastoring a growing church in central
california that i had helped to plant. our vision in beginning
that fellowship was to see what body life would look like if it
were completely based on intimacy with God, and growing
friendships with other believers. the simple question we asked
people when people gathered with us was, “are you loving Jesus
more today than you did yesterday, and if not is there anything
we can do to help you?”
We vowed to keep Jesus as the only attraction in our life
together and never put the efficiency of our programs above
our relationship to him and others. We had thirteen great years
together. We saw lives change. People came to know Jesus, and
others who had been burnedout on religion, came alive again
in christ. We learned together from God’s Word and discovered
the power and joy of shared leadership, decentralized worship,
house church relationships and intergenerational friendships.
eventually, however, increased growth and our inability to
agree on the best way to handle it, finally exposed that we, too
had fallen into the trap of serving our own system. even though
not a person among us would have wanted it to happen, we
came to manage God’s work with man’s best wisdom and ceased
to enjoy the simple power of loving him as a people together.
the solutions we sought proved to be divergent. some people
wanted more programs and stronger leaders like other churches
had and some of our leaders were more than happy to fulfill
those desires. eventually those of us who sought an intimacy
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based body life were forced to give up our dream or to leave.
i have never known greater pain than the dishonesty, gossip and
betrayal of previously close friends believing they were doing
God’s bidding. however, in the midst and aftermath of those
days, i found that God’s grace and love were more real than i
had ever imagined.
so, the journey continues. What i have learned since has
brought me back to the passions expressed in the first edition of
The Naked Church. From the outside looking in, it was easier to
see how i had gotten away from some of those passions as our
congregation had grown, and how i got caught up in the machin
ery we thought necessary to maintain it.
in the years since i have learned so much about Father and how
he invites us into relationship; about myself and why i am easily
lured by empty substitutes; and about the glory of the church—
the way the Father sees her and the way Jesus relates to her.
this edition cannot incorporate all the lessons learned in these
last few years. Future works will serve that task so as to leave
this book as intact as possible. any book is but a snapshot of a
specific moment in an author’s life. My purpose in reprinting it is
to make it available again for the many who have sought copies
since it went out of print. i believe it still speaks God’s heart for
his church, perhaps even more today than when I first wrote it.
in this new edition i have revised the text in a number of places.
in some i simply changed a word or two. in others i rewrote entire
sections. Where changes have been made i’ve done so to update
information, to make it more applicable beyond america’s shores,
and to make it compatible with the lessons i’ve learned in recent
years and the life i live now in Jesus. no more than 25% of the
book has been affected by these changes.
my prayer is that it continues to encourage people who have
been disillusioned with the deficiencies of Christianity as we
have inherited it from previous generations, and to fuel a hunger
for people to know the incredible joy of walking in an intimate
friendship with the Father, the son and the spirit.
Wayne Jacobsen
January 1998

1
THE DAY

THE

JOURNEY STARTED

If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself
and take up his cross and follow me.
—matthew 16:24

can’t say I was totally unsuspecting when the moment finally
came. it had stalked me for months, like a patient lion. but
that was clearer by hindsight, since at the time i kept sup
pressing the doubts i had about the effectiveness of presentday
christianity.
i chased the thoughts away, avoiding the conclusions and the
actions they would compel me to make. i threw myself headlong
into the busyness and pressing concerns of professional minis
try. That’s why I was still surprised when the final assault was
launched.
it happened at midmorning while i was distracted by a pile of
paperwork. thoughts i had ignored individually over the past
few months now marched across my mind in rank. i whirled my
padded chair away from the cluttered desk, leaned back, and
sighed. Through my full-length window I gazed on a fluorescent
purple azalea in the courtyard. it was in full bloom, regal in the
spring sunlight—a promise, i hoped, of a favorable outcome to
this moment of conflict.
Why do we try so hard to avoid the inevitable? maybe we
think that nothing really is inevitable, or that if it is we can at
least postpone it. either way, our attitude only makes life harder
on us and on the people around us. When the moment came that
april morning, it was far less emotional than i had imagined.
i remember looking at the azalea and chuckling. it was such a
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simple conclusion, one made without blinding light or over
whelming guilt.
my experience with church ministry matched neither the hun
ger that churned so deep within me nor what i perceived to be
the challenge of scripture. in one moment all my excuses were
swept away by a mass of evidence i could no longer ignore.
When i looked for whys i kept coming to the same conclusion:
Our application of present-day Christianity was deficient. I knew
it wasn't the people; those i worked with loved the lord deeply.
i knew it wasn't a disregard for scripture; we believed it whole
heartedly. i knew it wasn't a lack of knowledge; i already knew
far more than i was living out at the time.
but when i looked at how church ministry operated, i saw how
high a priority it places on safety and routine. at the cost of dis
tracting people from personal intimacy with Jesus, it clings to the
status quo. it placates the lukewarm and cools the zealous. not
only has it failed to lead us to the fullness of relationship with
Jesus, it has more often lured us away from it.
“That's it!” I said out loud. “I'm going to find a Christianity as
powerful as the one i have read about in acts, no matter what!”
that may have sounded gallant, but it wasn't. the status quo had
become so distasteful to me that if i were wrong and this really
was all there could be to church life, then i did not want to spend
the rest of my life in pastoral ministry.
Whenever i share this moment with people, they invariably
ask what was wrong with that church. nothing! it was (and
still is) one of the finest I know, and I can't recommend a better
church anywhere. it is a spiritually vital congregation in central
california with statistics that would make any churchgrowth
expert drool with delight.
nor was i frustrated with my part in it. i served a pastor whose
spiritual life i admired, and still do. We share the same theologi
cal orientation and hunger to see people touched with the life of
Jesus. only four years out of college, i taught classes regularly
numbering in the hundreds, administered a budget in excess of
a halfmillion dollars, and could rarely walk into a store without
being recognized. i owned a home and two cars and drew a sig
nificant salary in a traditionally underpaid occupation. I was just
beginning to break into print with my freelance writing, and i
was in the middle of the charismaticevangelical groundswell of
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the late 1970's.
i loved it all. at least i thought i did until certain scriptures
started nagging at me. yes, i fought back, rationalizing when i
could and getting help from others when i couldn't. it seems few
people really believe that the church in acts is a pragmatic model
for us today, and everyone has reasons as to why. but my “whys”
were wearing thin. i began to see my spiritual life in unmitigated
comparison to the Word, and i felt naked.
I'm not sure what finally did it. That final week had not been
particularly distinctive. it might have been the nineyearold
girl who fought asthma for every breath she took in spite of our
fervent prayers for healing. maybe it was the young woman
trapped in emotional bondage because of abuse in her childhood,
desperately wanting to be free and finding no one who could
take the time to make the christianity we spoke of real for her.
or it might have been the two believers i was trying to reconcile
who could not even speak to each other. and then again it could
have been that one more request stacked on my desk from some
one who needed a “word from Wayne” to get through the day.
most likely it wasn't any one of these, but rather the weight of
them all and countless other situations like them. but these four
circumstances illustrate the concerns that nagged me most.
i couldn't reconcile God's promises of healing with the hit
andmiss results i witnessed. the early church was alive with a
power i had witnessed early in the charismatic renewal but had
seen diminish as its churches grew larger and its message more
palatable to the culture.
i couldn't reconcile the love of God with hurting people who
slipped through the cracks of our program or neatly formulated
creed. the young woman trapped in emotional bondage had
been in many churches over a sevenyear period but was not
finding freedom. Psychiatry had been unable to help, telling her
to function as best she could until she needed to be institutional
ized. the strong can shoulder their way in anywhere, but who
was defending the weak and seeking out the strays?
I couldn't reconcile our challenge to self-sacrificing love with
the pettiness, gossip, and manipulation that characterized so
many church relationships.
and i couldn't reconcile Jesus' words for leaders to be the
servants of all when i basked in the notoriety and physical
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comfort that pastoral ministry had brought me. Far from being
a living example of what it means to be a disciple, i had merely
become the figment of people's imagination. The “Wayne” they
visualized was different from the one i lived with, not because i
harbored secret sins, but because no one knew the real me. i was
Wayne the “gifted teacher” or “wise counselor,” and not simply a
believer with hurts and joys like everyone else. and what scared
me most was that i liked it that way!
if i were convinced that these examples are only a few chinks
in an otherwiseproductive system, i would not be so deeply
troubled. but they are not. they result from a system that puts
more credibility in its own efforts than on the power of God, and
its toll is taken in personal lives. it is time for someone to stand
up and say something even if it would be more fun to stay in the
stands and cheer with everyone else. but when you realize that it
is no game, that lives are being devoured in lionsized bites, how
can you go on cheering?
this doesn't mean that our present system has never helped
anyone, nor should these comments be construed as a sweeping
condemnation of all people involved in such structures. i know
many people in the system who enjoy a very deep relationship
with the lord. though i am grateful for them, they are the excep
tions. many more people—those not so fortunate or so strong—
have been alienated from God by the very structure that should
convey his love.
i turned back from the azalea and scanned the piles of papers
on my desk and my open bible perched on the frontleft corner.
the battle was over: my days in the system were numbered. that
day eventually cost me my staff position, though not because i
was asked to resign nor because i did so as a martyr. i had no
desire to be divisive. my pastor proved to be my friend, and cared
deeply about my struggles, even though we both knew that our
obedience lay down different paths. i stayed there another year
before God provided a new fellowship that shared my hunger to
discover what he wanted to do in his church without the rigors
of tradition or the bondages of institutional structure.
but i soon discovered that geography was not the only thing
God wanted to change in my life. eight months after i had
assumed my new pastorate i came to another fork in the road in
an encounter far more emotional than the one described above.
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in my journal i titled it “the end of comfortable christianity.”
church structures were only the branches and leaves of the prob
lems i struggled with; now i saw the roots—the appetites within.
my idealism was tested by a challenge to personal change. my
obedience lay not in changing other people but in my own sur
render to the will of God.
No longer could I appease my flesh in the name of spiritual
ity. No longer could I compete for the affection and affirmation
of people. i had to give up the trappings to which i had become
accustomed and instead clothe myself in christ Jesus in a far
more painful way than i had imagined. only then did i truly
understand the cost of the decision i had made that morning as
the azalea looked on. yet i have never regretted it. i have discov
ered how real Jesus is and have come to treasure him more than
life itself even at life’s most painful moments.
Fifteen years later i found myself standing in yet another major
fork in the road. this one caught me completely by surprise. the
first time, I left the system. This time the system expelled me.
We had begun as a small group of hungry believers who were
determined to put relationship with God above everything else.
We learned what it meant to walk with him and treat each other
with compassion. We tasted a depth of friendship and unity in
christ that i’d always dreamed about. We grew as people came to
discover that same life with us, and we had open doors to share
throughout the world what God had done among us.
somewhere in the process, however, our life together had
been sidetracked by the needs of the institution that had grown
up around us. Without realizing it, our life together had sim
ply spawned another system. reliance on it rather than on the
ongoing presence of God had undone us. it degenerated to the
point where some of our leaders demanded that others silently
conform to their desires or endure endless accusations that had
become fodder for gossip. Having only the choice either to fight
on their terms or walk away, some of us chose to leave.
Nothing I’ve ever done has proved more difficult, not only
because of the relational brokenness with people we deeply
loved, but also in the recognition that our experiment in rela
tional Christianity was as flawed as other forms. We, too, had
allowed relationship to take a back seat to personal agendas. We,
too, had abandoned Jesus’ way of doing things in deference to
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our common sense and more comfortable if not dated mecha
nisms of church ministry.
the pain of those days has only strengthened my resolve about
the themes of this book. these are the lessons i’ve learned on the
journey. they are the words of a traveler, for i have not arrived
at my destination. Growing in intimacy is a lifelong process, and
there are still promises ahead that i have not reached. but i'm
closer now than when i began. my prayer is that this book can
both encourage other travelers on the road, and challenge yet
others to begin.
those who come to this book looking for institutional answers
will be disappointed. My aim here is not to fix the system, but
rather to challenge believers to discover the depths of intimacy
with God. to undertake the journey, however, we must love
Jesus more than anything else in this world and be willing to
reject whatever keeps us at arm's length from the glory of his
presence.
on that april morning i began a search for a vital christian
experience, a christianity that is real for every person who wants
it. Without such an experience the church is naked, no matter how
extensive its programs or how ornate its buildings. i know the
words might be challenging, but this is no diatribe; it is a confes
sional. regarding the abuses and excesses i address, i have been
a victim of all and a perpetrator of most. these are not words of
rebellion; they are a call for repentance and reformation.
not long ago i heard of a pastor caught in the very act of
adultery. as i passed on that choice morsel of gossip to a college
friend of mine, i expected him to break out with the same righ
teous indignation that churned in me. instead he began to cry
and pray, “my God, forgive us for offending your son.” that's an
attitude we all need. Instead of finger-pointing at others or rising
to our own defense, we need to take stock and turn to God. have
we forced Christianity into a religious system unbefitting a per
sonal relationship with Jesus? and if we have, can we leave it for
something far more real, even though it costs us greatly?
i commend the journey to you, not because it is easy, but
because it fulfills the deepest call of Scripture for us to know the
living God and be known by him. nothing compares to walk
ing every day reconciled with a loving Father and his incredible
son.

2
RISE UP

AND

WALK

The prophets prophesy lies, the priests rule by their own
authority, and my people love it this way.
But what will you do in the end?
—Jeremiah 5:31

america has begun a spiritual awakening. Faith and hope
are being restored. americans are turning back to God.
church attendance is up. audiences for religious books
and broadcasts are growing. in college campuses, stu
dents have stopped shunning religion and started going
to church.1

i

mpressive statement! and all the more so when we realize it
was spoken by an incumbent President of the united states.
this was President ronald reagan’s assessment in 1984 of
the spiritual temper of america as he addressed a convention of
evangelicals.
he is certainly not alone in his jubilation. everywhere we look
in the 80’s and 90’s we seem to see the church recovering visibil
ity after a notable decline in the 60’s and 70’s. the evidence seems
overwhelming.
• In 1995, 85% of Americans claim belief in the Christian
God2 and 67% say they have made a “personal commitment
to Jesus christ that is still important in their life today.”3
seventysix percent say they attend church at sometime dur
ing the year,4 40% on any given week.5 eightyseven per
cent say they pray sometime during their daily lives.6
• In 1986, the top seven media evangelists alone took in more
than 750 million dollars.7 Forty seven billion dollars was
17
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given to churches and religious organizations in l991.8
• At last count 138,452,614 people were on the church rolls of
america and canada.9 thousands of churches are spread
all across the world today and missionaries are in virtually
every corner of the globe. superchurches, those number
ing more than 1000 people, dot our cities, and one in south
Korea grows toward a million members.
• According to George Barna religious media continue to
enjoy growing popularity in the 1990s. “tens of millions of
americans watch religious tv programming every month.
christian radio programs are even more widely absorbed
by the public. religious book sales are climbing every year.
christian music has passed several other categories, such as
jazz and classical, in sales volume.”10
• Time magazine may have called 1976 the year of the
Evangelical, but the church’s political influence has only
strengthened into the 90’s.
you would think we’re in the middle of a great revival,
and that’s exactly what Pat robertson, head of the christian
broadcasting network, concluded at amsterdam ‘83, an inter
national gathering of evangelists and many voices agree:
i wouldn’t wish to exchange this moment for any other
time in the history of mankind… in these days ahead, i
believe that it will truly be said of the church of the lord
Jesus Christ, “This is her finest hour.”11

A CLOSER LOOK
in the face of such success and accolades, one would have to
be foolish to even suggest that the church is naked. or would
he? While Pat robertson may be accurate from a worldwide
perspective, with revival reports coming in from china, africa,
and south america, a closer look at the church in the West might
yield a different conclusion. not everyone is as impressed with
the state of Western christianity.
chuck colson is deeply concerned:
the church has been brought into the same value system
[as the world]: fame, success, materialism and celebrity.
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We watch the leading churches and the leading christians
for our cues. We want to emulate the bestknown preach
ers with the biggest sanctuaries and the grandest edi
fices. Preoccupation with these values has perverted the
church’s message.12
mr. colson saw something hidden behind the impressive sta
tistics i listed earlier. selected statistics can accentuate the posi
tive while ignoring the hurts. it’s easy to write up the four people
who got healed at the last healing service and ignore the 400 who
walked away unhealed, feeling that God has somehow singled
them out for rejection.
here is another list of facts about american christianity. don’t
they make chuck colson’s conclusion a bit more credible?
• Though 95 percent of Americans believe in God, a Gallup
poll also found that only 12 percent of the populace “could
be considered deeply and highly spiritually committed.”
between 8 and 13 percent are engaged in evangelism and
only 3 to 5 percent use spiritual gifts.13 by 1991 the num
ber of highly committed believers fell closer to 7 percent.14
one maxim given to church leaders is that 10 percent of the
people will do 90 percent of the work, while the rest come
along for the ride.
• Dare we ask if our billion-dollar industry is merchandising
the gospel with a vengeance unknown since Jesus drove the
moneychangers from the temple? many christian suppliers
are owned by nonchristian corporations and function with
greater zeal for profits than for ministry. I know a recording
artist who was denied the opportunity to sing in jails by his
producer because “it won’t sell records.”
• One study estimates that 53,000 people in Europe and
north america leave the church every week and never come
back.15
• From an interview question posed by Leadership Journal:
“Here are two stark figures from the World Christian
encyclopedia on conversions 19701980: the united states—
with all its evangelism programs, training seminars, books,
crusades and media ministries—showed a net loss (minus
595,900), while over the same decade the soviet union saw a
net gain of 164,182 [people]. What are we doing wrong?”’16
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• Immorality and financial impropriety on the part of our
christian leaders are daily fodder for the secular press. our
television celebrities think nothing of purchasing luxury cars
and large homes in our nation’s resort cities. they board
their private jets even as their videotapes beg for finances
to keep the ministry going. In a 1996 confidential poll by
Fuller theological seminary, 50% of church leaders admitted
to using pornography with some regularity.17 ata recent
pastor’s conference, the president of a large denomination
confided to me that a recent survey of their medical insur
ance revealed that Prozac was the most prescribed drug
among the clergy and members of their family.
• The same problems that plague society also flourish in the
church. “the late George Gallup, sr. discovered a most
bewildering paradox: religious interest is growing at an
unprecedented rate, he said, but so is immoral behavior.
Gallup’s poll revealed ‘little difference between those who
go to church and those who don’t.’”18 divorce and promis
cuity abound. businessmen fudge on their taxes, excusing
themselves with “it’s the only way to survive.” a friend
of mine tried out recently for the choir of one of southern
california’s betterknown churches. his excitement at hav
ing passed the audition was quickly squashed by the reality
he encountered in the choir room. offcolor jokes and back
biting against others in the choir abounded. he eventually
quit and floundered for months in his spiritual experience,
alienated by the hypocrisy he found at what he thought was
one of the best churches that america had to offer.
• Even after 25 years of the science of church growth, the
Western church still shows a net loss, or as the experts like
to say, a ‘negative growth.’ thirtytwo percent of the u.s.
population claimed to be bornagain in 1995, down from
35% in 1982.19 of the 40% who claim to go to church on a
given sunday, half of them aren’t being honest. in actuality
only 20% of Protestants and 28% of catholics actually show
up!20 of those who do go, fully 71% never expect to experi
ence God’s presence in a church service.21
• There may be more truth than any of us would care to admit
in Gene edwards’ conclusion: “this era—the one i live in
has proven to be unquestionably the most biblecentered
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age since the days of the Pharisees; it also rivals their age
for being the least christcentered. (and men today get just
as mad as men of that former age when someone points out
that fact.)”22
• And what of the weak sheep, those who can’t seem to nuzzle
their way into the high-tech, fine-tuned programs of church
professionals? What of the lamb that needs more than a
45minute counseling appointment or a 20minute exposi
tion of the Word to understand how to walk with God?
Whenever God measured the effectiveness of his shepherds
in the Word, he always counted how effectively the weak
were cared for, not how many of the strong muddied the
pond. too many people are falling through the cracks of the
church’s impersonalized structures.

A VIEW

FROM THE

TRENCHES

sobering, isn’t it? it’s hard to believe that these two lists sum
up the same entity. is the church beautifully clothed, or is she
naked? it all depends on where we look.
on a grand, sweeping scale, enough statistics and stories can
be garnered to set us at ease. if impressive architecture and elabo
rate programs fulfill our hunger, then we can sit back and have a
cup of coffee. all is well.
If, however, our goals lie in Jesus Christ being glorified in our
world, where the needs of people are met even as they are being
shaped after Jesus’ image, then perhaps our coffee break is pre
mature. to answer this cry we need to look more closely at our
society, beneath statistics which can so easily gloss over personal
pain. We need to look at people with names and faces, the very
people we already know.
take a look down your street: What do nonbelievers around
you think of Jesus and his followers today? do they hold them
in respect or in contempt? look down the pew: Why are people
who are so faithful to the rituals of the church so empty and dis
heartened? is Jesus a practical source of help for them?
look into your own heart: have you settled for a christianity
far beneath the one you read about in God’s Word?
Walter Wangerin calls this looking from the downside up. “i
look from the downside up at the systems of the world: govern
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mental systems, economic systems, class systems. From the top
side down they look good, they comb their hair very well. From
the downside up it doesn’t look as good.”23 he found his van
tage point in pastoring an innercity church, and the view was
painful. “i would rather not see from the downside up because i
know many of the people who are participating in it. i like them.
i don’t want to be a prophet.”
Who does? that’s why we resist looking too closely, and
instead turn away to comfortable generalities. every pastor or
evangelist caught in adultery, every moneygrabbing appeal for
funds, every person whose deep hurt goes unhealed, and every
empty person sitting through another christian ritual breaks
God’s heart. he has offered us so much more.
From the downside up you can see the pain and emptiness
that infects our generation and the powerlessness of the church
to fill it. Feel the horror of rejection which a young mother feels
when her prayer request for a leukemiastricken child is seem
ingly ignored as she listens to how God answered someone else’s
prayer to be a great football player or a miss america. this is
the view which the late david Watson must have seen when he
concluded, “We live today in a sick church that desperately needs
God’s healing.”24
our dilemma is no better illustrated than in an encounter which
thomas aquinas, a theologian of the thirteenth century, had with
Pope innocent iv. one day aquinas found the Pope counting a
large sum of money. “you see, thomas,” Pope innocent said, “the
church can no longer say, ‘silver and gold have i none.’” these
are the words Peter and John, two of christ’s disciples, had spo
ken one morning when a lame beggar sought money from them.
instead, Peter and John healed the beggar’s legs and sent him
home dancing.
aquinas thought about the Pope’s statement for a moment
and then replied, “true, holy Father, but neither can she now say,
‘rise up and walk.’ “25
though originally spoken as a lament for what aquinas per
ceived as an unrecoverable past, these words could well serve as
the epitaph of the Western church. it is far easier for us to handle
money than to touch the real needs of hurting people—so much
so that many people doubt whether or not God cares about
them.
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if you had to choose between a church that was poor but pow
erful and one that was rich but powerless, which would you pre
fer? do you think God would choose any differently? but some
one might object that one need not exclude the other. Perhaps
inherently not, but it always seems to work out that way.
today we are rich in the things of this world—money, political
clout, even buildings that double as tourist attractions—but what
appears to be our success may only testify to our failure. colson
points to how the gospel has been compromised in our push to
make it popular: “much of the christianity we slickly market is
nothing but a religious adaptation of the selfseeking values of
secular culture.”26
such success is empty—only an illusion. howard snyder
has been calling the church to radical renewal for more than
two decades now. “even if the church seems to be succeeding,
growth outruns depth and outward success masks inward emp
tiness.”27
both of these voices, and others like them, have fallen on deaf
ears. even where church leaders agree with their assessments,
they continue to embrace the priorities that thwart any hope of
change.
in the face of hurting people our successbynumbers euphoria
is woefully irrelevant. For those who have hoped for something
better, i have great news: the heritage that Jesus bequeathed
his church is more valuable than gold and silver, answering the
deepest cries of our hurts and hungers.

TRUE RICHES
nothing makes me hungrier for a dynamic christianity than
reading about the first-generation church. They weren’t rich, per
fect, or even culturally acceptable, but they exhibited a vitality
of faith that stirs my heart. Four characteristics are particularly
noteworthy.
1. They were preoccupied with Jesus. to the early church the
resurrected christ was not a mere theological fact. he who had
ascended before their very eyes had returned, alive and present
in his people—loving them, guiding them, and empowering
them. Jesus himself said that his life in them by the holy spirit
would be better than if he stayed with them (John 16:7), and the
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early church found it to be so.
he was both the center of their message and the lord of the
church. They sought to hear his will and they obeyed it, not flee
ing to the false safety of topheavy institutions or namebrand
celebrities. christ’s presence was real enough to take them
through anything.
his presence should be no less real among us today, yet we
lack a christology of the present. scholarship has wrangled over
the preexistent christ, the incarnate christ, and the christ of
the second advent but is woefully deficient in a theology of the
christ of the present. For many he is only a distant voice of com
passion even though he wants to be so much more.
When we lose that presence, spiritual death follows. George
Whitefield was stirred by that loss in his generation early in the
american colonies:
i am persuaded [that] the generality of preachers talk of
an unknown and unfelt christ. the reason why congre
gations have been so dead is because they had dead men
preaching to them.28
Remember how real God’s presence was when you first sur
rendered to him? he only wanted it to get better from there.
2. Their community had reality. unity and heartfelt love was the
earmark of the early church. even people who didn’t accept their
message marveled at how much they loved and cared for each
other.
every person, regardless of class or race or past lifestyle, found
acceptance in the church. the rich and the poor, Jew and Gentile,
slave and free, served the lord sidebyside. they never even
contemplated homogeneous church ministry. today we can’t
find a workable mission theology without it.
in their fellowship they did more than cut across cultural bar
riers—they sacrificed for each other’s needs. They even sold land
to buy food for others. their love drew them to visit each other
in jail even when doing so resulted in risk of their own arrest.
someone’s weakness became an opportunity for someone else to
serve, rather than judge or gossip. What a contrast to the back
biting and political infighting that characterize so much of what
passes for christian fellowship today!
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3. Their ministry had power. “my message and my preaching
were not with wise and persuasive words,” wrote the apostle
Paul, “but with a demonstration of the spirit’s power, so that
your faith might not rest on men’s wisdom, but on God’s power”
(i corinthians 2:4,5).
everything i have learned about ministry was geared to the
art of persuasion through articulate and inspiring speech. i can
weave a biblical argument around someone until he has no
choice but to agree with me. sadly, though, i’ve never seen it
produce enduring change. Paul dissociated himself from such
tactics, preferring to demonstrate how real the spirit of God is, so
that people trusted in God because they knew his reality.
Christianity to the first-century Christians was not primarily a
confession of correct theology—it was God active in his creation
to redeem broken people. the early church healed sick people,
raised some from the dead, and liberated people taken captive
by evil spirits.
today we can only comfort the sick and bereaved, and argue
about the existence of demons. yet God wants to share his power
with us so that we can know how real he is and how practically
he cares about us.
4. They were willing to sacrifice. the early christians didn’t fol
low Jesus to gain new cars and lakeview cabins. they followed
him because he was lord, and thus endured the violent reactions
of a hostile culture. they were thrown to lions, boiled in oil,
imprisoned and stoned. yet their faith only grew.
They faced conflicts with their own desires but sought the will
of God above personal gain. their values were not in the material
realm because they understood the abundant life not as temporal
comfort but as living in the fullness of Jesus’ presence.
today many people are afraid to admit they are christians for
fear of being ridiculed. Rare is the believer who spends even fif
teen minutes a day cultivating their relationship with Jesus. too
often we softsell christianity, pretending there’s no cost because
we’re afraid we’ll offend the sundaymorningonly churchgoers.
sadly, too many people walk away from the church, never hav
ing known a God worth sacrificing for.
all this is not to say that the early church didn’t have problems.
We know of occasions where evil men infiltrated the ranks of the
church to exploit people for their own gain, where incest was tol
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erated, where believers lied to achieve status, and where commu
nion was turned into a food fight. But we also see that these were
the exception rather than the rule, and were dealt with openly
and honestly. We know that believers were not perfect and that
not everyone was healed of every sickness, but those who sought
after God were increasingly changed into his likeness.
in comparison with this model i can only conclude that the
church today is naked. What God has offered us is better than
what we’re living. We can know the same reality of the resur
rected Jesus, the closeness of brotherly love, the power of super
natural ministry, and a joy far deeper than the lures of this life.
Not only did that first-century church touch this experience,
but throughout church history there have been others who have
captured a similar hunger for God, and experienced similar
results. though such people were not usually in the mainstream
of the established church structures of their day, God made his
life available to those who hungered for him.
Even today reports from overseas tell us of believers finding
this same reality. And if you look carefully you can find groups of
believers who are discovering simple and powerful ways to live
in God’s life and share it with others.
You can find it too. These characteristics we’ve examined all
grew from the same root—from a depth of intimacy with God
himself that is still possible today. the early church wasn’t living
up to a slate of expectations but was simply doing what came
naturally to people who loved God with all their heart.
God wants us to experience that same vital christianity. in the
pages ahead i want to help you discover it.

3
THE EMPEROR’S NEW CLOTHES
You say, “I am rich; I have acquired wealth
and do not need a thing.” But you do not realize
that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked.
—revelation 3:17

W

hat an amazing paradox—while we were stripped
of the vitality of our relationship with God, we were
handed enough statistics and programs to think our
selves successful!
not only were we caught in a trap, but one so carefully con
structed that we never recognized it as such even after it was
sprung. Such a trick would be as difficult as convincing a naked
man to walk down the street believing himself fully clothed.
exactly!
and no one has illustrated this phenomenon better than hans
christian andersen in his tale The Emperor’s New Clothes. the
church today is more like this fictitious emperor than anyone
would care to admit, and so are many of the people who fill its
pews. how it happened to him could not illustrate any better how
it also happened to us.
the story is about an emperor who was more concerned about
his appearance than about governing his people. seizing that
opportunity, two swindlers convinced him they could weave the
most beautiful clothes ever made and also fashion them in such
a way that they would be invisible to anyone who wasn’t fit for
his post or who was hopelessly stupid.
What could be better for the emperor? he could satiate his
vanity and be a good ruler at the same time. he gave the self
proclaimed tailors money and the finest silk and gold thread. But
27
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the swindlers only pretended to make the clothes, pocketing the
money and the material.
Fearing his own incompetence, the emperor sent his most hon
est aides to check on the progress of his clothing. the swindlers
pretended to weave and sew, but the aides could see no clothes,
for there weren’t any. Thinking they would be thought unfit or
stupid, they lavished praise on the nonexistent garments.
eventually the emperor came to see the clothes. his aides were
so enthused about them that he was sure of his own incompe
tence when he couldn’t see them. so he joined the pretense, as
did everyone who thought they alone weren’t seeing the clothes.
his aides suggested a parade to show the people his new clothes.
even though the emperor couldn’t see them or even feel them, he
pretended to put them on and went off to parade naked before
the crowd.
never had the emperor’s clothes been such a success. everyone
praised their beauty—until a little child said, “but he hasn’t got
anything on!” the word quickly spread through the crowd as
people realized they weren’t the only ones not seeing the clothes.
When the emperor overheard their shouts he realized his own
nakedness, but he could only say, “i must go through with it now,
procession and all.”

THE POWER

OF

SELF INTEREST

the point of this story is not vanity; it is selfinterest. though
the ruse began with the emperor’s pride, this alone could never
have convinced him to walk down the street naked. the swin
dlers sprang the trap by giving everyone a good reason to believe
what was not true.
but this is a fairy tale, you say; it doesn’t happen in real life.
anyone who has ever sat in a business meeting where personal
interest rules the course will not only think it can happen but
knows it does happen every day. some of the strangest reasons
can be used to defend the silliest project or idea as long as some
one will benefit from it. How fast a project goes through depends
on how many people get the benefits. The swindlers made sure
that everyone in town would be hurt if they didn’t believe the lie.
and we all know how easy it is to go with the crowd.
Well, maybe in business, but surely this can’t happen in the
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church!
not only can it, but it already has. this was exactly the prob
lem Jesus addressed at the church in the asian city of laodicea:
“you say, ‘i am rich; i have acquired wealth and do not need a
thing.’ but you do not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor,
blind and naked.”
church history is pocked with periods where the church was
naked and didn’t know it. it’s easy for us now to look back at
those generations, not sharing their vested interests, and see how
believers sold out to political and personal corruption during the
Middle Ages; to high finance prior to the Reformation; to terror
and murder during the inquisition; to naturalistic reason during
the enlightenment; and to liberalism early in this century. those
problems are so obvious to us now that we forget how articulate
ly the church of those times was defended by wellintentioned
people.
but this book is not concerned with past moments of naked
ness—only with our own. though our trade is different from the
emperor’s—he exchanged gold for air, and we exchange intima
cy with God for gold itself and popularity with the world—the
trap is still the same: We stay captive to deception by the same
appeal to personal interest.
In the tale, the first two officials to fall for the swindlers’ decep
tion were described as honest and capable. yet for fear of losing
status and position they pretended to see what their eyes told
them was not there. once the most honest fell for it, the others
went along. the reality of the clothes became a secondary con
cern to protecting their image.
anyone who does not gush with admiration for church institu
tions and activities today is accused of being arrogant, rebellious,
or judgmental. that’s our modern equivalent of being stupid
or unfit. So, even though our Christian experience feels empty,
we think we’re the only ones to feel that way. to admit this is
unthinkable, so we rationalize those nagging thoughts that tell
us this can’t really be what God had in mind. after all, there is
always more to be gained by exploiting a system than there is by
exposing it.
today we are so impressed by our own efforts that through
endless hours of talk shows and endless pages of fundraising
letters we congratulate ourselves: “look how much we’re doing
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for Jesus!” When we believe this thought, the trap is fully sprung.
our visions of a powerful and relevant church, with love enough
for all and selfless sacrifice for God’s kingdom, are filed away
under the heading “too idealistic.” We settle for the status quo
as if it were all God intended—like a baby crocodile born in the
zoo pond.
the emperor’s nonexistent clothes were more successful than
anything the emperor had ever worn. no real clothes would
have gained such universal acceptance, because people’s tastes
differ too widely. since nothing was there, each person made the
pretense of seeing the loveliest garment he could imagine. so it
is with the church today; many people are making christianity
just what they want it to be, whatever best fits their interest.
Widespread satisfaction with the church may only testify to its
lack of substance.
The first person to be honest about the emperor’s clothes was
not all that courageous; he just didn’t have any personal stake
in the deception. he was too young to understand the necessity
of denying reality to save face. it doesn’t take great wisdom to
unmask deceit—only a desire to look at things as they really are,
not the way we want to see them.
but even when the truth was out, the emperor couldn’t face it.
he knew the little boy was right, but he had come too far now.
he would really look like a fool if he had given half the realm’s
money for no clothes at all. What to do? What every selfrespect
ing (there’s a key!) leader would do: stay the course, hoping by
outward confidence to convince others that the clothes were
really there and that the common people were stupid for not see
ing them.
The church is naked. Who hasn’t seen its deficiencies and
wondered why we keep going on with it? But this is difficult to
admit. if it is true, what do we do with our multimilliondollar
mortgages and operating expenses, our singing celebrities and
their adoring fans, our committees and their policy statements?
so we go on, ever more ardently defending what is working
so poorly. We risk becoming like the Pharisees to whom Jesus
said, “you have no room for my word” (John 8:37). their sys
tems were set in concrete, providing a foundation for their own
personal prestige. they would allow nothing to change that, not
even truth.
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like the emperor, we conclude that it just might be better to
make the best of a bad situation than to admit the mess we’re in.
but let us not be fooled: the world sees right through our empty
confessions. don’t worry about them laughing at us for admit
ting it; they will only continue to laugh if we don’t, and all the
while blame God for what we are.

THE CHURCH

AT

LAODICEA

since we too have fallen victim to the complacency of our
imagined successes, it would be well for us to take a closer look
at the church in laodicea.
“you say, ‘i am rich; i have acquired wealth and do not need a
thing.’“ Wealth marked this congregation, probably with finances
as well as with the influence in the community—two things that
neither Jesus nor any of his disciples ever enjoyed. “but you do
not realize that you are wretched, pitiful, poor, blind and naked.”
their external wealth blinded them to the true status of their
spiritual depth. What Jesus says to them in revelation 3:1422
applies to us no less.
i know your deeds, that you are neither cold nor hot. i
wish you were either one or the other! so, because you are
lukewarm—neither hot nor cold—i am about to spit you
out of my mouth (vv. 15,16).
this passage has made “lukewarm” the most feared accusation
in christendom even though we don’t understand why a cold
person is better than a lukewarm one. at least he’s heating up,
isn’t he?
no, and that misses the point entirely. a cold person is hard
and rebellious. he makes no pretense of religion and offers it no
lip service. Whether by indifference or outright hostility, a cold
heart lives up to its confession: “there is no God, and even if
there is, i’m going to do it my way.”
a hot person is a zealot—one who burns with conviction. like
the cold person, he has no room for pretense or lip service. he
doesn’t merely talk about Jesus, go to church weekly, or watch
christian television. he seeks God wholeheartedly and obeys
him even at great personal cost. Jesus must be first, and every
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thing which distracts from that objective must go. such people
are uncomfortable to be around because their very lives expose
our rationalizations for what they are—excuses to mix our
christianity with the attractions of the world.
in contrast to both of these, the lukewarm person’s confession
never matches his lifestyle. in fact his words are a substitute for
his actions. He finds safety in pretense and lip service. The reason
that Jesus would rather have us cold than lukewarm is because
the lukewarm are no closer to him than the cold ones, but they
don’t even know it.
The lukewarm are those who redefine religion to fit themselves. to such people God cannot draw near. that’s why Jesus
chided the Pharisees for their pretense of religion almost in the
same breath that he used to forgive the harlot. being lukewarm
allows people the dubious luxury of thinking they have the life
of God yet still being free to pursue the objectives of this age.
they can give God precedence with their mouth (saying the
right thing is easy), their ceremonies (going to the right places is
habitforming), and their actions (doing many right things keeps
the conscience at bay), but they still don’t have to surrender their
will in everything.
the effect of their lukewarmness was measured in the impotence
of their spirituality. Jesus pointed to three key areas in which they
were deficient, and in doing so he gives us additional insight into
their nakedness.
1. Gold refined by fire. Fire-refined gold is a common biblical
analogy for an active faith that can stand the test of difficult
circumstances. it is a far cry from the pseudofaith touted today
that attempts to compel God to give us whatever we desire.
Faith is not a gimmick; it is an intimate trust and dependence on
God that is not hinged to circumstances but is grounded deep in
God’s nature.
Fire-refined faith takes us through the death of loved ones,
unemployment, and persecution with a confidence that continues to trust God’s love even when we cannot reconcile it with
our circumstances. Such faith will find rest in God’s presence and
will give us wisdom to either help us bear the crises with God’s
strength or else show us how he wants to change those circum
stances by his miraculous intervention.
2. White clothes to wear. the robes of righteousness are
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wellknown in scripture. yet christ said that they had none at
laodicea. laodicea was not known for sin, but its righteousness
was like that of the Pharisees—external, motivated only by the
desire to increase spiritual status. today the church can’t even
claim to look righteous, for promiscuity, greed, bitterness, and
gossip abound. the list goes on and we try to excuse it by a
bumpersticker theology that says, “be Patient, God isn’t Finished
With me yet!” or “christians aren’t Perfect, Just Forgiven.”
shouldn’t we be tired of falling victim to the same sins year
after year, without seeing any hope of change? God wants us to
wear his robes of righteousness, which spring up effortlessly from
within people who are caught up in loving him. that’s why true
righteousness makes someone holy and not pious, humble and
not prideful, compassionate and not disparaging. and though it
is a lifelong process, every month we can see progress and find
ourselves bearing God’s image to people around us.
3. Salve for your eyes. Finally, the laodiceans lacked discern
ment. not only couldn’t they see their own spiritual wretched
ness, but they could see little else about God’s working in their
world. Discernment is the first thing to be covered by the crust
of lukewarmness. the still, small voice diminishes and we learn
to get along without it, living by principles and rules of conduct
rather than by the direction of the holy spirit.

A CALL

TO

REPENTANCE

though Jesus’ letter to the laodiceans is scathing, it also
holds great promise. he gave them the opportunity to bury their
nakedness in repentance and to buy back the spirituality they
had squandered.
did he literally mean they could cash in their wealth for faith,
righteousness, and discernment? of course not; we know these
can’t be bought with money. however, his choice of words was
not arbitrary, for their pursuit of true wealth would cost them
the false wealth they had gathered. if they were going to be hon
est they would have to risk their image to those who might be
offended by a christianity that offers challenge instead of mock
comfort.
the same need and the same call to repentance await us. our
trappings look just as successful as those of the laodiceans, and
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just as many lukewarm people fill our pews:
the church of Jesus christ, now grown lukewarm and
indifferent in pursuing its redemptive priestly ministry
and corrective prophetic authority, largely has tolerated
or participated in the dominant evils and errors of this
sin-filled age.1
this statement was part of the Manifesto for the Christian
Church, signed on July 4, 1986. it was produced by the coalition
on revival, an organization whose steering committee includes
such people as e.v. hill, James Kennedy, Jay Kesler, tim lahaye,
harold lindsell, and many others. the manifesto paints a bleak
but accurate picture of the state of Western christianity. here are
some other excerpts.
We have built our own egos rather than advancing the
kingdom of christ.
We have failed to confront falsehood and unrigh
teousness consistently in the church or in the world
because of our fear of man and of losing prestige or secu
rity.
We have been content to reduce the value of the tran
scendent gospel to mere creedal form, devoid of spiritual
content or present reality by our harlotry with idols of
personal peace and affluence.
We have heaped to ourselves teachers and pastors to
tickle our ears with pleasant falsehoods and entertaining
fables rather than convicting us of our sin and demanding
that we live righteous lives of obedience to the bible.
We have adopted the covetousness and materialism
of our surrounding culture, seeking the approval of men
and neglecting the fear of the lord.
We will take a more specific look at some of these areas in
future chapters as we see how naked they make us and what
other options Jesus offers. the manifesto calls on the church to
repent and recapture a vibrant faith firmly grounded in God’s
Word.
ten years after its signing, the failures of organized religion
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in each of these areas have only grown worse. though scores of
books have been written in the meantime pointing out the emp
tiness of church life and calling believers to renewal, the church
as a whole continues to parade naked in our culture. even those
who begin to see it, fear it’s too late to faceup now, and, like
the emperor, pull their pretend garments of power, prestige and
success more closely around them and keep going down the
doomed path.
ultimately the call for repentance is a personal one. structures
will only change when enough individuals abandon the priori
ties they service and discover again the simple joy of knowing
the living God. the same offer that Jesus made the laodiceans
still stands for us. We can return to him and recover what we
have lost. he’s not interested in condemning our nakedness, but
rather in covering us with his glory.
Where does our life fall short? do we want to live the way God
has called us to? We can ask him to forgive us and restore to our
life the faith, righteousness, and discernment he promised. then
we will rise again in this day to demonstrate the joy of devotion
to christ. We will wield his wisdom and power in our daily lives
with such simplicity that others around us will know that the
kingdom of God has come near them.
We will no longer be naked, but clothed in God’s splendor!

4
AREN’T YOU HUNGRY?
Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for
righteousness, for they will be filled.
—matthew 5:6

a

ren’t you hunnnnnngry? one of the most aggressive tv
commercials for a fastfood hamburger chain that i’ve
ever seen began with that chant.
To the driving background music a hamburger five times nor
mal size sizzled above the licking flames. The background music,
led by a driving drumbeat, grew louder. moments later French
fries suddenly splashed across the screen. then the hamburger
returned, this time on a toasted bun. the chant kept pounding.
soon i was on the edge of my seat, every saliva gland pumping
at maximum capacity.
aren’t you hunnnnnngry?
then mercifully it was over—30 seconds that seemed like an
eternity. of course i’m hungry; i’m always hungry. and i’m espe
cially hungry in the middle of a fast, which seemed to be the only
time i saw that commercial.
hunger is a great driving force, and that commercial tapped it.
We too must tap a different kind of hunger if we are going to pay
the price to discard our nakedness and pursue the relationship
God has designed for us.

WHY IS HUNGER SO IMPORTANT?
history demonstrates that reawakenings in the church come in
cycles. times of great spiritual fervor are followed by a gradual
37
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decline; then there is a fresh resurgence, and so on. as a result,
many people have concluded that God’s sovereignty is the impe
tus behind renewal. he earmarks certain periods for revival and
others for dormancy.
charles Finney found the same assumption in his day and
attacked it with a vengeance. at the heart of every revival he
studied he always found a person or group of people praying for
that revival and expecting it—“on the watchtower, constant in
prayer till the blessing came.”1
revival is not the result of mere historical happenstance, and
Finney knew that if people pinned all their hopes for change
on God’s sovereignty it would never come. God always wants
to revive his people, but it is we who allow him to work so in
us. recently i had breakfast with a wellpublished pastor who
lamented how ineffective the church is today in making the gos
pel relevant for the unchurched. “its structure is not conducive
for it, and i do not see the church changing unless some world
wide catastrophe forces it to.”
but we need not await such a catastrophe. hunger for God’s
presence works just as well, for that is what grows out of catas
trophes that spur revival. the following diagram of revival cycles
will help explain why this is so. it is applicable to historical
movements as well as to periods of renewal in our own lives.
the top of the chart marks those moments when God’s pres
ence is fresh, alive, and real; the bottom where God seems only
a distant memory. The flow of events runs clockwise around the
chart—three steps down the right side of the chart and three up
the left.
let’s start at the top. i use the word “revival” to refer to
those times when God’s presence is evident among his people.
Grace, joy and peace fill every cranny of our lives. It is a time of
excitement, though not necessarily ease, when every day is an
adventure to see what God will do next. new believers come to
discover the life of Jesus. bondages are broken, deception is dis
pelled, character is developed in times of affliction, and love and
humility abound in relationships with other people.
The first step away from revival is complacency. God’s work
has been so wonderful and effortless that we get sidetracked
from our relationship with him and instead become caretakers of
his blessings. our hunger to know him is dulled. We don’t need
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him as much for our own needs, and we lose his vision of extend
ing the life of his kingdom to a dying world. but God’s life is like
a river: The moment it stops flowing it begins to stagnate.
as our perception of his presence wanes, we compensate by
falling in love with God’s gifts, eventually loving them more than
we love him and using them for our own gain. God describes
that process with israel in ezekiel 16. he pictures israel as an
abandoned child, lying naked in a field, covered with blood.
God finds her, takes her home, cleans her up, puts her in beauti
ful clothes, and teaches her how to be a lady. What a marvelous
story—until the young lady falls in love with her own beauty.
she begins to use her beauty to get what she wants from others,
and turns to prostitution.
She forgot the God who rescued her. The final step toward
spiritual death is rarely active rebellion; it is more often neglect.
israel was rebuked for this over and over again. enemies or
drought rose up against them, and they fell on their faces to pray
and repent. God then routed the enemy or blessed his people
with rain. When prosperity returned they went off to enjoy it.
how often i’ve seen this cycle—in church history and in indi
vidual lives, including my own. When we’re caught in trouble
we turn to God for help, seeking him for a new job or help with
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our marriage. as we learn to walk with him as our loving Father,
we begin to change and so do our circumstances. eventually the
trouble is resolved. Without a crisis making us desperate for him,
we soon forget about our relationship with him. the new job,
ministry or restored marriage subtly becomes more important
than our relationship to Father.
When God is forgotten, or takes second chair to our enjoyment
of his blessings, spiritual life dries up. in time our prayers will
seem to bounce off the walls, and the Word seems dry. all the
forms and vocabulary still persist, but they are lifeless without
God’s presence. in fact religious activity often increases during
this time in an attempt to compensate for the emptiness.
during these times God’s nature is sorely misunderstood.
When people cry out in need but find that their prayers aren’t
answered, they get angry with God, for he doesn’t seem to live
up to his own theology. Jeremiah addressed this need in his own
generation:
they have turned their backs to me and not their faces;
yet when they are in trouble they say, “come and save
us!” Where then are the gods you made for yourselves?
let them come if they can save you when you are in
trouble! (Jeremiah 2:27,28).
how can we expect God to jump to our attention in the things
we pray about when we’ve not been listening to him or his con
cerns? unanswered prayers that seem to obviously be in God’s
will and an inner, relational emptiness are sure indications that
we’ve come to the bottom of the cycle.
unfortunately, at times like this people are often encouraged
to just hang in there: “everyone goes through dry times; it will
pass.” don’t believe it, and don’t acclimate yourself to God’s
inactivity. remember what it was like when God was moving in
your life, and let yourself get hungry to be there again.
Hunger is your first step back up the chart. In the face of God’s
promises all that the world offers is empty. hunger will cause
you to seek the lord wholeheartedly, putting him above every
thing else again. heartfelt prayer and repentance will break the
crust of complacency, opening you once again to his presence.
transformation follows, and with it the joy and excitement of
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revival.
notice the pivotal moments in this chart: complacency and
hunger. complacency starts us on the road to deadness, taking
our eyes off God and putting them on the cares of this world.
conversely, hunger puts our hearts back on God, making us
willing to pay whatever cost is necessary to know God in his full
ness. that’s why Jesus said, “the kingdom of heaven has been
forcefully advancing, and forceful men lay hold of it” (matthew
11:12).
God did not create us to spin around this cycle from high to
low. our challenge as believers is to get hungry and stay hungry
for him.

“HERE, KITTY, KITTY!”
mama cat was the mice exterminator on the grape ranch
where i grew up in central california. she had a name, but we
never used it. at three litters of kittens per year, with rarely less
than eight kittens per litter, no other name would do. We looked
forward to each new batch and to playing with the young kit
tens.
then we got Penney, a German shepherd pup who was
attacked her first day home by Mama Cat for wandering too near
her most recent brood. Penney’s snout was bloodied by a few
wellplaced claws. needless to say, they weren’t good friends
after that, and when Penney finally grew up, Mama Cat moved
her deliveries elsewhere.
now we would only see her new offspring when she brought
them up to the house, ready to wean them. they would move
into a thick hedge outside our back door where the dog could not
get them. having had no human contact for two to three months,
the kittens were terrified of us. If we even got close they would
hiss and spit, lashing out with their claws. “you either have to
tame those cats so we can give them away or else i’ll have to
dispose of them.” my dad’s words sounded harsh, but we knew
there was no other option.
how do you tame wild cats? We used their hunger. We began
by putting a bowl of warm milk inside the hedge. When they
started drinking it, mama cat would wean them. now they
needed us, and we would put the bowl just outside the hedge
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and stay to watch them. they hated to eat with us present there,
but their hunger forced them to come anyway. in ensuing days
we shortened the distance between us and the bowl until we
were close enough to pet them while they ate. Finally they would
come when we called them, milk or no milk; they were our
friends at last.
all this because of hunger! all they wanted was dinner, but
we knew that food alone wouldn’t save them. they needed to
be tamed, and hunger was a motive strong enough to make the
larger change they needed. Our flesh is just like those little kit
tens—hostile to God. everything in this world and in our old
nature pulls us away from his kingdom. the only thing that will
take us through the process of maturity is hunger for God that
keeps driving us to him both in good times and in bad. but such
hunger is a rare commodity in this age.

HUNGER

IN AN

AGE

OF

DEFENSIVENESS

Like everyone in Hans Christian Andersen’s tale, we find it
threatening to challenge the status quo. it may not be what we
want, but at least there is no more risk in it. We learn to get by
and don’t want anyone upsetting the balance.
the Pharisees had the same problem. John the baptist and Jesus
were enigmas to them. they noted a dynamic in their ministries
that they sorely lacked, but they could never bring themselves to
admit it. instead they quibbled over theology (“should we pay
taxes?”) and methodology (“stop healing on the sabbath.”). in
one encounter they asked Jesus directly, “by what authority are
you doing these things?” (matthew 21:2327).
Jesus’ response seemed to dodge the issue. instead of answering
their question, Jesus forced them into withdrawing it:
“i will also ask you one question. if you answer me, i will tell
you by what authority i am doing these things. John’s baptism—
where did it come from?”
the Pharisees huddled. “if we say, ‘From heaven,’ he will ask,
‘then why don’t you believe him?’ but if we say, ‘From men—we
are afraid of the people, for they all hold that John was a proph
et.” They finally answered, “We don’t know.”
Jesus proved his point. the only reason they couldn’t under
stand his ministry is because they didn’t want to. they refused to
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listen to anything that challenged their vested interest, preferring
the false power of ignorance to the vulnerability of hunger.
Don’t we do the same? A young man sat in my office years ago
and shared with me his desire to walk in a gospel more filled
with power than he saw in the church around him. “i’m going to
start seeking God one hour every day and find out how I can live
like the early church lived.”
My first thought was to discourage him. I didn’t have an hour
to spend every day right then, and if he did he might have a more
powerful walk than i was modeling. i was threatened, and to
my discredit i discouraged his hunger: “don’t you think if God
wanted to do more in his church he’d be showing that to us who
are leading?”
this same thing happened when the charismatic renewal
began in the 60’s. suddenly people were talking about a God
who wanted to be active, talking to his people and performing
miracles. i know people who found that threatening. they had
walked with God for 40 years and had never seen him do any
kind of miracle.
their line of reasoning ran like this: “if God wants to do these
things today, why haven’t i heard about it before now? since i’ve
been faithful to him, he certainly wouldn’t leave me out. therefore
God’s miracles can’t be for today.” they may even have prayed
for God’s special work in desperate moments of the past, only to
see their prayers go unanswered. but instead of acknowledging
this forthrightly, they cloaked their disagreements in theological
terms and pointed to excess and abuse within the movement to
discount it. the very thing that God was doing to include them
they used as a basis to resist him.
our culture does that to us. in an age of defensiveness, hun
ger is unthinkable. We consider successful those who are self
assured, confident, and fulfilled; so even if we’re not any of these,
we must pretend to be. We have come to possess the fragile iden
tities on which our culture is so fixated; we are unable to admit
need, unmet dreams, or mistakes. too many of our relationships
are based on having to project a flawless performance; gaining
acceptance forces us to justify everything we do.
in such a climate, hungry people are regarded at best as fanat
ics and at worst as rebels. “sensible” people accept the status quo
for what it is and use it as advantageously as possible. like the
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Pharisees, we hunger more to preserve our place in the eyes of
those around us than to admit our need to change. that may not
be what we want to do, but it’s what we do by default.
in matthew 11:2,3 John asked a question very similar to that
of the Pharisees. he got his answer because even though he had
significant vested interest in Jesus, he wanted the truth. John had
validated Jesus’ ministry, sending his own disciples to serve him.
if Jesus weren’t the messiah, John would have to face up to the
fact that he had failed in his mission to be a forerunner for the
christ. risk it he did, though, because he wanted to be right more
than he wanted to appear right.

HOW DO WE CREATE HUNGER?
all the people who have walked closely with God throughout
history were stirred both by a vision that burned in their hearts
and by their ability to look at the status quo and admit that it
did not live up to that vision. that dichotomy alone creates hun
ger—to see what God has promised and to be real enough about
our lives to admit when we’ve fallen short of it. this is what
produces the luthers, the Wesleys, the bonhoeffers. they saw a
great disparity in their day between biblical promise and cultural
reality, and they set about to narrow the gap in their own lives.
if we’re going to be hungry for God in this age, we too need
to take two looks. The first is a joyful one: Look at the promises
in God’s Word for people who walk with him. see how that is
modeled in Jesus’ relationship with his disciples and to the early
church in the book of acts. We can look for the reality of God’s
kingdom among us, making his loving presence real in the harsh
ness of our world. We can be believers who love God enough
to suffer for him, and see those bound by demonic darkness
explode into the freedom of God’s life, the lame man dancing in
joy, and prostitutes fully forgiven. We can see prayers consistent
ly answered, and the sins in our lives transformed by his glory.
Promises greater than our present experience await us. Jesus
said that when we really see the beauty of God’s kingdom, we
will stop at nothing to apprehend it. it is a pearl of great price
and at its heart is an intimate relationship with the lord of glory.
imagine the splendor of God’s love holding us, his voice guiding
us, his power sustaining us every day.
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the other look we need to take is not so glorious, but nonethe
less necessary. God’s promises must be superimposed over our
own experience to show us where we fall short. Promise alone is
not enough, since we have a tendency to conform God’s promis
es to our present circumstances instead of hungering for change.
Hunger can only flourish when we recognize that our present
circumstances don’t measure up to God’s promise.
charles Finney said, “a revival always includes conviction of
sin on the part of the church.”2 that’s what the old testament
prophets did to try to shake their generations out of complacency.
This is a difficult look to take, and one often ignored in prefer
ence to hearing about self-esteem, peace of mind, and financial
prosperity. editors know that people won’t pay good money for
bad news. they’ll only do that for the doctor and dentist, because
we can’t hide physical disease as cleverly as we can spiritual
emptiness. Jeremiah faced the same problem:
the prophets prophesy lies, the priests rule by their own
authority, and my people love it this way. but what will
you do in the end? (Jeremiah 5:31).
God has continually sent prophets to strip the facade off reli
gion and to force people to look squarely at the state of their
spiritual life. that’s why prophets are only honored after they
die. isaiah, Jeremiah, and elijah were hated by nearly everyone
in their day. Jesus even noted this fact to the Pharisees: “Woe to
you, because you build tombs for the prophets, and it was your
forefathers who killed them” (luke 11:47).
are we any different today? could luther and Wesley speak in
our pulpits? as long as their words apply to another generation,
we revere them. Would we tolerate them if they spoke the same
about things we hold dear? let’s try it!
luther spoke out passionately against rome’s practice of sell
ing indulgences—offering spiritual forgiveness and status for
money that was put into a building fund at the vatican. here’s
what he said:
the revenues of all christendom are being sucked into
this insatiable basilica. the Germans laugh at calling this
the common treasure of christendom. before long all the
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churches, palaces, walls and bridges of rome will be built
out of our money. First of all, we should rear living tem
ples, not local churches… he—the pope—would do bet
ter to sell st. Peter’s and give the money to the poor folk
who are being fleeced by the hawkers of indulgences.3
We all know the roman church of that day had its abuses—
even the catholic church today admits that. it is far more dif
ficult, however, to see the problems when you live in the midst
of them. We forget that luther spoke to real people who looked
up to their priests, the same way we do our pastors. some of
the most meaningful and moving events of their lives happened
between those cathedral walls.
What if martin luther were alive today? do you think he
would look on our fundraising techniques or our opulent build
ings with any less disgust? We may not be so crass as to sell for
giveness of sins for those who contribute to our cathedrals, but
most fundraising appeals contain a nearly identical mixture of
guilt and glory. in some facilities there are placards on virtually
every piece of furniture. though better disguised, we are still
selling spiritual status to the highest bidder.
Would we listen any better if martin luther used those same
words to cry out against our favorite tv pastor, or the mega
church being built on the outskirts of our city? care to try it?
reread his words above and substitute the names of people and
ministries that have touched your life.
do you see how hard it would be to listen? Wouldn’t we accuse
him of rebellion and independence, rising to the defense of those
ministries? these are wellintentioned people, we would say.
they are just trying to help others. and for the most part that
may be true—as it was of many of the priests in luther’s day.
however, the implications of their actions are not mitigated by
the lack of evil intentions.
Despite our beautiful buildings and finely tuned programs, we
have distorted the power of the gospel to serve the institutions
of our day. We have failed to actualize the mission of christ by
inviting people into the fullness of an intimate relationship with
the living God. Unless we can take an honest look at that defi
ciency in our religious systems today, we will continue to embrace
the comfortable emptiness of the status quo.
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the remaining chapters of this book will be written in couplets.
The first chapter of each couplet will push contemporary christi
anity to the mirror of God’s Word. such a juxtaposition is rarely
pretty, but we must see not only that we are naked, but why we
are. What does a lifeless Christianity offer our flesh so that it
entices us away from true intimacy with God?
i’ll warn you that this will not be easy. all of us can point to
wonderful, even lifechanging moments, that organized religion
has provided for us. Who doesn’t enjoy the aesthetics of a beauti
ful worship service? Who has not been enlightened by the teach
ing of God’s Word? Who doesn’t have friends there whom we
enjoy? no, church life today is not all bad, and that’s what makes
it difficult to recognize its deficiencies.
but the larger question must still be asked: does it lead us to
the fullness of an intimate friendship with Jesus? and if not, why
not? Just like in Luther’s day, we’ll find that whenever the church
serves the needs of the institution that surrounds it instead of
equipping people to know the living God, christianity itself will
be distorted.
even our best intentions become part of the problem. os
Guiness recognized how the church can become its own worst
enemy: “Christianity contributed significantly to the rise of the
modern world, it has committed itself uncritically to the world it
helped create and it has been undermined by its own efforts. the
church, therefore, is becoming its own gravedigger.”5
such talk is not any more popular in our day than it was in
luther’s. his contemporaries thought he wanted to destroy the
church, when his motives were quite the opposite. he offered
the church healing and spoke out not because he loved it less,
but because he loved it more than did the others of his day, who
cared less what God wanted than what they did.
Jesus warned his disciples on two occasions (John 16:14 and
luke 12:11,12) that true disciples would often be at odds with the
religious system of the day. in every age God’s people are called
to take the narrow road away from the acclamation and influ
ence of those who would use the church for their own ends. its
most dangerous days have been when the visible church, infatu
ated with itself, has fought against people who hunger for God.
sheldon vanauken was right: “it isn’t the enemy lurking outside
the cathedral door that the church needs to fear, but the enemy
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within.”4
virtually every denomination today began with a group of
passionate believers who pressed for change against the institu
tionalism of their day and finally had to leave to find the life of
God they sought. sadly, however, each of them in turn spawned
their own rigid traditions, and subsequent hungry believers had
to do the same.
if we’re going to recapture a hunger for spiritual intimacy we
will have look at the failures of contemporary christianity to
lead people into intimacy with God. don’t make the mistake of
thinking that christian unity and charity demands that we close
our eyes to that which seeks to pass itself off as the work of God
if it is not!

CAN IT HAPPEN

FOR

M E?

seeing a distant vision and seeing how far short of it we fall
is not enough to create hunger unless we know how to make
that vision our own experience. my hunger for that sizzling
hamburger in the commercial is a good thing only if i have the
freedom or money to buy one.
the second chapter of each couplet is an invitation for you to
come and experience the depth of friendship that God has pre
pared for you. We’ll learn how to embrace his presence and walk
in his glory, without our religious institutions having to make any
change at all.
i hope these words provide the impetus for some of the insti
tutions we call church to make significant changes and embrace
relational christianity, but it is not necessary. to God, ‘church’ is
not a building down the street, or a namebrand denomination.
his church is made up of every person who walks in friendship
with him. he came because he loved people, not organizations.
he desires to change you, not them.
We were created to be a people of God’s presence, not of mere
theology or ethics. We can know the living God and know what
it means to have him live his life through us. it’s a process where
each step is full of more glory and wonder than the last as he
makes us more like himself.
that relationship is within the reach of every child of God.
that makes me hungry.

Knowing
Knowing the
the
Living
Living God
God
Restoring
Restoring Relationship
Relationship

5
OF COURSE I LOVE GOD
I WENT FORWARD, DIDN’T I?
These people come near to me with their mouth
and honor me with their lips, but their hearts are far from me.
—isaiah 29:13

s

he had called me 20 minutes before on a friend’s recom
mendation, needing to see a pastor. she was barely 20, a
willowy brunette. “you have to help me!” the look in her
eyes confirmed the desperation in her voice.
“What can i do for you?” i asked, trying to feel out the situa
tion.
Tears began to flow. “The man I’ve been living with moved out
on me a month ago. to get back at him i’m having an affair with
his best friend. i’m so torn up inside. i can’t sleep at night. i’ve
got to find some peace.”
amazing! she didn’t seem the least bit concerned about her
immorality or vengeance. “Why did you come to see me?”
“i’m a christian,” she said, looking shocked that i had asked.
(i’m sure i looked as shocked at her answer.)
“What do you mean, you’re a christian?”
“i love God, you know. even went forward a couple of years
ago to be born again. i believe he died on the cross and all that.”
I couldn’t believe my ears. “You see no conflict between your
confession of christianity and the lifestyle you’re living?”
“should i?” her shocked look returned.
i’ll spare you her excuses, but i tried to help her see the dispar
ity between the christianity she professed and the life she was
living. i told her that Jesus wanted to come to her in the midst of
51
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it all and set her free. but she didn’t want to be free of her sin,
only her pain and in the end decided she would seek it another
way.
regrettably, she is not an isolated case. For too many people
christianity is only a creed to confess or ritual to follow. its
impact is only mental, far removed from the realities of everyday
living. such christianity is full of form but devoid of substance,
and God never intended it to be that way.

ABSTRACTING REALITY
a.W. tozer saw how little christianity was built around the
practical presence of God:
if the holy spirit was withdrawn from the church today,
95% of what we do would go on and no one would know
the difference. if the holy spirit had been withdrawn
from the new testament church 95% of what they did
would stop and everybody would know the difference.1
today God is an abstraction, existing in an unseen and unfelt
spiritual realm. People can only please him by following his
rules—going to church, tithing, and being good to their neighbor.
but God wants to be so much more real than that. he wants to
be closer to us than our best friend and to participate in our daily
lives.
Walter Wangerin defines abstraction as “the removing of God
from experiential life.”2 some people do it out of ignorance,
never having heard how practical God’s presence was meant to
be. their theology might be right, but they’ve never understood
the implications of their beliefs. Wangerin continues:
it is not hard to argue the immanence of God. Why, it is
one of our doctrines… there’s the sticking point. so long
as it remains a doctrine alone, a truth to be taught, imma
nence continues an abstraction and he is not immanent.3
but even to those of us who do understand how closely God
wants to be involved in our lives, abstraction is a trap that can
catch us again and again. israel fell into this trap often. during
one of those times God gave isaiah a strong rebuke for them, in
effect saying, “i no longer participate in your rituals, and no one
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missed me.” to help us understand how challenging his words
were to them, and how applicable they are to us, let me substitute
in this passage some of our forms of worship for theirs:
the multitude of your tithes and offerings—what
are they to me? i have more than enough of your good
works, evangelistic crusades, and missionary teas. i have
no pleasure in your uplifted hands or your singing in
tongues. When you come to meet with me who has asked
this of you, this trampling of my courts?
stop bringing meaningless offerings! your services are
detestable to me. sunday morning services, Wednesday
night prayer meetings, and your retreats, i cannot bear
your evil committees. your christmas pageants and
easter musicals my soul hates. they have become a bur
den to me. i am weary of bearing them. When you spread
out your hands in prayer, i will hide my eyes from you
(isaiah 1:1115).
even though israel’s forms of worship were ones that God had
mandated for them, he was angry because their hearts were no
longer in them. long after they had turned from obeying him
to seeking their own pleasure, they had continued the guise of
worship.
how easily religious forms outlive the reality that spawned
them! We continue the motions, but God is no longer the object
of our pursuit. When that happens our actions become lifeless
traditions and can easily become more sacred than God himself.
david duplessis saw this danger: “every church has its tradi
tions, and they would rather sacrifice the truth of Scripture than
sacrifice their tradition.”4
obviously this is abstraction at its worst, but its impact is felt
in so many more subtle ways. it allows us to push God out of our
lives without admitting to it, because his name and activities still
fill so much of our time.
Nowhere is this seen more pointedly than in the popular defi
nition of agape love. many are teaching that God’s agape love is a
love that transcends feelings. it is based on a commitment to do
what’s right even if one has no personal feelings for the object of
that action. We are even told that agape love is what Jesus demon
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strated on the cross. What a weakened view of God’s love!
God loves you with affection that runs deeper than any human
could possibly have for you. the cross was not a token—a dying
commitment to people he was supposed to save. the cross was
love—full, rich, and emotional. he saw us in the anguish of our
sin, and because he had compassion for us he took our sin to the
cross that we might be free of it. We see Jesus’ agape love when
he wept over Jerusalem’s rejection, when he touched a leper with
healing, and when he let a prostitute pour perfume on his feet.
he loves you the same way. he’s not just committed to you. he
wanted you before you ever knew he existed. When he fills our
heart his spirit in us cries out with the extremely personal “abba
Father”—”daddy.” God’s love to us is that personal and that
real. It overwhelms us with the magnificence of his goodness.
some may mock that as sloppy agape, but that is the love God
wants to heap upon you.
and that’s the love he wants us to have for others—deep
affection for other believers and compassion for the world.
commitment is a cheap substitute by comparison and is only
the last gasp of a generation dying in abstraction. because feel
ings supposedly don’t count, we can with all piety say we love
some people even though we can’t stand them and our stomach
lurches every time they walk into a room.
this kind of thinking produces a false spirituality that insu
lates us from God’s work in our lives. one morning a few years
ago a young woman from the church i pastored phoned me just
to tell me what a lousy pastor i was, and she did so with a ven
geance. she had misunderstood a conversation i had with her
husband. her accusations, based on secondhand information,
were far from accurate. she was hurt and angry and in my mind
unjustifiably so.
explaining that to her, however, proved to be impossible. she
reacted with such harshness that i knew the only chance for heal
ing lay in confession rather than eloquent defense. i weighed
my choices: apologize for the misunderstanding or defend my
actions. “I’m sorry you’re hurt,” I finally said; “will you forgive
me?”
“oh, Wayne, i already have,” was her reply, and she said it so
piously i felt like gagging. i was speechless. if i had already been
forgiven, what were these verbal lashings for, recreation?
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obviously she had not forgiven me. What disturbed me most
was that she genuinely thought she had. that’s what happens
when christianity becomes an abstraction. it deceives us into
hypocrisy and keeps us from letting God heal relationships, fill
ing them with his warmth and affection.
christianity removed from human experience ceases to be
christianity. abstraction trades the real work of God in our lives
for words and rituals. the effects are devastating, leaving us with
a christianity that exists in the mind only, and not the heart.
no longer do we look for God’s leading. instead we pray, plan,
and hold services, only assuming that God will bless them. While
reading a professional journal for church leadership, i came
across an article about making decisions in the church. Four ways
were given by a college professor: voting, appointing an expert,
statistical averaging, and consensus.5 not one of them told how
a group of people could hear the voice of the lord together
and move in confidence. We have followed Israel into the sin
of assumption: “their priests did not ask, ‘Where is the lord?’”
(Jeremiah 2:8).
don’t we do the same thing by launching into our day with
a prayer that Jesus will bless what we’re going to do? don’t we
believe he has anything more to say to us than what our own
minds can reason out? abstraction reduces spiritual growth from
following God to mere observance of law, or, as we call them
today, “principles.” but God wants to be as close to you as your
own breath, with the reality of his presence guiding you and
transforming you by his love.
nothing turns off the next generation quicker than believers
whose words don’t match their experience. children and new
converts easily see where we deceive ourselves, just like the little
boy in The Emperor’s New Clothes. they will not tolerate form
without substance, and many of them reject christianity because
they see nothing real about it.

THE GREAT DIVORCE
regretfully much of what passes for christian living today is
nothing other than people pretending to be what they are not.
instead of being authentic with God and others we are too busy
trying to act like christians. When we do that we divorce the
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truth of the gospel from the reality of daily living. even though
this results in a lifeless christianity, sometimes that is easier to
endure than facing reality.
1. Reality won’t let us substitute religious tradition for personal
sacrifice. Religious routine is the first thing we grab when the
freshness of God’s presence dries up—and who hasn’t experi
enced such dry times? one day our relationship with God is fresh
and alive, and then suddenly our prayers and bible reading feel
empty; even going to church becomes a chore.
We have two options here: We can just learn to be content with
rituals, trying to make the best of them; or else we can throw our
selves before God to find out why his presence seems so distant.
Isn’t the second option infinitely better?
answered prayer is a good example of this. if God doesn’t
move in response to our prayers, we have a number of ready
made reasons why this shouldn’t bother us.
• God doesn’t answer prayers today; that was only for
the apostles.
• We just have to trust God’s sovereignty. One can only
hope for the best.
• God knows that not answering this prayer will make
me a better person.
• God doesn’t answer selfish prayers, so my prayer must
have been selfish.
abstraction creates a christianity that can run without God’s
involvement. If he answers, fine; if not, we can go on without
him. reality, on the other hand, forces us to seek God’s face
with greater fervor. But this risks finding out what God wants to
change in us, and something in all of us would rather slip into the
comfort of religious ritual than risk the personal sacrifice which
God might ask of us.
2. Reality demands effectiveness. if we are going to say that
salvation in christ offers people a personal relationship with
God, then we had better see them through to it, since this doesn’t
just automatically happen. i know many people who have gone
forward to receive christ, and who yet continue under a deep
weight of guilt, or else they admit that their spiritual life is empty.
abstraction tells them to just press ahead, ignore their feelings
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and accept their new relationship “by faith.”
reality cannot accept such a misapplication of theology. how
can the King of Glory ride into someone’s heart unnoticed?
When i meet someone like that i usually assume that Jesus hasn’t
entered his heart—yet!
i faced this very thing with a young man i met after a midweek
service many years ago. he had been prayed for many times to
receive christ, but he still carried a deep guilt that paralyzed him
from growing in christ. i tried to encourage him with 1 John 1:9
and other scriptures to help him accept the forgiveness i was
sure he must have had. but he persisted. he had tried that before
and it hadn’t worked.
We agreed to meet the next day to explore his problem more
deeply. eventually i discovered that he had major reservations
about serving God. he enjoyed his life in sin, and only wanted to
be saved to escape eternal punishment for his sin. no wonder he
didn’t feel clean—he wasn’t! God’s not in the fire-insurance busi
ness, he’s inviting people into his presence. in the end he decided
to fully submit to christ, and then he knew the full release of
forgiveness of sin. “i really feel clean!” he beamed.
it’s not easy to confront someone who is feeling unforgiven, but
when you take ministry out of the abstract you have no choice.
Platitudes do not suffice. In ministry the outward responses of A
+ b + c don’t always equal d. often there are unseen ingredients
that need to be searched out carefully.
3. Reality won’t let us substitute saying for doing. years ago i read
about a university study that measured the difference between
what people say they will do and what they will actually do. a
random sample was split into two groups. The first was noti
fied that they were being polled to measure community spirit
in america. they were asked to donate three hours of their time
on Saturday to help collect money in their neighborhood to fight
cancer. the second group was not told they were being polled,
but they were asked to give three hours of their next saturday to
help collect for a fund drive.
something like 73 percent said they would be willing if
asked, but only about 5 percent of those asked to do it said they
would—an astounding difference. anyone who has worked with
volunteers knows how accurate this statistic is. We’ve confused
confessing with being and willing with doing. saying “i forgive”
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is easier than actually forgiving. Going forward is not the same
as giving your life to God.
looking back at the scripture from isaiah, we can see that
Israel sought to establish God’s presence by their sacrifice. He
said to do it, and they were doing it, so he must be present with
them. there’s no more validity in that reasoning than there is in
saying that just because we put lots of believers in the same room
and sing songs to God that we have experienced his presence.
i’m convinced that someone who really understands the way of
the cross will find legalism to be an easy course by comparison. It
is one thing to read the Word ten minutes a day and quite another
to actually feed on it. the former is automatic and takes nothing
more than ten minutes of the day while the latter demands atten
tion, concentration, and openness to the spirit.
4. Reality is often painful. it’s amazing to me how many people
who really believe that a personal relationship with Jesus is
essential to salvation will fudge on that matter when a close rela
tive or friend dies. “after all, they were sincere in their own way
and went to church when they could.” in many ways reality faces
us with difficult implications we would rather avoid.
to avoid reality, however, is to diminish God’s presence in us
and miss out on his working even in our most difficult circum
stances. it settles for platitudes over power, a choice God never
wanted us to make.

BACK

TO

REALITY

i am always challenged by people who are ready to aban
don abstraction for a vital christian experience. richard Foster
records for us such a personal moment over unanswered prayer:
“i determined to learn to pray so that my experience conformed
to the words of Jesus rather than trying to make his words con
form to my impoverished experience.”6
What a risky but powerful pursuit! moses was adamant about
it: “if your Presence does not go with us, do not send us up from
here” (exodus 33:15). he wasn’t going to proceed with any reli
gious charade if God wasn’t in it.
Jesus was adamant too. the Pharisees claimed to be children
of abraham, with all the status they thought this deserved. even
though they talked of righteousness, tithing, and God’s mercy,
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Jesus didn’t indulge their pretense: “you belong to your father,
the devil” (John 8:44). their selfimposed deception had to end,
not only for their own good, but also to stop the bad reputation
God was getting at their hand.
and so do we deceive ourselves when we persist with reli
gious traditions that have long lost their life. christianity does
not exist in words and rituals unless it first thrives in the heart.
Moving back from abstraction to honesty can be difficult, but the
rewards far outweigh any cost involved.
elijah was one of israel’s most powerful prophets, and he
wasn’t afraid to be honest. Yet in 1 Kings 19 we find him hiding
in fear of Jezebel. “i’ve had enough,” he laments to God. “take
my life; i am no better than my ancestors.” he tells God how
much he has labored for him, and that he is the only faithful one
left.
elijah is fortunate that he didn’t come to me for counseling a
few years ago! i know how hard i would have tried to get his
mind off his feelings: “you can’t run on feelings, you know. God
is always with us no matter how bad it looks. Just trust him
and everything will work out okay.” in doing so i would have
robbed elijah of perhaps the most powerful moment of his life.
God instructed him to go to mount horeb and stand on the edge
of a mountain as he watched a mighty wind and a devastating
earthquake. then in a gentle whisper God came and elijah stood
before him.
elijah knew he needed the presence of God, and he found
it. he trusted God enough to risk being honest and vulnerable
before him, and found God was bigger than his own doubts or
fears. the same opportunity is yours.
come, feast of God’s presence.
You’ll find that he wants to be a practical part of your life, and
that reality is nothing to fear at all.

6
REAL SALVATION
But these are written that you may believe that Jesus is
the Christ, the Son of God, and that by believing
you may have life in his name.

—John 20:31

t

he pastor could hardly contain himself as he told me about
his church’s doortodoor evangelism program: “in the last
five months we’ve had over 175 people give their lives to
Jesus!”
i was there to do some guest speaking, and i knew that only
about 50 people were attending the church. “Where are they?” i
asked.
“come on, Wayne, you know as well as i do that less than one
percent ever make their faith active.”
he was right—i did know that. even the largest and most
expensive evangelism campaigns don’t do much better. i always
wonder why we get so excited about such efforts. don’t get me
wrong—i’m grateful that at least a handful of people want to take
time on a saturday to share their faith. i’m excited about the two
people (a generous one percent) who found a new life in christ.
but my joy is mitigated when i think about the other 173.
did they go through the motions of accepting Jesus just to get
the visitors off their doorstep? how silly we must look when
we’re so easily deceived!
did they think a sinner’s prayer alone completes the christian
experience? if so, i’m afraid we’ve deceived them at the same
time we disarmed the conviction of the holy spirit that might
well have brought them to christ.
did they genuinely want to walk with Jesus, but no one
61
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showed them how? then we’re only leaving a wake of frustrated
people whose form of Christianity won’t fulfill its promise.
the reason why so many people don’t know God as a present,
personal reality is because we’ve ceased to define Christianity
relationally. We have come to see salvation only as an escape from
hell, and not as an introduction into a living relationship with the
Father through his son. that is at the heart of the church’s naked
ness both on the doorsteps of our witnessing programs and in the
pews of our sanctuaries.
evangelists thunder about the moment at judgment day when
your neighbor on his way to hell looks at you and cries out, “Why
didn’t you tell me?” to be honest, i’m also concerned about the
person sitting two pews in front of me. he may have opened his
heart to God at one point, but he no longer holds an active faith
because he is either unconcerned or unaware that life with God
is more than sitting in a pew every sunday.

CHRISTIANITY MADE EASY
When the goal of relationship is removed from the topic of con
version, we are left to quibble over what the minimum require
ments of heaven are. Wanting to include as many as possible, we
have the tendency to build a wider road than Jesus did.
ann landers, writing to a christian mother concerned about
her son’s impending marriage to a Jewish girl, seems to think a
good life will suffice: “Try to view the situation from a broader
point of view. it is this: eternal life is granted to all people who
live according to God’s laws.”1 i’m all for mothers accepting
future daughtersinlaw, but do we have to change God’s cov
enant to do it? scripture clearly states that we’ll never merit sal
vation by our own works: “For if righteousness could be gained
through the law, christ died for nothing!” (Galatians 2:21).
Peter Wagner, a leader in the church growth movement,
describes his concept of active church members: “they may not
be there every sunday, but they attend at least occasionally, they
make some financial contribution to the church, they regard the
church as ‘my church,’ they expect that their young children will
also become members, and they look to the church for rites of
passage such as weddings and funerals.”2 i know that church
growth experts need something to count, but what has any of this
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to do with whether or not someone is wholeheartedly walking with
God?
Perhaps the most popular determination today is whether
someone has said the sinner’s prayer. many feel that it encap
sulates all the responses asked of us for salvation—confession
of sin and surrender to Jesus’ lordship. and for the most part it
does, except that using it alone reduces salvation to an outward
act that may not express the desire of the heart. to that extent
the sinner’s prayer can become nothing more than the new
testament equivalent of old testament circumcision.
God told abraham that at eight days old every male was to be
circumcised as a sign of his covenant with israel. eventually the
rite became more important than the objective for which it was
given. even in those periods when israel was disobedient to God,
every male child was still being circumcised. but the act itself,
without the heart surrendering to God, was meaningless.
the same is true of our “sinner’s prayer.” many have gone
through the ritual, thinking it a small price to pay to escape guilt
or hell. in our haste to bring people into God’s kingdom we too
have lost true purpose to the outward form. We count converts
by sinner’s prayers or baptisms, never questioning whether or
not these people are finding intimacy with God.
the result, one writer observed, is that even though more
people are professing to be born again, it’s not making any dif
ference:
one of the distressing aspects of the “born again” boom is
that it makes so little impact on christian society. crime
is up. marriages are breaking down at an everincreasing
rate. secularism is growing. yet, with each passing day,
more and more people profess to be born again.3
it is obvious that something is wrong. many people call them
selves “christian” who have never discovered the life of God
that engages them in relationship and transforms them into his
image. our attempts to include everyone have helped no one,
and as a result our churches are full of six different varieties of
christians, who may be that in name only:
Pretend Christians only go through the motions of religion
for the benefits of being thought a Christian. It might please a
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spouse, help them make business contacts, or give their children
a religious heritage, but they are not interested in growing closer
to God or obeying his will.
Cultural Christians think that they inherit christianity from
previous generations. these people love chaplains in legisla
tures, “nowilaymedowntosleep” prayers, and invocations
at graduations. cultural christians produce the kind of head
lines we see coming out of ireland: “catholics Kill Four more
Protestants in belfast.”
God gets more bad press from Pretend and cultural christians
than from any other variety. they are hypocrites of the worst
order, exploiting christianity for their own gain. the next four
varieties are less maliciously inclined, but that still doesn’t negate
the emptiness they feel or the damage they can cause.
Fire-Insurance Christians scare easily, and though thoughts of
hell may drive them to “accept christ,” they are always trying to
find minimal salvation—just enough to qualify for heaven. Their
favorite question upon hearing what God wants of them is “do i
have to in order to still be saved?”
Creedal Christians find salvation by agreeing with a prescribed
list of truths. our evangelistic strategies, or lack of them, have
produced more of these than any other. the Four spiritual laws
are the epitome of christianity by creed. they forget that good
theology isn’t enough; it’s how much of it we allow to shape our
lives that is important. as James 2 points out, even demons can
affirm correct theology: “You believe that there is one God. Good!
even the demons believe that—and shudder.”
Good-hearted Christians seem so loving, kind, and generous
that even though they don’t get “too religious” everyone assigns
them believer status. they do little harm to christianity itself,
since they often demonstrate more kindness than the others, but
they endanger themselves by finding a false security in their per
ceived goodness rather than in surrendering to Jesus.
Ethical Christians try to find salvation by living a morally
impeccable life, and outwardly they appear that way. yet when
this is produced by their own strength of will, it yields very little
of christ’s compassionate character. these people are usually
happy only when demanding of others the same ethic that makes
their own life so miserable.
these last four may indeed be betterintentioned than the
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first two, but they are equally as misguided. All of them seek to
answer the legal question of escaping the flames of hell, but do
not fulfill the purpose of salvation which is to restore our fellow
ship with God.
Whenever we separate salvation from relationship we pave
a road so broad that it becomes meaningless. the number one
reason people who are genuinely seeking God are turned off to
the church is because hypocrisy lives unchallenged within it.
and i can’t blame them, for the road Jesus gave us wasn’t nearly
so wide:
enter through the narrow gate. For wide is the gate and
broad is the road that leads to destruction, and many enter
through it. but small is the gate and narrow the road that
leads to life, and only a few find it (Matthew 7:13,14).
“Few find it,” not because God has hidden it, but because few
really want to know God and walk in him. they are only trying
to escape the anguish of hell. if you have found christianity not
to be as real as you thought it should be, this might be why. but
i have good news for you: there is a better way.

WHAT IS

A

CHRISTIAN?

We may see a wide variety of socalled christians, but the bible
recognizes only one kind—disciples. disciples are those people
whose hearts burn with an unquenchable hunger for God, desir
ing to know him better every day. they are not perfect, but they
love him and continue to draw near him to learn how to trust
him more and be changed into his likeness.
there are lots of people like this (you probably even know
some), but regretfully they are often typed as exceptions. in actu
ality, they model normal christianity—walking in a real relation
ship with the living God. you’ll recognize them by their depth
of compassion and wisdom, and by the freedom they enjoy and
extend to others.
if we are so bored or pained by christianity that the only rea
son we’re going along with it is to escape hell, i’m afraid we miss
the point. Jesus’ message was “repent; the kingdom of heaven is
near.” the glory of God’s kingdom and his compassionate offer
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to share it with us is the motive he wanted for his disciples. We
can have fellowship with God again, both now and throughout all
eternity.
the objective of conversion must be to open people to God’s
presence and to their participation in his kingdom. that takes
more than praying a sinner’s prayer or sitting in a pew every
week listening to an anointed sermon. you don’t add christianity
to your life like you join the rotary club—attending meetings
and paying dues. Christianity redefines life itself under the lord
ship of Jesus christ.
the rich young ruler was willing to be ethical to have salvation,
but balked when Jesus asked him to give up the possessions he
so dearly loved. Jesus calls us to love him with all our heart and
to live every day in his presence. that’s the joy of christianity.
if we really want heaven, we can live in pieces of it now, every
day.

COMING

TO

CHRIST

to understand then what it means to “accept christ,” we have
to ask not what qualifies us for a pardon from hell, but what
opens the door for us to know the living God? that’s what the
people asked Peter after his Pentecost sermon, and the answer he
gave them still holds today:
repent and be baptized, every one of you, in the name of
Jesus christ so that your sins may be forgiven. and you
will receive the gift of the holy spirit (acts 2:38).
they had just seen 120 people burst out of a room with more
joy than they had ever witnessed. they had just heard from
Peter’s mouth that the Jesus they had crucified was in fact the
awaited messiah, and they had each at the same moment heard
his words in their own native language. they were hungry, and
Peter gave them two simple steps to fill that hunger.
First, repent. everything about the way we live outside of
christ is centered in our own desires, feelings, and needs. that
is the source of our sin and the arrogance that drives God out of
our lives. it produces trouble upon trouble.
to repent means to change your mind, to surrender uncon
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ditionally to the Father as the source of all life. in other words, i
come to God when i come to the end of myself. it recognizes that
sin is an attitude before it’s ever an act; and that God wants to
free us from sin, not to ruin our fun, but to save us from ruin.
repentance is not a popular message in an age that seeks to
present Christianity not as the end of our selfish desires, but
rather the fulfillment of them. Chuck Colson tells us why:
repentance can be a threatening message—and rightly
so. the Gospel must be the bad news of the conviction
of sin before it can be the good news of redemption.
because that message is unpalatable for many middle
class congregations preoccupied with protecting their
affluent lifestyles, many pastors endowed with a normal
sense of selfpreservation tiptoe warily around the sub
ject.4
be careful not to confuse repentance with regret. regret is sor
row over the consequences of sin. i’ve met many people who are
sorry they are going to jail, getting divorced, or running out of
money. they regret the decision that contributed to their pain
and want help. but if that help is anything less than surrender to
Jesus, then it isn’t repentance—no matter how much they weep.
bob was a confused young man. nineteen years old, hooked
on drugs, and wanted for theft, he showed up on the doorstep
of one of the couples in our fellowship with his 17yearold girl
friend. they were in despair and wanted help. different ones in
our fellowship spent time with them, and they eventually said
they wanted to follow Jesus.
and they started to—until they found out how much he want
ed to change them. Fearful that the changes God was making in
them might change their relationship to each other, bob backed
off. days later he tried to commit suicide. no matter how deep
the pit, and how much we despair of being in it, regret is not
the same as repentance. regret is selfcentered even in its sor
row, and cannot bring itself to submit to anything other than the
whims of flesh, no matter how much more pain it brings.
repentance is proved not in the moment of anguish but in the
actions that follow it. “Who warned you to flee from the com
ing wrath?” John the baptist chided his selfrighteous listeners.
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“Produce fruit in keeping with repentance” (luke 3:7,8). that
fruit is the humility of a life submitted to Jesus, no longer cham
pioning its own agenda but following God’s.
repentance also recognizes our powerlessness to save our
selves knowing that we can do nothing to make us more accept
able to God. instead, his great mercy has provided everything
we need to discover life in him and freedom from our sins. it
affirms Jesus Christ as Lord of all and willingly yields to his love
by growing to trust him better every day of our lives.
this growth in intimacy will lead us to repent almost every
day. over and over again we will recognize the futility of our
own ways in the face of his wisdom and grace. What a joy to turn
our backs on our need to live life on our terms, and to embrace
what God joyfully wants to provide for us each day!
the second step Peter gave was for them to be baptized for
the forgiveness of sins. it is amazing how such a simple instruc
tion can become the object of such controversy. but that’s what
happens when its purpose is regarded merely as a legal matter.
this wasn’t so in the new testament. baptism was the doorway
into a new life in Jesus, the consummation of their desire to follow
him.
“look, here is water. Why shouldn’t i be baptized?” the
ethiopian’s words to Philip underline the depth of this convic
tion about baptism. this is not to say that the water holds any
magic; it doesn’t. it is obedience to christ’s word, not the water,
that makes the difference. being baptized because of peer pres
sure or formality is lifeless. baptism is only real to the degree that
it reflects the truth about our heart for God.
baptism’s importance cannot be discounted. those who try to
do so only prove otherwise by their refusal to do it. i’ve nursed
along many new believers only to find them unwilling to follow
Jesus if it means they must be baptized. their problem with bap
tism may be no bigger than the embarrassment that comes from
being wet in front of a group of people, but if they won’t follow
Jesus that far, they usually won’t go much further either. though
i’ve met people with a vibrant faith who had not been baptized,
their omission was due to ignorance, not refusal. upon learning
what scripture taught about baptism, they willingly complied.
but what’s most important about these two steps in Peter’s
instructions is what follows them. When people repent and are
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baptized with sincere hearts, two things happen immediately:
The first is forgiveness of sins, what Hebrews calls a “cleansed
conscience.” the mind and spirit are liberated from failure and
guilt. it is as if we have never sinned and are free to enter God’s
presence with confidence. The fellowship severed by our sinful
ness is restored.
the second result is what Peter termed receiving the gift of the
Holy Spirit. The reality of God’s presence floods our being in the
person of the holy spirit. he comes to be our guide, teaching
us how to know God better and how to follow his will. he also
brings us power—to walk in his strength and to love as we have
been loved.
These two benefits take all the abstraction and ritual out of the
conversion experience. the evidence of salvation is in the free
dom of forgiveness and in the fullness of the holy spirit. that’s
how we can tell when conversion is genuine—because that per
son becomes alive with God’s presence.
this is what salvation is for, and if you’ve never experienced
intimacy with God, this is where you can begin. Find someone
whom you know is alive in God and ask them to walk through
these steps with you. open your heart to God and know it is
done when his power and presence floods your being.

CONTINUING

IN

CHRIST

having come to christ, we can now continue in him. this is
a relationship we can enjoy for a lifetime, though much about
life in this age will seek to distract us from it. one of Jesus’ most
popular parables drove home that point and also explained why
some people who begin don’t follow through on their faith.
a man went out to sow a crop. as he threw seeds, some fell
on the roadway and were eaten by birds; some fell on the rocks
where they couldn’t root (and withered when the sun came out);
others fell among thorns where they were choked by weeds; the
rest fell on good soil where they flourished. Each of these shows
us different ways we can be robbed of God’s life and what we can
do to ensure that our life with him will endure.
1. The word misunderstood. the seed on the road are people
who hear the gospel and accept it, but no one shows them how
to walk with God. even what little they had gets devoured by
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the enemy because they didn’t understand God’s life. unless dis
cipleship walks handinhand with evangelism, new converts are
stillborn and end up frustrated and condemned by their own lack
of growth. If this is where you need help, find a mature believer
who will meet with you every week to answer your questions
and teach you how to draw from God’s presence.
2. The word unheeded. the seed on the rocks gets into the soil,
illustrating those who understand it, but don’t let it take root.
they get just enough christianity to get by when all is well. but
when the rain stops, even briefly, the soil dries out quickly and
the plant dies. this illustrates those who embrace God’s life for
selfish reasons. They never let their relationship with him grow.
As soon as difficulties come, they walk away from God, angry
that he didn’t take care of them. your faith in God needs to run
deeper than your circumstances, or it will collapse when trouble
comes—and come it will.
3. The word ignored. the third kind of seed grew up in the soil
and rooted deeply. alongside it, however, were weeds that grew
up and choked it. Jesus said that these weeds represent the wor
ries of life and the deceitfulness of wealth. i have seen so many
growing christians thwarted by the purchase of a new home, the
birth of a baby, or the task of simply trying to keep up with their
credit card payments. enthusiasm for God can be eaten away by
the simple demands of everyday life.
this is perhaps the greatest danger for us in america, since
we have so much to be distracted by. a pastor once lamented to
me, “i’m not sure it’s even possible for a middleclass person to
be saved.” obviously he was overstating his concern, but he had
seen many people start out well and then relegate God to a dis
tant corner of their life. Wealth (or the pursuit of it) is extremely
deceptive. We think we can have God and still work for the
wealth of this world. scripture warns us otherwise.
4. The word obeyed. those who get past these obstacles do so
because their life is in God, not themselves. every day their walk
with him deepens. rather than conversion being the greatest day
of their life in christ, it was just the beginning. this is where the
Word becomes fruitful, and as we feast on its fruit we experience
joy almost greater than we can contain.
the chapters ahead are designed to help you get your life
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7
WHEN DID IT
GET SO COMPLICATED?
Martha, Martha... you are worried and upset
about many things.
—luke 10:41

e

ven as i sit at my desk writing this chapter, a ravenous
monster lurks not more than 12 feet behind me. he is big—
ten feet across and eight feet high. his name is library. in
small doses he can be very helpful, but when he lines up all his
resources against me, he can be quite formidable even though he
can’t move an inch.
he has eight shelves full of books of every size and descrip
tion. most i’ve read, some i’ve skimmed, and some are there
because i still hope to read them. but each one calls to me with
its own agenda. Here are five books with detailed blueprints for
deepening my spiritual life. i have nearly two dozen books on
the definitive church structure, none of which agree with the oth
ers except on one point—my church is doing it wrong!
i have a dozen books on human relationships and family
life. i’m amazed that marriages even stayed together before the
invention of the printing press. and i have 12 different slants on
eschatological events, each using the same scriptures to prove
widely varying points of view.
i have workbooks that offer me ten easy steps to anything i
want—but most of them don’t work. and just try to prepare a
preachable sermon with augustine, luther, Wesley, Finney, and
spurgeon staring over your shoulder!
but my selection of books on current issues is the most intimi
73
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dating of all. i have 15 selections cheering me on to more activ
ity than i can produce in six lifetimes. sell your home and live
among the innercity poor! Get rich so you can send money to
God’s evangelists so they can help the poor! If God hasn’t specifi
cally told you to stay in america, go overseas as a missionary! We
must stop abortion now! the list goes on and on—antipornogra
phy, new age movement, politics, latin america….
sometimes i want to rip this monster from my wall. it’s not
that i don’t enjoy books, since my wall wouldn’t be full of
them if i didn’t. but i get this nagging feeling that we’ve made
christianity far more complicated than its Founder intended.
and i get that same feeling whenever i look at a church calendar
or my own schedule, or attend a pastor’s conference.
When our hearts cry out for an intimate fellowship with God
that seems to escape us, maybe we ought to look at how compli
cated we’ve made a very simple gospel.

BUSYNESS: THE COMPLICATION

OF

TIME

have you ever planned an elaborate party and invited all your
friends, only to have most of them back out at the last minute?
you might even have sympathized with their excuses, but in the
end you were still deeply disappointed. no one cared enough to
make the sacrifice necessary to come.
Jesus told a story exactly like that in luke 14. a man prepared
a banquet and invited his friends. then the excuses started. “i
have just bought a field and I must go see it.” “I have just bought
five yoke of oxen and I’m on my way to try them out.” “I just got
married.” the host of the banquet grew angry. he vowed never
to let his first-invited guests come at all, and instead he invited
the poor and the handicapped to his banquet.
in this parable Jesus wasn’t talking about attending parties, but
about partaking of God’s kingdom. busyness can keep even well
intentioned people out of the kingdom, and if that was a concern
in Jesus’ day it is obviously a crisis in ours.
though on the average we work fewer hours than any gen
eration before us, we are far busier. our socalled leisure time
quickly evaporates in the face of household maintenance, social
commitments, recreation, and taxiing our children (who must be
involved in at least three outside activities in order to validate
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our conscientious parenthood).
these opportunities are multiplied by the fact that we can
drive 300 miles in half a day’s time or whisk around the world
by air. When we do have time left over we are too tired to do
anything but fall in front of the mindless banter of television.
there, sandwiched between our favorite shows, are slick appeals
to even more busyness. devised by the best minds of our time,
they lure us toward even more leisure activities and entice us to
buy even more possessions.
We’ve become a nation of activity junkies. ask people how
they are doing, and nine out of ten will find some way to let
you know how busy they are. though we complain about our
busyness, we don’t really hate it. if we did, we would stop it.
busyness does have its rewards.
it is easier to be busy than to be disciplined. having no over
whelming purpose for existence, we compensate by filling time
with things we think will make us happy. the enemy hardly
needs to tempt the believer today with evil activities when he can
distract him guiltlessly with so many neutral ones. the result is
the same: the christian still loses sight of the kingdom of God.
Busyness keeps us from making difficult choices. There’s
something easy about a day in which every waking minute is
filled with running from one meeting to the next. “I don’t have
any time today” is a great excuse for not seeking the lord for
wisdom and not yielding to his priorities for the day.
busyness makes us feel important. Who has ever seen an
“important” person who is not rushing off with something else to
do? When i get a phone call prefaced with the question “are you
busy?” I feel pressured to answer affirmatively lest people think
they’ve caught me sitting in the office staring into deep space.
busyness is the price of meeting everyone’s expectations. aunt
elma wants you at the family reunion, neighbor bob needs you
to help pour a patio, and there’s a men’s seminar at the church.
everyone wants a chunk of your time, and if you can’t risk dis
appointing some people you’ll be torn apart by their competing
pressures.
how easy it is to forget that there is only one Person whose
expectations we are to meet—Jesus! and he expects us not to be
weighed down with busyness, because this has nothing whatever
to do with fruitfulness. Jesus never evidenced a harried lifestyle,
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and yet at the end of his earthly life he could say to his Father,
“i have brought you glory on earth by completing the work you
gave me to do” (John 17:4).
intimacy with God is found in a quiet and focused life.
hurriedness and clamor drown out his presence. schedules
always heighten the importance of pressing things and blind
us to things that are essential to deepening our walk with God.
excessive activity keeps us too preoccupied to pay the price for
an effective and lasting discipleship.
yet organized christianity, instead of addressing this sin,
competes with it by hosting and prodding people to attend even
more activities. some churches host dozens of meetings each
week and exalt those people who attend them all. Where are the
quiet moments for enjoying God and his creation and the kind
of deep conversation which arises only out of the spontaneity of
unhurried encounters? how many moments like that have you
had this week?
a couple of years ago, as i rushed across town from one meet
ing to another, a man by the side of the road caught my eye.
He was unkempt and looked forlorn. I was instantly filled with
compassion for him and felt as though i should stop and help.
instead i drove onto the freeway, lamenting the fact that i was
already late and couldn’t stop.
i didn’t get away with it, though. that brief encounter haunted
me the rest of the day. as i prayed about it later, the parable of
the Good samaritan came to mind. every time i had shared from
that parable i had railed at the priest and the levite as hypocrites
who had lost their compassion for people to the professionalism
of ministry. i had never thought of them as compassionate people
who might merely have considered themselves too busy to stop.
We ask God to use us, but then we keep our lives so full of activi
ties and meetings that he can’t get an opportunity in edgewise.

PROFESSIONALISM: THE COMPLICATION

OF

THEOLOGY

the power of a clergy class over the socalled laity has always
been a focal point of church reformers. church leadership easily
falls into the trap of validating their usefulness by placing them
selves as an essential link to personal spirituality. reformers have
instead championed the priesthood of all believers—which sim
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ply means that every believer can have a personal relationship
with God and be used by him to touch others. leaders may have
distinct functions in the body, but they do not have a relationship
with God substantially different from that of other believers.
never before in the history of the church has the theology of
priesthood received so much lip service and so little actual prac
tice as in this century. though it is preached with conviction from
our pulpits, only a small percentage of believers are involved in
significant ministry opportunities on a daily basis. They may be
doing busywork for someone else’s program, but they are neither
thriving in their spiritual experience nor confident to intervene in
crisis situations.
i would say that fully 90 percent of those who were already
christians when they came to a fellowship i pastored did not at
that time have a daily time of worship and bible reading which
was effectively nurturing their lives. they had been accustomed
to being fed by pastors and tv preachers. When opportunity
arose to lead someone to christ or to liberate them from oppres
sive bondage, they were told to see the pastor or come to church
for their answers. We are breeding a generation of believers who
perceive themselves as incompetent to live out the Word in their
own experience.
how are we doing this? church leaders have historically used
two tactics to keep people dependent. regrettably we have our
twentiethcentury versions of these today, subtle or unintentional
though they be.
The first revolves around interpretation of the Word. Are
the scriptures clear enough for the average person to read and
understand, or must they be interpreted by a professional? in
the days of John Wycliffe this issue was obvious. the bible was
available only in latin, which the priests alone could read and
interpret. the church killed anyone who translated it into com
mon languages or who possessed translated copies. this they
did in spite of the fact that the holy spirit used mostly unlearned
men to pen his Word. the new testament itself was written in
the style of Greek used on the street, not the classical style used
by scholars.
today misapplied scholasticism serves the same purpose of
making people feel as though they can’t understand the Word
on their own. i’m not against the knowledge which the church
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has gained over the centuries nor using the original languages
to help us understand the Word more fully. if, however, we use
those tools week after week to say that though the text seems to
say one thing it really says something else, we effectively destroy
people’s confidence in feeding from the Word themselves. Good
preaching doesn’t dazzle people with interpretations of the Word
that defy the imagination; but instead equips people with a fuller
appreciation for the inherent simplicity of the Word and increases
their ability to understand it. at the end of a good sermon people
should respond, “yes, i see that!”
the second tactic to keep the masses dependent on leader
ship is to make them a mediator in the salvation process. in the
middle ages the church viewed the communion elements as the
means of salvation—which only a priest could consecrate. the
priest could withhold communion from whomever he chose;
convincing them that they had been denied salvation.
We have long recognized that the whim of a man cannot
determine salvation. many people, however, surrender the qual
ity of their spiritual life to ministry professionals and become
willingly dependent upon them. We’ll take a closer look at this
phenomenon in chapter 11, but for now i want only to point out
the adverse effect which ministry professionals often have on
spiritual intimacy.
instead of people sitting at the feet of Jesus themselves, hearing
his voice and obeying his will, they sit at the feet of their favorite
teacher. Publicrelations techniques have produced a generation
of leaders today who aspire to lead by their own personal popu
larity. We have our celebrities just like the world does, and many
christians are more awed by them than by the lord himself.
media use today has only heightened this problem. instead of
multiplying ministry through transformed people, we seek to do
it through satellite dishes and direct mail. how ineffective these
have proven to demonstrate God’s love or to help people grow
up in christ! some people can’t make it through the day without
a fix from their pastor’s cassette ministry or a word from the TV
evangelist they champion. in an age of capitalistic christianity,
leaders only encourage such dependence: “you must hear what
i’m going to talk about next week.” “this series on growth will
change your life like nothing else you’ve ever heard.” dependent
people ensure the future of the ministry.
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even churchgrowth experts suggest that this kind of promo
tion and visibility is essential for church growth.1 We’ve entered
dangerous waters indeed when the promotion of a man’s image
is the means by which we extend the gospel. the reformation
did us little good if we only exchanged one pope for thousands of
little popes through whom to live out our christian experience.
no wonder people perceive themselves as incompetent to
handle the situations in their life through personal knowledge of
the Word, sensitivity to the spirit, and support of the body! While
our books on childrearing were intended to help parents, they
often do the opposite. i constantly remind discouraged parents
that they do not need a degree in child psychology to raise their
children. any parent who takes a personal interest in his or her
child is in a far better place to disciple and discipline that child
than any outsider, no matter what the outsider’s knowledge or
experience. Though we can benefit from the insights of other
people, we must be sure that they do not intimidate us.
in the same way, daily christian living has become far too
complex. Jesus chose the weak things to confound the wise.
With all the principles and precepts that have been outlined in
recent years, we need to ask ourselves whether we’ve kept things
simple enough for the person on the street to walk with God in
confidence. Jesus channeled a powerful gospel through the lives
of fishermen, farmers, and former harlots. Walking with Jesus is
within the reach of every individual, for he makes us competent
to walk out the gospel in our own lives (2 corinthians 3:4,5).

PROTOCOL: THE COMPLICATION

OF

RELATIONSHIPS

the worst thing about getting married is enduring the dating
ritual. i hated it. every date is a constant guessing game of each
other’s feelings. every nuance is evaluated and reevaluated.
should i hold her hand? does she like me? should i give her a
goodnight kiss? Would she go out if i asked her again?
in dating such complications may be unavoidable, but it seems
as though we’ve let all relationships become that complicated.
the most thoughtdemanding aspect of our lives has become
what others think of us and how we should relate to them.
Protocol and public relations are two factors that add to this
complication.
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our society is governed by written and unwritten rules of pro
tocol—what you can and can’t do or say in every imaginable situ
ation mostly depending on the “pecking order” of our society. to
breach your assigned position is unthinkable, even when doing
so would greatly enhance the work of the kingdom.
Jesus knew no such restraint. no one approached people with
greater compassion. yet, when the situation called for it he could
take whip in hand and clear the temple of those defiling it—even
though they were the religious leaders of the day. elsewhere he
called them hypocrites and even rebuked his own friend with
“Get behind me, satan!” he also disappointed his closest friends
by not rushing to their side at lazarus’ sickness.
We are so bound by protocol that it is difficult for us to rescue
someone we see drifting away from God. We think it is none of
our business.
how many times have you seen your brethren growing
cold in religion, and have not spoken to them about it?
you have seen them beginning to neglect one duty after
another and you did not reprove them in a brotherly way.
you have seen them falling into sin, and you let them go
on.2
these words of Finney seem to break all forms of protocol,
and if you know anything about Finney’s ministry, you know he
often did this very thing. For some reason it is more acceptable
today to gossip about someone’s failure behind their back than it
is to speak with them about it.
Public relations has added another complicating factor to rela
tionships by placing more effort on how we appear than on what
we really are. a friend of mine served on a curriculum council at
his children’s elementary school which was about to be evalu
ated by a state team. to prepare the council, the principal went
over the questions they would be asked and the answers they
should give. my friend stopped him and suggested that instead
of worrying about the right answers they should be honest about
what they were really doing and be evaluated on that basis. the
suggestion was met with incredulity.
corporations use such Pr to sell their products, and people use
it to sell themselves. in modern society image has become more
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important than reality, and we can even come to believe we’re
something we’re really not.
here is where protocol does its most damage. Whether we’re
praying, worshiping, or sharing, we can easily be more concerned
with how we’re appearing to others than we are free to be who
we really are. Gossip holds the power it does because we care
more of appearances than reality. the very threat of someone
smearing our reputation will make us conform to their desires.
that’s why organized religion often puts a premium on pre
tense. rather than free people to be real and let God work in
them, we compete to see who can act the most christian. We
constantly worry about what others think of us and manipulate
circumstances so that we can move up in the spiritual pecking
order. the problem is that most people can’t sustain these one
upmanship games very long and eventually crack under the
weight while living up to a false image.
Intimacy with God only flourishes where genuineness rules
over appearances. Jesus told the woman at the well that God is
seeking real people, those who “will worship the Father in spirit
and truth.” People who find the life of Jesus are those who are
absolutely genuine, the same outside that they are on the inside.
i can always tell when i’m around people like that. Groups
that are caught up in pretense are always preoccupied by confor
mity and gossip is usually rampant among them. those that do
understand God’s life are always confessional, freeing people to
be honest and real, even with their doubts and weaknesses. they
know God wouldn’t want it any other way.
the christian life was never intended to become so compli
cated by busy schedules, intricate theology, or pressure-filled
relationships. Jesus made it so simple that anyone he touched
could understand it enough not only to see them transformed,
but to also pass it along to others.
aren’t you tired of rushing through life and missing out on
moments of peace and refreshment in God’s presence?
aren’t you sick of feeling incompetent to make the gospel
work in your own life as well as in others who want help?
aren’t you ready to give up trying to be whatever someone
else wants you to be, or lying awake at night wondering why
Joanie gave you the coldshoulder on sunday morning? don’t
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you want relationships with other believers that are full of for
giveness, encouragement, admonishment, and affection?
in repentance and rest is your salvation, in quietness and
trust is your strength (isaiah 30:15).
the fruit of righteousness will be peace; the effect of righ
teousness will be quietness and confidence forever (Isaiah
32:17).
Isaiah knew that God’s life doesn’t flow in the complicatedness
of life. When you turn your back to such complexities, you’ll find
that intimacy with God is one of the simplest things to learn.

8
SIMPLE INTIMACY
I am afraid that... your minds may somehow be led astray
from your sincere and pure devotion to Christ.
—2 Corinthians 11:3

erhaps some people would find life more enjoyable if it
could be faced with outlines and pie charts, but preferences
actually make little difference, since life doesn’t come to us
in definable doses. Start any week with a balanced allotment of
time for family, job, church, and recreation and it’s sure to fall
apart by noon monday. even though i border on being a sched
uleholic, i’m grateful for that phenomenon. We weren’t designed
to live like robots. even the bestlaid plans of regimentation, in
schedules or theological priorities, never fully rise to the plateau
where love, joy, and beauty reside.
These do not flow from the bondage of objective order, but
rather out of sincere and pure devotion to christ. he knows the
demands of each day and the needs in our lives far better than
we do. If we willingly follow him, we will find time and energy
enough for our work, family, spiritual growth, and meaningful
relationships—yes, even for ministry and rest! in christ our fran
tic busyness, our feelings of incompetence, and our pressure to
please people can be healed. that freedom is one of the choicest
fruits of intimacy.

P

A PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP

WITH

GOD

Tim Stafford created a fictitious character named Joe, to describe
what happens to too many people when they are invited to
83
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become christians. “he walked down front expecting a personal
relationship with God. he left with the understanding that he
must read the bible and pray every day. no one has explained
very precisely the connection between the two.” Joe studies the
bible and gets involved with a church, but a seething disappoint
ment underlies his activities, “the discrepancy between what he
was offered—a personal relationship with God—and what he
actually experiences.”1
i’ve met many people like that. their desire for a personal rela
tionship with God, and perhaps even a taste of it, drew them to
Christianity in the first place. They identified that longing in their
heart as a hunger to know the creator, and began to see God’s
fingerprints in their life. But they never learned how to grow in
their walk with God; eventually it was drowned in a flood of reli
gious activity. they either abandoned christianity, disillusioned
that it didn’t live up to its promise, or else revised their expecta
tions to fit a lifeless pattern of attending religious functions. Either
way, they discounted their initial experience as emotionalism.
but God’s desire to be personal with you has never changed.
i have already used the word “intimacy” to describe it, for i can
think of no better term. the word itself conjures up the romance
of tender affection, the safety of his trustworthiness and the joy of
comfortable familiarity, all of which characterize the relationship
which God wants to share with you.
in the last two chapters we talked about bringing christianity
out of an abstract theological plane in order to make it a real part
of everyday life. this is essential to intimacy, for it doesn’t hap
pen without our conscious participation. intimacy means that
we live every moment of our lives in him, allowing his wisdom
to shape our thoughts and watching him work in us and unfold
his will for us.
two important aspects of intimacy will help us keep his pres
ence out of the abstract. First, God wants to communicate with
each one of us. Prayer was never intended to be a monologue in
which only our concerns are expressed to God. he also wants to
give us his wisdom and direction. Jesus said that one of the major
assignments of the holy spirit was to mediate this dialogue: “he
will guide you into all truth… he will speak only what he hears,
and he will tell you what is yet to come” (John 16:13). in coming
chapters we will look at how God speaks to us and how we can
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grow in our sensitivity to him.
second, God wants to share his power with us. human effort
will never accomplish God’s work. Unless he fills us with his
love, we will just exploit people for our own ends. unless he
fills us with peace, our path against the current of the world will
destroy us with anxiety. unless his power can really heal human
hurts, how can we convey the depth of his love?
What i love about the prayer meeting mentioned in acts 4
is not only that in the face of persecution they saw their need
for boldness, but also that they got down on their knees until
God filled them with it. They did not contrive a six-step plan
to greater boldness. they did not institute persecution practice.
they poured out their lives before the Father because they knew
that only he could make them bold.
the term “spiritual gifts” is often used today to refer to God’s
supernatural working through people. though too much focus
on this term has caused some problems, God does want to use
you as a channel of his power. he wants it to be that practical,
and Peter Wagner correctly identifies that lack of power as a
major problem for believers today.
ignorance of spiritual gifts may be a chief cause of retard
ed church growth [in north america] today. it also may
be the root of much of the discouragement, insecurity,
frustration and guilt that plagues many christian indi
viduals and curtails their effectiveness for God.2
I know that many evangelicals are bothered by such definitions of intimacy that include God speaking to us and sharing
his power through us. of course God is active today, they admit,
and as long as that activity lies beneath the surface of human
observation, they have no problem with it. though he is real,
they say, we can’t feel him. though he can convey his will by
inner impressions, they can’t bring themselves to say that he
speaks to us. though he can give us courage to endure cancer,
he can’t heal it.
the deepest and most healing human relationships
always involve touch. this fact, however, introduces
some sadness into our relationship with God, for we do
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not touch him. the popular chorus “he touched me” is
religious hyperbole. it reveals a longing for God’s touch,
but nobody has actually felt God’s hand.3
We talk about knowing God but deny him access to any part of
our person except the mind and to any tool except the bible. how
unfortunate and mistaken! God wants to touch us, and though
this is more often felt by our heart than by our skin, I find it no
less discernible and far more real. Why would we expect God, a
spiritual being, to touch us in the same way other humans do?
though he uses visual appearances or audible voices on rare
occasions, only science limits us to our five senses. Scripture
makes clear that our link to spiritual reality is through our heart
or spirit and not our senses.
God’s regenerative work at conversion makes our heart alive
again to his presence. he wants us to expect his presence to be
real: “anyone who comes to him must believe that he exists and
that he rewards those who earnestly seek him” (hebrews 11:6).
he rewards us with himself. this is our inheritance under the
new covenant.

A THEOLOGY

OF INTIMACY

the very fact that God speaking today to people seems awk
ward to our christianity should concern us deeply. We’ve lost a
theology of intimacy, and with it the practical presence of God
which it releases to the believer. this is both the proof and the
cause of our nakedness. having lost the goal of new testament
christianity, we are adrift in its terminology and practices. in
fact, much of church program today is little more than oldcov
enant experience disguised in newcovenant terminology.
no passage describes the heart of the new covenant more suc
cinctly than hebrews 8:912. the writer quotes Jeremiah 31, stat
ing that it was fulfilled by Jesus’ death on the cross and is now
in force.
this is the covenant i will make with the house of israel
after that time, declares the lord. i will put my laws in
their minds and write them on their hearts. i will be their
God, and they will be my people. no longer will a man
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teach his neighbor, or a man his brother, saying “Know
the lord,” because they will all know me, from the least
to the greatest. For i will forgive their wickedness and
will remember their sins no more.
this covenant stands in direct distinction to God’s old cove
nant, and establishes the foundation of intimacy with God.
instead of motivation and direction coming from without—
through laws, creeds, and religious observances—it is meant
to flow from within, from his laws written on our hearts and
minds. We are free from meeting all the religious expectations of
someone else’s rules and programs; we can now pursue our own
personal relationship with God.
instead of God manifesting himself as a mysterious and fearful
presence lurking behind the veil, terrifying his people into sub
jection, he would live within us as a friend and guide. We become
his possession, cared for with a depth of compassion reserved
only for sons and daughters.
instead of God revealing himself to just a few people, he
would now reveal himself to all. no one needs a priest, prophet,
or even pastor to tell him what God is like, for we can all know
him personally, “from the least to the greatest.” secondhand
revelation—living off someone else’s relationship with God—is
no longer necessary. We can each find God to be more real to us
than our best friend; and no one has better access to that than
anyone else.
how is this marvelous intimacy possible? the last verse in the
quotation makes it clear: the new covenant is based on God’s
mercy, not our performance. the other characteristics show us
why the new covenant is better, but this one shows us how it
works. the law depended on human effort, which was never
good enough to bring us into God’s presence. under the new
covenant, Jesus’ destroyed sin for us by his death on the cross.
the focal point of this mercy is forgiveness. the old cove
nant provided for forgiveness, but it was primarily intellectual.
certain rules were given, and if they were observed the person
could trust that his sin had been atoned for. but hebrews 9 tells
us that these observances could never make perfect those who
draw near to worship. In other words, their sacrifices were only
a shadow for the real sacrifice, and the forgiveness they offered
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was only ceremonial. the conscience remained tainted by guilt.
In Christ’s sacrifice, however, the cleansing is fully effective.
his forgiveness cleanses our conscience so that we can stand
before God as if we had never sinned. that’s the power of what
Father and son accomplished for us on the cross. they prepared
a way into their presence apart from the law. We no longer have
to earn our way there by appeasement. he no longer counts sins
and holds them against us for a day of punishment.
now we don’t have to make ourselves clean before we can
come to him. We can come to him just as we are, knowing that
we can’t change ourselves, but that his love has cleansed us and
his love will transform us into his image. What a gift! We have
access to the awesome, holy God and can be with him in full
confidence, assured that we belong there.

GROWING

IN INTIMACY

though the second half of these chaptercouplets are designed
to help you grow more intimate with God, i must admit at the
outset that building intimacy is something that God does with
us. it would happen very simply in each of us if we didn’t allow
ourselves to be distracted from its pursuit, or restrict God’s work
by false expectations.
Jesus in John 15 compares our relationship with him to a
branch drawing life from a vine. Growth results from simply
abiding in him, which we do by loving him and drawing near to
him. he is the source of our fruitfulness. Without him we will not
be able to do anything. With him we will be full of his life and
fruitful in his kingdom.
You’ll also find that to be true of just about everything in your
life. God’s spirit will move freely and powerfully in your life as
you just grow in your relationship to him. We can do far more to
mess that up than we ever can to produce it. Growing in intimacy
is tuning in to his agenda and not forcing our own ideas on him.
he will teach you how to trust him and give you all you need to
grow in him. all you need to do is remain in his presence all the
time.
the following suggestions should prove helpful. it’s a list that
i review often, especially when my own touch with God is not as
real as i know he wants it to be:
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1. surrendering to God’s love is the key that unlocks God’s
presence to you, not just at conversion but also every day there
after. “masters die at the master’s coming,”4 or at least they need
to. God’s presence will not flourish where it competes with other
priorities. He is not our means to fulfill selfish ambitions, nor
does he offer his counsel as mere advice to be evaluated.
cultivate a heart that surrenders to God about everything in
your life. Submit specific parts of your day to him, being willing
to obey whatever his wishes are. submission actively seeks God’s
leading; it doesn’t sit back and take life as it comes, assuming
that God’s will is automatically done. as Finney said, “do not
confound submission with indifference. no two things are more
unlike.”5
2. Keep your heart humble before God. though scripture tells
us to come confidently to him, we cannot forget that our friend
ship is between two unequals. he is farther above us than we
are above ants. Pride blinds us to that and ultimately to God. it
puts self at the center, using God only as a tool whereby we gain
our own selfish desires. We will only end up complaining at him
when he doesn’t meet our expectations and will be blinded to his
presence.
3. live in God. a branch draws from the vine all the time. it
does not walk away, only coming back when it needs a fill-up. It
is always there, drawing from the vine. in our walk with Jesus a
weekly or even daily touch with him just won’t suffice. He is in
us at every moment and we are in him. learn to live in that real
ity and it will become increasingly real to you.
4. Stay with it even when it seems difficult. I said that intimacy
was simple, not easy. Jesus warned us that forceful people break
into the kingdom, because your own flesh and the flow of the
world will always try to pull you away from God. you won’t
always be excited at the prospect of spending time in his Word
or meeting with God’s people. often when you spend concen
trated time with him, your mind will be bombarded by extrane
ous thoughts. Just relax and with God’s grace work through the
distractions. You’ll always find God’s presence worth mining
for, and when you come away from being touched by him you’ll
wonder why you weren’t excited to get there in the first place.
many believers fall short of discovering intimacy because they
make their walk a matter of convenience. if you allow them to,
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the needs of work and family obligations, as well as the desire for
leisure, will never let you walk with God. if your walk of faith is
like a yoyo, it is usually because you are worshiping, studying,
and sharing life with other believers only when you feel like it
or when you have nothing better to do. that will never lead to
intimacy.
5. Finally, all your pursuits must be predicated on grace. you
can never make yourself good enough for him. He will fulfill
his purpose in you as you just grow in love for him. after times
of failure and neglect, know that God is waiting for you, ready
to wash you with forgiveness and set you back on the road to
life. We will never earn the goodness which God pours out of
his life into ours; we can only receive it with a depth of gratitude
that offers our own lives back to God as living sacrifices. As you
grow in intimacy you will find yourself constantly drinking at
the fountain of his grace, where forgiveness and strength nourish
our lives.

THE BUILDING BLOCKS

OF INTIMACY

there are three very practical places where we can experience
and extend our intimacy with God. i’ll warn you that these are
familiar places. i doubt that anyone who has been a christian
very long hasn’t been told to worship God, study the scriptures,
and have fellowship with other believers. We all know how
important these things are, but may not be sure how to make
them effective.
i hesitate to include this section, because any time a living
thing is dissected, it gets killed. relationship with God is an
organic reality, growing out of his presence in us. Without a heart
that loves him and seeks to know him better, these become noth
ing more than dead religious activities. We may pat ourselves
on the back as we check them off our discipleship checklist, but
grow no closer to him in the process.
as disciplines, they are meaningless. to the degree they
become requirements that try to earn God’s favor, they will work
against the very relationship you seek. these are simply places
where God has invested his presence. if you go to him there, you
will find him. If you do them only to satiate guilt or to ingratiate
God to your agenda, they will fail miserably.
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learning to meet God at these places develops through con
sistency and use. don’t expect immediate results; allow the rela
tionship to grow like any other. ask God to teach you, and don’t
be afraid to ask others for insight who are further down the road
than you are. With that goal in mind, let’s take a fresh look at
these important building blocks to intimacy:
1. Worship. i know this word conjures up images of church ser
vices with blissful music and orchestrated readings and prayers.
but that’s not what scripture means by it, nor do i. those
moments can be an expression of worship, but worship itself is
a life lived in God. it is an exchange of love and communication
between the Father and his child that culminates in living in trust
and obedience to him.
Thus, it is first an individual act before it can ever be a corpo
rate one. though it goes on all the time in the hearts of those who
know God, it is cultivated in moments where we consciously
spend time in God’s presence. this can happen virtually any
where at any time that you pause and fix your attention on him.
What you do during that time can take various forms; what’s
important is that it must really express the honesty of your
heart:
• adoring him for his goodness
• thanking him for some specific way you’ve seen him work
• singing a familiar song
• confessing weakness or failure
• requesting for help or wisdom for yourself or others
• quietly reflecting on something he’s teaching you
• or any number of other things.
as an exchange, it also includes learning to recognize his voice
so that you develop a lifelong conversation with him. Worship
is not just the revealing of our hearts to him; it is a dynamic
conversation between a Father and his child. look for him to
reveal things to you about himself, about yourself, about things
he wants you to do or words of encouragement to share with
others.
this is worth learning and lies at the heart of intimacy. i wish
i could give you three easy steps to conversing with God, but it
is a heart matter, remember, and no such steps will work. it may
help to find a regular time when you draw away from all outside
distractions, but it can also happen in your car during a com
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mute, or at a simple pause in a harried day.
Genuine worship will help us recognize God’s presence. of
course he is always with us, but worship helps us partake of
that presence. Just as i am with my children as i sit in the fam
ily room and watch them play, my “being with them” takes on
deeper meaning if i am actually interacting with them, either
by conversation on the couch, going for a walk, or joining their
game on the floor.
2. bible study. the most effective tool we have been given to
learn about God and how he thinks is the scriptures themselves.
anyone who genuinely hungers for God will be a person who
studies the Word, because it is a complete revelation about God’s
own nature and his plans for us. true intimacy doesn’t devalue
the bible’s importance, since it is the only validation we have for
our experiences with God.
make scripture a regular part of your life. read it. meditate on
it. share it in conversations with other believers. look for God to
reveal himself there, don’t just put in your time to fulfill a reli
gious obligation.
often when i begin reading the Word, it seems like little more
than ink on the page. I’ll finish a chapter and can’t remember a
thing i read because my mind was racing a hundred other direc
tions. you know what i do? i start the chapter all over again. i
have simply determined not to stop reading the Word until i’ve
got something out of it that can affect my day. it may be a new
insight about God, an attitude he wants to heal in me, or a greater
grounding in my faith. I’ve read some chapters five times in one
sitting before I fulfilled that objective.
choose a translation that is easy to read. Paraphrases may be
good for overviews, but they are not as accurate as translations
which have been scrutinized by a wide range of scholars. the
new international version or the new american standard bible
are excellent study bibles.
have a plan in the Word and stay accountable to it. sometimes
i read large sections for a wideangle view; at other times i read
only a chapter or paragraph for more concentrated meditation.
Prayerfully think about what you’re reading; ask God to show
you something that will benefit your growth and obedience to
him that day. this makes the Word a practical aid for our life in
God and will save us from the trap of going away from the Word
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having been stimulated intellectually but not shaped spiritually.
When you listen to solid teaching, notice how the teachers han
dle the Word and see what insights they have gained. learn to
do the same. study aids can be excellent tools, but don’t become
dependent on their charts or commentary. read a passage and
think through it yourself first, and then read the extras for further
insight. above all, don’t be intimidated; the scriptures were writ
ten for you to understand!
3. Fellowship. subsequent chapters will deal more extensively
with this area, but i want to include in this context the impor
tance of sharing our journey with other believers. it is a bountiful
source of encouragement, balance, and help.
christian fellowship is so much more than polite conversation
at a missionary tea or looking at the backs of people’s heads in
the pews in front of you. most people don’t understand the dif
ference between true fellowship and attending church services,
and that is tragic because these two things often have so little in
common.
biblical fellowship involves people sharing together the reality
of their spiritual journey. they trade insights into his ways and
seek counsel in difficult circumstances, encouraging each other
to greater trust in Father’s working. they serve each other even
when it is inconvenient, are honest with each other even when it
is difficult, and pull together instead of pulling each other apart.
Even if it’s only two or three others, find some believers with
whom you can meet regularly. Worship together, share your
study in his Word , and support each other through prayer and
practical service.

ON LEARNING INTIMACY
even though i can share some key principles about intimacy
with you, it is not easily taught by classroom lecture or book
instruction. it can only be learned by doing it yourself with some
one who can guide you in your discoveries.
Western society has put too much confidence in classroom
learning, and the church has followed suit. not all things can be
taught that way, and intimacy is one of them. When i was sixteen
I took flying lessons. There is a lot you can learn in a classroom
about flying—navigation, weather conditions, aerodynamics,
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and what the instruments are for—but one thing you can’t learn
is how to fly! That takes a one-on-one experience in which an
instructor sits by your side for some sixty hours of flight time,
showing you stepbystep how to do it, watching your every
move, and correcting your mistakes quickly.
too many christians have never gotten out of ground school.
they know all about christianity but very little of how to actu
ally walk with a loving Father. What they need to know can’t be
taught by a lecture, but only by someone who will personally
show them. if we do it for pilots, how much more should we do
it for disciples? Jesus did. he invested hundreds of hours in just
a few men—but those men really learned how to do it.
If you’re serious about intimacy, find people you know who
have a closer walk with God than you do, and ask them to help
you. meet with one of them weekly, sharing what you’re learning
and where you’re struggling. listen responsively to their sugges
tions. learn what you can, but be careful that you don’t let their
walk be a substitute for your own. God’s spirit must always be
your primary teacher in learning a life of intimacy.
intimacy with the almighty God is almost too awesome to
contemplate. our minds will never contain all that he is. Paul
said our intimacy is like a poor reflection in a mirror; we only
see glimpses of him. though the promises are great indeed, and
though we must pursue them with all we have, we must not be
frustrated when their fulfillment is not yet perfect. Our finite
frames cannot handle God’s complete revelation, nor our minds
his greatness.
Growing in intimacy is a lifelong journey, and the best is saved
for last. one day, clothed with immortality, we will behold him
facetoface and know him more completely in that moment than
we ever will in this life.

Letting
Letting God
God
Be
Be God
God
Restoring
Restoring Spirituality
Spirituality
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GOD IN

A

BOX

My people have exchanged their Glory
for worthless idols.
—Jeremiah 2:11

t

he dust of the battle still hung in the air, mingled with the
smoke and smell of burning sacrifices. Overturned tables
littered the temple court. Doves fluttered through its columns. Coins could still be heard rolling across the stone floor,
and people were still scurrying to find them.
in the middle stood Jesus examining the damage. the mer
chants pressed toward him, demanding an account for the sacri
lege. “What gives you the right…?”
“destroy this temple and i will raise it up in three days.” he
was calm but resolute. the merchants surely snarled in confused
anger. it wasn't enough that he had just destroyed their commerce
in the temple; now he wanted to destroy the whole building! if
they doubted before that he was mad, they did so no longer.
“how can you raise up in three days what took 46 years to
build?” the suggestion so angered them that three years later
they raised it at his trial and taunted him with it as he died. John
tells us that the temple Jesus spoke of raising up was his own
body, which he did three days after he was crucified.
but his words of destruction were still directed at the physical
building in which he stood. For the temple was more than just a
misused place of worship; it was the heart of a theological system
unworthy of the new covenant which Jesus had come to inaugu
rate.
the temple represented God in a box, neatly packaged and
97
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removed from the mainstream of human experience. this is not
what God intended when he gave moses plans for the tabernacle.
he wanted them to know that he lived among his people. Jesus
now wanted them to know that God had come to live in them.
so he challenged them to destroy the temple—if not the build
ing itself, then at least what it had come to convey. his warning
dare not escape us, for it seems that we all find God easier to live
with if we try to box him in a tidy package.
[We] have always bound God to temples, festivals and
ceremony. evil priests found power in controlling the
allpowerful. and frightened people were happier not
bumping into an arbitrary God unawares. but even when
fraud and fear were not motives, people believed that
the limitless had found limits and therefore was approach
able.1
it happens so easily. We seek God so desperately when we
need something from him, but conveniently exclude him when
pursuing our own ambitions or common sense. We want him
nearby, at church or in our private devotions, so we can get to
him when we need him, but we don't want him lording over
every area of our lives.
We also try to hide from God's transcendent nature beneath
our definitions and rules. God in a box is systematic theology at
its worst. We use our knowledge of him to limit his greatness,
confident that we know what to expect from him in any situation.
our rules of conduct are so carefully reasoned out that we can
follow them, never needing to touch him or hear his voice.
though such things make for a safe religion, they rob it of its
vitality. much of today's christianity has become exactly that:
external rituals and codes of conduct “having a form of godli
ness but denying its power” (2 timothy 3:5). the outside of our
lives may look wonderful, but inside we are empty. When we
need God's power we try to draw it from him but find ourselves
unable to do so.
a spiritual person is not one who can memorize theological
facts, conduct his life with flawless ethics, or busy himself with
church programs. a spiritual person is one who has learned how
to walk in the spirit, following his voice and being a vessel of
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God's character and power.
God in a box is religion without God's presence, without
spirituality. it is people moving by works for God instead of God
moving through his people. It is idolatry of the first order.

IDOLATRY

IN A

SCIENTIFIC AGE

their idols are silver and gold, made by the hands of
men. they have mouths but cannot speak, eyes, but they
cannot see. those who make them will become like them,
and so will all who trust in them.
Ancient cultures were filled with idols, and these words from
Psalm 115 depict three characteristics of them. First, they were
manufactured by people. they had no power or virtue because
they were only a fabrication of the culture, with qualities and
rules to fit their needs. Those cultures that carried little guilt had
benevolent gods which only needed an occasional festival to
keep them happy. cultures ravaged by guilt needed something
more painful to appease their inner pain, so they introduced
blood sacrifices. Idolatry allowed people to construct their own
religion.
second, they were lifeless, not able to speak or do anything
practical to help their followers.
Finally, even though idols were inherently powerless, worship
ing them did change the worshiper. People become like the idols
they worship. if their gods were demanding, the people became
demanding. in this case their gods were blind and deaf idols, and
likewise israel had become deaf to God.
It's difficult to find similar idols today. Some say we make idols
of our homes, cars, and tv's, but i don't think so. the israelites
had tents, camels, and other kinds of recreation, but this was not
called idolatry. even when someone coveted gold and silver, it
wasn't called idolatry, but greed.
our idols have to meet the same criterion as theirs: lifeless enti
ties of our own devising that change us by our trust in them. to
find our idols today, we need to assess the difference between our
cultures. idols made of stone and precious metals were spawned
in an age of superstition when everyone accepted the idea that
events were controlled by unseen spiritual forces. Western cul
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ture, with the rise of scientific thought, no longer accepts this
idea.
robert Jastrow, a science laureate, explains how science has
become the basis of religion in our age. “the principal element
of that religion [science], or 'faith,' is a belief that everything that
happens in the world has a scientific explanation, for every effect
there is a cause. it is not a supernatural cause, but one physics can
explain and understand.”2
our culture bows at the altar of physics, so you could expect
our idols not to be gods of stone but principles of thought.
though their philosophies differ, most people are convinced that
if they live their lives a certain way, definable results will follow.
the primary focus is on human effort. even christianity has not
escaped this adverse effect of rationalism. it has lowered our
view of the transcendent God and made us less dependent on his
power working in our lives. We can change ourselves by under
standing the right principles, we can heal ourselves through
medical technology.
but even science warns us that such philosophical views push
science further than it claims to go. Jastrow warns us against
accepting scientific conclusions without question: “There is no
proof [that physics can explain everything]. in fact, i think there
are questions in science that are beyond our reach at this time.”3
nonetheless our laws of causeandeffect have produced the
idols of our age. they are our false religions, putting people's
confidence in their own abilities. We will not take time to exam
ine the false religions of this age. any that leave out the one true
God are obviously wrong. our greater danger comes from those
idols that retain allegiance to the God of the ages but distort his
real nature. cloaked in christian terminology, they trick people
into thinking they serve God when it is only a god of their own
creation, shaped by their own desires and needs.
that's what the Pharisees faced at the temple and that’s what
we risk today. We, like them, can easily cower from seeing God
as he really is, preferring to think of him as we want him to be,
predictable and controllable.

TODAY'S GOD-BOXES
i doubt that any of us are untouched by the temptation to limit
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God's moving in our life. To help us find out how this is so, let's
look at a few popular idols that line the shelves of our intellects
today. these are what we must destroy if we are going to let God
freely live within us.
The ritual box. God is a distant presence who only wants to be
honored by patterned worship and lifestyles. days and years
consist of religious observance, but, like the idolworshipers of
old, we expect him neither to speak nor to actively come to aid
us. since his presence is not the object of our worship, we often
end up using our religious observances for our own gain, like
the Pharisees fasting to be seen of men rather than heard by God.
Who of us in praying publicly hasn't thought more about the
people listening than the God whom we're addressing?
The fairy godmother box. God exists for our pleasure. Whenever
we have a need we can run to him, expecting him to wave his
hand and make everything better. this kind of god always hears
our concern but is rarely listened to for his concerns. he might
ask something of us that we don't want to do, and that's not
what fairy godmothers are for; they exist only to give us what
we want.
The Burger King box. God will do it our way. We treat his truth
like a smorgasbord, thinking ourselves free to go through the
line and pick out which parts we want, and to ignore what is
distasteful. this is consumerism at its worst because it makes
truth relative to our own desires. it can only result in our decep
tion. Flannery o'connor was right: “the truth does not change
according to our ability to stomach it.”4
The generic box. Make God's life cheap enough to fit the mass
es. some churches today compete for attendance by making
christianity as watereddown as possible: come to church, put
a little money in the offering plate, and be as good as you can.
it’s no wonder that people in such churches never discover a
meaningful walk with the lord of glory that can transform their
lives.
The self-help box. ben Franklin may not have invented this box,
but he certainly popularized it: “God helps those who help them
selves.” our ingenuity and hard work can make good things
happen for us. robert schuller seems to agree: “you can be any
thing you want to be, you can go anywhere if you are willing
to dream big and work hard.”5 you are the master of your own
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destiny; God only helps out as a silent partner.
The formula box. This box is the most evident result of scientific
thought on theology: We serve God by obeying principles. if we'll
do steps one, two, and three, God responds in a predetermined
fashion. consequently we have six steps to a more vital prayer
life, five steps to deal with anger, four steps to lead someone to
Jesus. but this results in legalism and reduces our actions to mere
incantations, with our hope in our own performance.
The “God-told-me-to” box. Popular among charismatics, this box
allows us to pursue our own ambitions by stamping them with
God's endorsement. it's amazing how many people today God
has called to be rich and famous, and how few he has called to
self-sacrificing ministry!
all of these boxes compromise God's transcendence over our
lives. so why do they each have their adherents? they each allow
us to live in the illusion that we are in control. notice that each
one asserts that our actions control God’s response. though they
are based on old covenant approaches to law and appeasement,
they can motivate people to action. Fear, guilt and greed can
compel people to make significant temporal changes, but they
will not bring about relationship, nor will they endear God to
work on our behalf.
these boxes are designed to “sell” to the masses, offering quick
results for the insecure and strong of will. those they seem to
help are maimed spiritually, for they never learn to trust God, to
hear his voice, to submit their lives to his ways and find true life.
instead, they become like the god they worship—full of empty
promises, legalistic demands, and lifeless words.

THE TEMPLE

OF THE

LIVING GOD

even though we've added all these new Godboxes, to a large
extent we've kept the old one too. though i've not yet seen a
church building with a “holy of holies,” we still talk of our church
facilities as “the house of God.” often we impute a reverence to
the sanctuary itself, somehow believing that God visits this place
especially. sunday school literature still applies the familiar “i
was glad when they said unto me, 'let us go into the house of the
lord' “ as an admonition to church attendance.
When it comes to church buildings—often mistakenly called
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“houses of God”—whatever critical faculties we have are fur
ther blunted by a sacramental mentality which says expensive
buildings are justified because they are dedicated to religious
purposes or “God's glory.” surely God deserves the best! We
forget that God does not live in temples made with hands… the
community of God's people is the temple of God, not our fine
structures of glass and concrete… little sanctuaries where we
wall off God from the world.6
i suspect that our preoccupation with building expensive
facilities for God's glory may be less a matter of theology than it
is an excuse for opulence. either way, the glorious truth is that
God does not live between glass and concrete, and we would do
well to stop pretending that he does.
he lives inside people, and our attention must be directed at
making them the temple of God—vessels prepared for his pres
ence and walking worthy of the God who inhabits them. imagine
what would happen if we gave as much attention to individual
lives as we give to our buildings—how much healing and dis
cipleship would result, how much transformation!
do you see why Jesus was so passionate that morning at the
temple? if he couldn't break the mentality of Godinabox, he
couldn't inhabit their lives, which is exactly what he wanted to do.
this is true spirituality, the transcendent God living in us, involved
in our affairs and leading us to an abundant life in his love.
how does that prospect look to you? if it's anything less than
the most exciting opportunity that has ever been offered to you,
then you do not understand who God is and what he wants to
do in you.
the thought of being a temple of the lord, Paul said, makes
everything else in this life look like the rubbish it is. his ultimate
passion was to know Jesus in the power of his resurrection and
the fellowship of his sufferings. Who in his right mind would not
want to live every moment to the will of God? haven't we had
enough time to prove that our own ambitions, while perhaps car
rying some temporal benefit, are nonetheless destroying us?
instead of pushing God away from us into our own boxes, let
us welcome him with open arms. his desires for us are “immea
surably more than all we ask or imagine” (ephesians 3:20).
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WHO'S

IN THE

BOX ANYWAY?

before we leave this discussion, let's take one last look at our
Godboxes. do we really think that the God of the ages could be
encased in a box of anyone's making? of course not!
he is God, after all. What building can contain him? What
principle can fully define him? What deception can thrust him
out of our lives? how foolish we are to ever think so!
When we create a box to wall ourselves off from the living
God, just who really ends up inside? We do. We cannot contain
God, nor should we want to. We can only limit his moving in our
lives by refusing to honor him as God.
And that, I think, is what hell will be. It is the final box where
the wicked can wall themselves away from God. c. s. lewis
said, “i willingly believe that the damned are, in a sense, suc
cessful rebels to the end; that the doors of hell are locked on the
inside.”7
believe me, you need no protection from God! yes, he is awe
some and powerful, and certainly that can be threatening.
but he is not an unknown power, for he has demonstrated his
love to us in Jesus, by sacrificing his life so we could be saved.
how can we ever doubt the intentions of a God who loves us
that much?

10
LEARNING

TO

DEPEND

ON

GOD

My sheep listen to my voice;
I know them, and they follow me.
—John 10:27

t

he funny look on my daughter’s face caught my eye as i
walked through the family room. she was guilty of some
thing, but what? she was obviously in pain, and as obvi
ously trying to hide it. “are you okay?” i asked.
“I hurt my finger on the TV.” She held her finger out to me, her
face twisted with the cry she didn’t want to let out.
i walked toward her. “how did you do that?”
“I pinched it.” On the end of her index finger stood a fresh
white blister.
“how could the tv do that?” as i looked up i noticed our wood
stove just behind her. “You touched the fireplace, didn’t you?”
once the facts were out there was no need to restrain her
anguish. she exploded into screams and tears. my wife ran to get
some medication. i hugged my daughter tightly, and as i pressed
her head against mine i offered up the parent’s lament—”how
i wish you could just trust me, honey, when i tell you some
thing!”
i wonder how often God has wept over me in the same way.
how much hurt have i endured because i wouldn’t listen to him
or trust what he told me? but, like my daughter, i often think i
know better.
david understood how foolish that attitude is, and in Psalm 28
he expressed just the opposite. “to you i call, 0 lord my rock; do
not turn a deaf ear to me. For if you remain silent, i will be like
105
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those who have gone down to the pit.”
david knew how much he needed God’s involvement in his
life every day. he refused to accommodate his life to a silent
God and instead sought him earnestly. his desire to please
God placed him in situations greater than his own ingenuity or
strength could resolve, where his failure would have meant his
death. it was this dependence that called the young shepherd
boy to face a lion unarmed, Goliath with only a few stones, and
eventually the throne of israel.
if a spiritual person is one who depends on God’s spirit, obey
ing his direction and drawing his power, then learning to trust
him is the essence of spirituality. no greater challenge lies before
anyone than the adventure of learning to trust God.

NEED GOD? FOR WHAT?
it may be easier to see your need for dependence when you’re
standing facetoface with a bear or going out to battle the
Philistines than when you’re enjoying the material comfort and
safety of twentiethcentury living, but the dangers are no less
acute and the potential for destruction is no less real.
society and technology have combined to greatly reduce many
of the risks that previous generations faced daily. regular pay
checks supply our needs. Weather forecasting, irrigation, and
food storage provide an abundance of food even if the weather
is uncooperative. many illnesses have been cured or controlled,
and costs for treating them are insured. social programs help
meet the needs of the poor and unemployed.
as a result, few people today have an immediate sense of their
need for God. though our coins say “in God We trust” and we
passionately sing “i need thee,” too many people think only
in the abstraction of a distant sovereign who quietly keeps the
world together and secretly blesses our best efforts.
only occasionally does this veneer of false security shatter,
usually by personal tragedy. unemployment, incurable disease,
catastrophic accident, or emotional darkness intrude on the best
laid plans. Funerals of close friends or relatives call our temporal
priorities into question and show them to be what they really
are—sand castles, providing only an illusion of security. they are
destined to melt without trace into the next passing wave. how
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swiftly our wealth, health, prestige, and friendships can vanish
into circumstances beyond our control!
in the back of our minds we know the tide can turn quickly,
but for the most part we do not lie awake at night worried about
getting our next meal or being assaulted by a neighboring tribe.
tragedy is comparatively rare, and even when it occurs most
people manage to recover fairly quickly and get on with life. at
least for the moment, for most of us our material needs will not
drive us to depend on God.
this doesn’t mean that our needs are actually any less real
than david’s—only less obvious. When we gather everything the
world offers, we find it insufficient for the cry within which we
thought it would satisfy. spiritual emptiness and despair can be
masked by work and play for only so long. When we look behind
the facades we see a battle raging all around us, taking its toll in
emotional brokenness and conflicted relationships.
sin is the result of trusting ourselves and seeking our own
selfinterest. the joy and freedom of life in God is found where
we learn to depend on him instead. We will never be forced to
do that. God gives life and breath to us all, even to those who do
not acknowledge him. We will always have an endless array of
alternatives to run to for help or to hide in from the pain. God
made it that way. he didn’t want us to learn to trust him because
we had to, but, because of having been touched by his love, we
wanted to.

THE CASE AGAINST DEPENDENCY
trusting God, however, is not easy to cultivate. We have an
arsenal of excuses to defend ourselves against it:
1. I want to do it my way! the old nature doesn’t give up just
because we surrender our lives to Jesus. every day it will test
our will in an attempt to regain control of our life. Our flesh at
its root is selfish and independent. I do what I do because I want
to, it makes me feel better, and i don’t want anyone telling me
otherwise. its theme song is “i did it my Way.”
But the flesh isn’t always that obvious. It can even couch its
desires in religious terms. even in many christian circles, self
reliance and selfassertion are encouraged for believers. Jesus
warned us that even though we aim for his life, these methods
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will miss that target: “Whoever wants to save his life will lose it,
but whoever loses his life for me will find it” (Matthew 16:25).
spiritually, few things take the obvious route.
the intimacy which God extends to us will never come as the
culmination of selfeffort, but only as the abandonment of it.
though it will always be easier to do something on our own for
God, without consulting him, we must resist that course. the
flesh’s quest for comfort must be abated if we’re going to be free
enough to obey him.
2. Only flaky people live that way. it seems that everyone knows
somebody who got excited about God and decided to “live by
faith,” which means that he stopped working and lived off oth
ers who were working. others have even waited for a word from
God before they brushed their teeth. it is also true that people
who begin a statement with “God told me...” often finish it with
something stupid: they are going to be rich or they need to build
another building.
But these bad examples shouldn’t prevent us from finding true
dependence on God. being dependent on God doesn’t make us
irresponsible; it just adds a new dimension to our responsibility.
instead of responding to our own desires, we respond to God’s;
instead of trusting our limited knowledge and observations, we
follow God’s wisdom.
this doesn’t mean, however, that those who don’t understand
God’s wisdom won’t mock your decisions. charles Finney had
an apt warning for those who would live full of the spirit:
I never knew a person who was filled with the Spirit
that was not called eccentric… they act under different
influences, take different views, are moved by different
motives, led by a different spirit.1
3. I tried to trust God before, but he let me down. this may be the
most difficult barrier to cross. Just about everyone has a story of
a desperate moment when he cried out to God but was disap
pointed in the response. Why didn’t God heal my mother? Why
was i unemployed for two years even though i prayed every
day? i suspect that for every soldier miraculously saved when he
cried out to God for help, many more weren’t. only a fool would
put his life in the hand of a friend who has failed him on a previ
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ous outing. and for many people, trusting God feels exactly like
that.
but we cannot learn to trust God by our interpretations of past
experiences. more often than not we were looking out for our
interests, and not God’s; thus we misinterpret or misunderstand
his actions toward us. there are many reasons why God may
not have dealt with a specific situation as we thought he should,
but the bible makes it clear that he never responds to us with less
than absolute love and faithfulness. that’s his nature, and he can
never be untrue to it. learning dependence doesn’t begin in our
experience, but in his character.
remember, we began this book by saying that the church is
naked. We can’t take the experiences of a captive church and
make them a commentary on God. We can’t live our lives by our
own wisdom and then in a moment of crisis expect to throw up
a request at God and demand that he answer it.
4. It won’t work for me. to the selfcondemned, dependence
always sounds like an unreachable dream. but if it works only for
those who grew up in middleclass homes with godly parents,
then it is not the gospel. it must also work for the prostitute, the
victim of child abuse, the poor, the uneducated. and it does!
all these excuses, real as they might seem in the midst of our
pain and disillusionment, have one thing in common. they ulti
mately result from trust in ourselves. they demonstrate not the
failure of God to be trustworthy, but the failure of our attempts
to turn God into our personal servant. yes, his actions do disap
point us at times but that is only because we have neither under
stood the depth of his love for us, nor have we embraced his
agenda for our lives.

JESUS’ SCHOOL

OF

DISCIPLESHIP

When i look at how little Jesus’ disciples seemed to under
stand, i wonder what he did with all the time he spent with them.
even though Jesus clearly told them about his death and resur
rection, they tried to talk him out of it, and did not even remem
ber what he had said until after it happened. even on the day of
his ascension they were still asking if he would now restore the
kingdom of israel.
though he didn’t teach them the theological facts which our
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twentiethcentury bias would anticipate, he did teach them how
to depend on God in every situation. We can see it best if we
focus on how he dealt with one of those disciples.
The first time they met, Peter was cleaning his nets after a night
of fruitless fishing. Jesus asked to borrow his boat so he could
teach the crowds from offshore. When he was finished he told
Peter to go out a little further and drop the nets. Peter resisted,
since even with his best efforts he had already come up empty.
He finally consented, though, and how much fun it would have
been to see the look on his face when the net began to wiggle
under the weight of his unearned load! though this was the great
est catch of Peter’s life, he never sold it. he walked away from it
to follow Jesus.
later, on that same sea, the disciples were caught in a violent
storm. afraid for their lives, they awakened Jesus, and to their
surprise he rebuked the storm and it subsided. but Jesus took
them further. “Where is your faith?” he asked, hinting that God
could have done the same through them.
to make his point clearer he sent them out on their own. he
told them to take no provisions, to heal the sick, to drive out
demons, and to preach the kingdom of God. on this evangelistic
campaign media hype and flamboyant oratory would not suffice.
the disciples needed the power and presence of God.
When they returned, Jesus sought to take them off alone, only
to be pursued by a crowd of 5000 people. after he ministered
to them all day, he told the disciples to give them dinner. again
he called them to think past their own efforts, and by a word of
blessing he fed the crowd with a little boy’s lunch.
on another occasion the disciples couldn’t drive a demon out
of a small boy. Jesus prayed for him, staying with him through
violent convulsions until he was free. When they asked him why
they were unable to free him, Jesus explained that the situation
demanded more prayer than they had given it. they asked him
how to pray, and he taught them to make sure you pray accord
ing to God’s will, and when you do so keep seeking until you
break through every obstacle.
Jesus’ itinerant lifestyle gave him ample opportunity to dem
onstrate how God can provide for his children. one time he even
told Peter to get some money from the mouth of a fish. Even as
Jesus’ life drew to an end, the lessons continued. he sent Peter to
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prepare the Passover meal, and everything that Jesus told them
in advance came to pass. even before Peter denied his lord,
Jesus already saw the failure and encouraged him to get up after
it was over and then return to strengthen the other disciples.
Jesus’ brand of discipleship was profound. it dealt less with
facts than it did with learning to live in the confidence of a
Father’s love. through every need, failure, and joy he showed
them that God’s wisdom and power were sufficient. Things didn’t
always work out the way they thought it should, but God contin
ued to fulfill his purpose.
did they learn the lesson? their last recorded words to Jesus in
the upper room demonstrated just how well: “now we can see
that you know all things and that you do not even need to have
anyone ask you questions. this makes us believe that you came
from God.”
Jesus responded, “you believe at last!”
they had come to the end of their own reason and resource.
they saw Jesus as the one to whom they could totally entrust
their lives, not because he compelled them to but because he
really did have all wisdom and power. if anything, the disciples
learned this lesson too well. that’s why they couldn’t understand
the cross nor his ascension. they had become so dependent on
him that they couldn’t imagine life without his physical form.
they had yet to understand the presence of Jesus returning to
them through the presence of the holy spirit. Jesus told them
about it, but he wasn’t bothered when they misunderstood, for
he knew what would happen on the day of Pentecost.
What we see in those disciples from that day forward was
not only the result of the spirit’s presence but also the fruit of
their learned dependence on him. that’s what took them to the
farthest reaches of the roman empire announcing the coming of
God’s kingdom, healing the sick, and enduring persecution.
and the words that rang from their lips continually was of the
magnificent love of God demonstrated in the death of the Son on
the cross. there, God proved for all time the depth of his passion
for us and the lengths he would go to help us discover life in him
so that we would never have to doubt it again. he has made a
safe place in himself where we can live without fear, trusting his
work in our lives through every situation we encounter.
the foot of the cross is where Jesus’ life was summed up for
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us and where we are trained to trust. contemporary christianity
has all but ignored this powerful work of the cross and sees it
only as a sacrificial atonement to appease God’s wrath. But that
misses the whole point. Jesus didn’t die to satisfy God’s anger
toward sin; he became sin so that the wrath of God might destroy
sin in him. He made the sacrifice we were incapable of making,
and defeated sin for us that we might live in him free of its power
and shame.
having been accepted by God at our worst, we can abandon all
attempts to earn God’s favor by our good works. We can simply
enjoy our relationship with him and trust his love for us. as we
grow in him, we will see him at work in every circumstance of
our lives to draw us closer to him, free us from the bondage of
self and fulfill his good purpose in our lives.

LEARNING

TO

LIVE

IN

HIS LOVE

“i feel like God is telling us that he’s going to teach us how to
trust his power more than we now trust our own efforts.” i still
remember the morning Gene shared that thought during one of
our sunday morning services. though the promise in that state
ment excited me, i also thought how unbelievable it sounded. i
prayed about situations because i knew i should, but i honestly
didn’t see where it made much difference. my own scheming and
fretting accomplished far more.
Over the next year, however, God fulfilled his promise in our
congregation. Whatever we did by our own efforts began to
unravel, and we saw how unfruitful our efforts were in really
filling people with God’s life. On the other hand, things that we
sought God about, waiting to act until his will was clear, pro
duced incredible results. Where i used to intuitively trust my
own wisdom, I now find myself praying earnestly—not because
i should, but because i want to rely on him, not myself.
Growing to trust God is the essence of true spirituality, and
fortunately he understands how difficult it is for us to learn
that. Jesus will teach you how to trust his Father with the same
patience that he taught his own disciples. two kinds of experi
ences will be important here. First are those times when God pro
vides for you or uses you in ways that leave you overwhelmed
with his greatness and goodness.
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second, he uses those situations in which you are challenged
by need so great that you know you are powerless to resolve it
yourself. don’t despise those moments or blame God for them.
he doesn’t create them. they simply result from a world out of
synch with his desires that fall alike on the just and the unjust.
he will, however, use everything in your life,—including your
difficulties—to teach you how to trust him more freely.
that’s how Paul measured his troubles: “We were under great
pressure, far beyond our ability to endure, so that we despaired
even of life… but this happened that we might not rely on our
selves but on God. …he has delivered us from such a deadly
peril, and he will deliver us” (2 corinthians 1:8,9).
don’t run from situations that make you totally dependent
on him, for that’s when you’re the most open and pliable to his
work. Always remain confident in his love, even when circum
stances beg you to doubt it.
learning to live in his love, however, doesn’t mean we just
endure circumstances hoping for a favorable outcome. it includes
hearing God’s voice in their midst and obediently following him
until his goals are achieved. it focuses not on our comfort or ease,
but on God’s glory being revealed.
this is where a sensitivity to God’s voice is so critical. Without
it, what we call trust will easily degenerate into mere presump
tion. When i take my kids to the mountains, they know they can
trust me. i’m not going to let anything harm them, let them get
lost, or fail to rush to their attention if they need help. to have the
benefits of that trust, however, they must stay within earshot of
my voice. if they wander too far away they won’t be able to hear
me.
there are a variety of ways in which God speaks to us. First
corinthians 2:1113 tells us that the spirit inserts his thoughts
into our minds. some people refer to this as inner impressions or
a still, small voice, but it is God speaking. suddenly his thoughts
superimpose themselves over our own with direction, wisdom,
or even rebuke.
scripture is another source that God uses to speak to us. not
only do we gain general knowledge from the Word, but often dur
ing our reading a specific Scripture will just reach up and grab us
by the eyeballs and say, “look here!” God uses that inspiration to
help us face something for our life or equip us for the day.
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the bible gives us many other examples of how God com
municates—an audible voice, dreams, visions, and even angels.
admittedly these are more rare, but they are nonetheless tools
at his disposal. sometimes he communicates without words,
instantly overwhelming us with a sense of his love, peace, wor
ship, faith, joy, or boldness. times like that make us keenly aware
of his intentions toward us. he also uses other people to share
insights that will help us, with or without their being aware of
it.
in all of these, however, we must look to hear his voice. Just
because we have a thought or dream, or someone tells us, “God
told me to tell you...” does not mean it is God speaking. as we
grow closer to God, his voice will become more distinguishable
and we can move in it with greater certainty. later, we’ll discuss
ways that God has given us to confirm his voice.
For now, let God speak to you in a variety of ways. rely on him
and don’t let fear of moving beyond your abilities keep you from
following him. that’s where fruitfulness is. Generally speaking,
we are too preoccupied with staying safely in the limit of our
own abilities, and because of this we do not learn how to depend
on God. We try so hard to protect people from making mistakes
that we deny them opportunities for growth.
When God does not meet your expectations in a given circum
stance, don’t be discouraged. Instead, go to him and find out why.
Were your expectations wrong? did you just not endure in prayer
long enough, like the disciples with the demonpossessed boy?
Were you not close enough to God to hear him lead you through
the situation? Were you following self, and not his spirit?
andrew murray gave us perhaps the best direction for times
like this:
learn to say of every want, and every failure and every
lack of needful grace: i have waited too little upon God, or
he would have given me in due season all i needed. and
say then too—”my soul, wait thou only upon God!”2
but know from the outset that troublesome circumstances do
not prove that God has ceased to love you or that he is unaware
of your pain. he just has something in mind greater than you
understand at the moment.

Keeping Your
Eyes on Jesus
Restoring
Restoring Responsibility
Responsibility

11
O ‘DEM GOLDEN SHEPHERDS
Then we will be like all the other nations, with a king to lead us
and to go out before us and fight our battles.
—1 samuel 8:20

t

he car was packed and i couldn’t wait to get started. i was
leaving home to begin my freshman year at college, free at
last from the final restraints of adolescence. As I was saying
my goodbyes, my father pulled me aside.
“For 18 years i’ve been responsible for you. i haven’t always
been right, but i did the best i knew how. but now you’re going
off on your own and i can’t be responsible for you anymore. i’m
turning you over to God. you won’t answer to me anymore, but
directly to him.”
the joy of my impending freedom quickly vanished under this
sudden change of protocol. until this time i had only to worry
about my parents catching me when i did wrong. they were
much easier to fool than God. i had never before realized the
buffer i had let my parents become between God and me. even
though i was certainly accountable to God before that moment,
the full weight of it sank in with my father’s words. at the time
it wasn’t good news because i only thought of God as someone
who enforced his rules at the expense of my happiness.
in the context of intimacy, however, coming before God with
out a human mediator is not only good news but it is what inti
macy is all about. Knowing someone who knows God is not the
same as knowing him firsthand, and God wants each of us to
know him personally.
Firsthand friendship with God, however, has been all but
117
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abandoned in our current application of church leadership. more
often than not our pastors and leaders have become surrogate
parents, standing between us and God. While we’re busy about
our jobs they seek the lord for us, and our christian experience
is nothing more than participating in their program. God never
intended it to be this way.

GIVE US

A

KING

this problem is not new. it seems that people have always
tried to hide from God behind someone else. When the children
of israel saw God descend on mount sinai and set it ablaze with
his glory they told moses, “Go near and listen to all that the lord
our God says. then tell us whatever the lord our God tells you.
We will listen and obey.”
that same motive was also behind israel’s cry for a king. the
excuses they used to beg samuel to appoint them one (1 samuel
8) are the same ones we use today to justify our own “kings.”
“then we will be like all the other nations.” everyone else had
a king, so they wanted one too. today we look at football teams
with their coaches, corporations with their chief executives, and
armies with their generals. strong leaders are effective. virtually
every ministry organization looks to put a charismatic leader at
the helm, developing programs and motivating people. We never
question whether God has any better way than the world.
“[We will have] a king to lead us.” many people would rather
follow a man they can see than the invisible God. a human king
seems to provide the best of both worlds: Where he has good
ideas we can follow him convinced we’re serving God, but when
we disagree with him we can rebel with the rationalization that
he’s just a man. What does he know anyway?
“[We will have a king] to go out before us.” let someone else
take the risks while we stay safely and inactively in the back
ground. i suspect that the thought here may be less of having
someone to follow than of having someone as a guinea pig, like
sending your older brother out in the dark first. If the boogeyman
is there it will eat him instead of you.
“[We will have a king to] fight our battles.” Regretfully, God’s
army is overly staffed with mercenaries. those putting in the
most effort are getting paid for it. they even beg for the privilege,
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if we’ll send them our money. at a fundraising banquet for a
rescue mission that point was stated clearly: “We feed and clothe
the poor so you don’t have to.”
many tv evangelists take that thought even further. here’s
an excerpt from a fundraising letter sent by an international
charismatic ministry:
[God] instructed me to open up my ministry to partners to
increase its effectiveness. so, i began to receive partners…
then he told me, “all of the people that are saved, all of
the people that hear my voice through radio, television,
tape ministry and all these other areas, your partners will
receive the same reward.”
Who wouldn’t find it easier to write a check for ten dollars a
month if that’s all God asks of them to help extend his king
dom?
because their hearts were so hard, God allowed the israelites
to have a king even though he knew the real reason. “they have
rejected me as their king,” he told samuel, and how his heart
must have broken! they preferred to follow a man instead of
God himself. so do many believers today, and unfortunately they
never find a shortage of men willing to let them do it.

TODAY’S ROYALTY
maybe our kings are not as obvious as the chariotperched,
goldencrusted warriors of samuel’s day, but we have them
nonetheless. they are only less obvious because we have so
many of them. the nature of the church today allows us each to
choose our own king, one who will provide the kind of leader
ship we want.
our kings take three forms.
1. Celebrities. Just like the world, the church today is caught
up in the exaltation of personalities. the media parades before
us a large selection of preachers and singers. People become
more infatuated with them personally than with their message.
magazine editors know that this is true. many readers want
articles on their favorite leaders more than those on christian
growth. the magazines that sell the best often feature a well
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known personality on the cover. We even have our own media
awards and popularity polls.
What may begin as a genuine response to God’s gift in some
one’s life can subtly degenerate into hero worship. driven by
their own personal emptiness or inactivity, people seek to live
out their faith vicariously through their favorite christian per
sonalities. they watch them constantly, send them their money,
weep over their family crises, and even defend them ardently
when their immorality or financial impropriety are revealed.
Not all celebrities encourage this fixation, but many do. They
exploit their status for their own gain and rule by their own
ingenuity. under the guise of anointing they prove themselves
masters of crowd control and group dynamics, but do not dem
onstrate that they themselves are mastered by the lord Jesus
christ. they are preoccupied with buildings, popularity, money,
and media time, confusing these with ministry itself.
and not all of them are on tv; they can also reign in local
churches. the distance afforded in a large congregation often
promotes a similar infatuation with a famous or powerful pas
tor, a fixation that can supplant a person’s own relationship with
God.
2. Dictators. many churches today, particularly charismatic
ones, are led by a pastor who exercises personal control over the
church and the people in it. though power in the hands of a God
fearing man may not cause great destruction, few men wield
such power without succumbing to the need to manipulate.
this structure has risen from a misunderstanding of biblical
leadership, assuming that a physical man has to represent the
headship of Jesus. Where Jesus is not alive in the congregation
i can understand why some people might fall for such error,
but if people are listening to him and being changed by him, no
such structure is necessary. the Word offers us no precedent for
one man ruling the local congregation. in fact John condemns
the ministry of one man who projected himself into that spot in
ephesus (3 John 9,10).
robert Girard in Brethren, Hang Together tells us why:
the church is to be the expression of the personality of
Jesus christ, not the expression of the personality of any
man. no single member of the body is to be allowed to
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leave his personal imprint on all the church’s life and
work. the church is to be dominated by the spirit of
Christ flowing through many lives.1
a pastordictator is the most direct form of kingship today. he
tells the people what God wants of them, and all they have to do
is cooperate. the congregation is always of one mind, because
only one mind is allowed to function. though this system makes
for efficient congregations, it destroys the personal freedom and
accountability needed for spiritual intimacy to flourish.
3. People-pleasers. charles colson quotes an assistant of a
renowned media pastor. When asked to give the key to this
man’s success he responded without hesitation, “We give the
people what they want.”2 he is not alone. there are many who
succumb to this temptation. micah’s cry against the priests of his
day applies to these leaders as well: “her priests teach for a price,
and her prophets tell fortunes for money” (micah 3:11).
these kings rule by the scepter of their own personal popular
ity and ability to entertain the crowd. they may gather a large
following, but their efforts are fruitless for God’s kingdom.
nothing distorts the gospel faster than changing it to appeal to
people’s desires.
though we must expose those who try to harm young believ
ers by their need for personal power, most “kings” are as much
a victim of the system as the people themselves. the system can
even hide itself under the terminology of servant leadership,
convincing its victim that all this is necessary to accomplish
God’s will. many christian leaders are wellintentioned though
insecure people whose drive for personal affirmation can lure
them into playing the crowd or pressing themselves to greater
productivity.
instead of challenging such weaknesses the church today caters
to them. People want a buffer between themselves and God, and
regretfully there are men and women willing to provide it. When
i pastored i was always on guard for signs that people were
becoming more dependent on my gifts than on Jesus. i knew it
was easier for them to do what i told them, than to develop their
own relationship with God. to allow them to make that substitu
tion, however, was to rob them of the joy of hearing his voice and
knowing him themselves. my task was to teach them how to
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draw on his life and to let Jesus be their only King.

THE SEDUCTION

OF

POWER

even though God gave israel a king, he warned them of the
consequences. Power is intoxicating, and any brief illusionary
benefit which kings provide is soon outweighed by the toll they
take. We’re not listening any better than samuel’s generation.
“he will take your sons and make them serve.” and they did
so, not just in legitimate wars to protect against their enemies but
also to serve the personal whims of the king. our kings today
exact that price by alienating our sons and daughters from serv
ing God. congregations led by kings rarely transfer the excite
ment of the parents to their children because the next generation
will prefer their own king.
i once asked a pastor, who was committed to the idea that the
leader of a local church represents Jesus to that congregation,
what would happen to the church when he leaves or dies. “it will
die too,” he said, apparently resigned to the fact. the future of
our children should be motive enough to give up our kings and
look for more biblical patterns of leadership.
“He will take the best of your fields and vineyards... and a
tenth of your flocks.” Kings must live in comfort, since daily
concerns distract from their ability to lead. so we don’t mind if
our favorite tv preacher puts three phones in his master bath
and pays for it with the widow’s mite. there is no outcry at our
celebrities staying in 4000dollaraday hotel suites while they
cry for people to sacrifice to help their ministry. One evangelist
talks of going “to the desert to pray,” never telling his viewers
that it’s to his estate in Palm springs.
Kings also require money to appease their insatiable desire to
extend their influence. But they always find other people to pay
for the cost of their dreams. those who help them are handsome
ly rewarded, but those who don’t (or who express concerns about
their tactics) are treated harshly. micah spoke of such men:
this is what the lord says: as for the prophets who
lead my people astray, if one feeds them, they proclaim
“Peace”; if he does not, they prepare to wage war against
him (micah 3:5).
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“you yourselves will become his slaves.” the freedom of the
life of christ is lost to the programs and rules that a kingleader
passes down to his people. his concern may be to minimize
abuse and create the most efficient environment for ministry, but
it enslaves people drawing them away from the joy of living with
Jesus himself.
Part of the joy in the early days of the charismatic renewal was
the realization that the spirit wanted us to be a variety of ves
sels to accomplish his work. believers were tired of sitting in the
pews watching it happen on the platform. yet how quickly we’ve
returned to the same format in the name of keeping together our
superchurches!
Why are we so blind to the corruption that accompanies
increased power and influence? A look at Israel’s kings demonstrates how few escaped it. even the ones who started out
with sincere hearts for God were ensnared in the trappings of
power—saul, solomon, uzziah, to name a few. only the strength
of david’s love for God saw him through similar corruption in
his own reign.
the list grows in our age. many good men, who launched out
with a Godgiven call and vision, have been swallowed up by the
seduction of power. Suddenly they find themselves in the midst
of an organization that struggles to stay afloat. Their desire to
follow Jesus in simple obedience has long since given way to the
pressing problems of their institution. in the name of pragma
tism they find themselves doing things they condemned when
younger. they treat employees harshly and beg money from out
siders—all in the name of keeping God’s ministry alive.
the vision they began with has dried up and their joy within
is gone. They can’t find a way back to it without jeopardizing the
monster they’ve created. though subtle, the corruption of power
and influence is unrelenting. It leaves many people spiritually
empty and it can even drive some to compensate for the loneli
ness of their exalted position by indulging their flesh in opulence,
financial impropriety, or sexual sin.
This is the result of having no qualifications for leadership
except a man’s own ability to raise money or garner followers.
today no demand is made of our leaders to show evidence of
their integrity, maturity, or purity. the Ptl network scandal of
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1987 was only the tip of the iceberg. many more such scandals
have followed and so will many more if we do not refuse our
selves the forms of leadership which God has denied us.
When two of Jesus’ disciples sought a superior position above
the others, he made clear that such talk belonged in the world,
not his body. “you know that those who are regarded as rulers
of the Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials exercise
authority over them. not so with you” (mark 10:42,43). there’s
only one king in this kingdom, and any understanding of biblical
leadership will not include managing the lives of other believers
or commanding their obedience.

CONSUMER CHRISTIANITY
in a word, kingship leads to exploitation, even if those involved
don’t intend to do so. It stifles the growth of hungry believers
and it alienates the world from hearing the gospel. nothing has
turned off this generation more than people who use christianity
to play political power games for the exaltation of their own ego
and charge the poor for it.
that may not sound pleasant, but it shouldn’t come as any
surprise. When only a few years old the early church was already
being exploited by such leaders. Paul was amazed not so much
by the fact that it was happening, but by how much the people
enjoyed it:
in fact you even put up with anyone who enslaves you or
exploits you or takes advantage of you or pushes himself
forward or slaps you in the face. to my shame i admit
that we were too weak for that! (2 corinthians 11:20).
not all exploited sheep are miserable sheep. though it leaves
many feeling abused and empty, many others are willing to toler
ate the costs for the empty gospel it produces. these are respon
sible for our kings, because they have rewarded their appeals.
they like leaders who strut like royalty with their rolex watches
and preach a gospel of ease and complacency. they will pay
someone to fight their battles for them as long as they don’t have
to get involved themselves.
they are just like the people of isaiah’s day who refused to
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let the prophets face them with their own needs and failures.
“Give us no more visions of what is right! tell us pleasant things,
prophesy illusions. leave this way, get off this path, and stop
confronting us with the holy one of israel!” (isaiah 30:10,11).
Paul warned us that the church would face similar temptation:
“the time will come when men will not put up with sound doc
trine. instead, to suit their own desires, they will gather around
them a great number of teachers to say what their itching ears
want to hear” (2 timothy 4:3).
What other age could fulfill this prophecy as easily as ours?
today’s media has provided us exactly that opportunity. We pick
out the teachers that say what we want to hear, and then we sup
port them with our attendance and money.
When i’m asked why so many christian television programs
distort the gospel, my answer is simple: the television gospel
must be one that people will pay millions of dollars a year to
hear. humanity has never regarded truth itself that valuable—
only an illusion of truth that leads to personal ease.
We get the gospel we pay for and the men who can be paid
to teach it. the result is a christianity preoccupied with power,
money, buildings, and organizations instead of the person of
Jesus and his compassion for hurting people.

A CRY FOR RELIEF
“When that day comes, you will cry out for relief from the king
you have chosen.” These were Samuel’s final words before he
gave israel the king they demanded.
that cry can be heard today. the exploited cry out in the emp
tiness of their spiritual lives, offended by the unrestrained egos
of those who profess to be God’s teachers. the hungry cry out
for a more effective gospel that can transform them from within
and fill them with God’s presence. The mature cry out to be more
than spectators in a program, but equipped to let the life of Jesus
flow through them.
i’ve heard that cry from many people in recent years, and i’ve
also heard it from Jesus. he has begun to expose and remove
those shepherds who have held his people captive, and i expect
that work to continue. it is time for his judgment to fall on our
land, and it will begin first in his house.
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the words God used to chastise the shepherds of his people in
ezekiel 34 need to be heard again in the church today. they may
be words of fearful warning to some, but to the hungry they are
promises that God has something better in mind.
“Woe to the shepherds of israel who only take care of them
selves! Should not shepherds take care of the flock?” Instead of
letting leaders feather their own nests with riches and influence,
God wanted leaders that would put the flock first.
“you have not strengthened the weak or healed the sick or
bound up the injured.” God wanted his shepherds concerned
with healing the wounded and bruised, not further abusing them
for their own gain.
“you have not brought back the strays or searched for the lost.”
too often the only people we search out today are the rich and
powerful, the ones that can help us advance the program. one
of our most popular tv evangelists had so much compassion for
one of his listeners that he made numerous trips to san diego to
comfort her in the waning moments of her life. it sounds incred
ible until you hear the punch line: his organization inherited
more than six million dollars from her estate! God despised those
who would use his flock for their own gain and prefer those with
position , wealth or status.
i have heard this scripture taught often to pastoral groups and
the conclusion is always the same—we must be better shepherds.
But that wasn’t how God said he would fix the problem. He was
not getting rid of bad shepherds and replacing them with good
ones. he was getting rid of them all, so that he could shepherd
them himself. “i will place over them one shepherd, my servant
david, and he will tend them; he will tend them and be their
shepherd. i the lord will be their God, and my servant david
will be prince among them. i the lord have spoken.”
This prophecy was fulfilled in Jesus who alone is the shepherd
of the sheep. he can care for each one of them personally and
bring them into the fullness of God’s life.
he would bring them into a safe pasture and no longer would
they be exploited by those who claimed to lead in his name. the
title of ‘shepherd’ is never used again in the new testament to
refer to any human leader. although Peter uses the word in the
verb form to express how elders help care for people, he does not
give them a role that supplants the place Jesus alone can fulfill in
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every one of his follower.
Jesus inaugurated a brokerless kingdom, one in which his
Father’s personal care for people and his authority over them
would be shared with no earthly leader. his revolutionary words
and actions engaged people in God’s life directly and nothing
could have threatened the religious leadership of his day more.
He invited fishermen, homemakers, tax-collectors, prostitutes
and beggars into God’s life. every person, from the least to the
greatest, could know him and walk in his ways.
that is the nature of his kingdom, and nothing destroys the
reality of intimacy for God’s people more than those who claim
to be leaders in his church and by whatever means insert their
lives between the flock and the shepherd. As we shall see, lead
ership in the new testament never takes that place. they do not
represent Jesus in his absence, but only hold value as they equip
other people to know the living God themselves.
“There shall be one flock and one shepherd,” Jesus stated in
John 10. What do we see when we look at the socalled church
today—thousands upon thousands of flocks and thousands
upon thousands of shepherds? do you see the connection? many
shepherds leads to many flocks. Human leaders almost always
divide the flock by their own expectations, programs, and tradi
tions. only when we recognize that he alone is the true shepherd
will the flock be able to live out the unity he gives it.
We have no king but Jesus, and in these days he is calling his
flock back to himself, away from the regimentation and exploita
tions of human leadership, so that he can truly have first place in
every heart who seeks him.

12
FIRSTHAND FRIENDSHIP
No longer will a man teach his neighbor, or a man his brother,
saying, `Know the Lord,' because they will all know me,
from the least of them to the greatest.
—hebrews 8:11

i

looked up at the young couple sitting across from me in my
office and gave them undoubtedly the worst counsel I have
ever given in my days of professional ministry.
the tradition i grew up in consigned great authority to the pas
tor. This had to do partly with the office, and partly with his train
ing to handle the scriptures, but he was considered to be closer
to God than the rest of us, and part of what it meant to be a good
christian was to submit to his leadership. i offer that by way of
context, not excuse.
one morning a couple, struggling with God’s direction for them,
came to see me. they felt God leading them to move to another
city to take up a new job. they had gone to their pastor and shared
it with him, only to find him very cool to the idea. He told them he
didn’t think it was God’s will for them—that they weren’t spiritu
ally mature enough to move away right now. “What should we
do,” they asked me. “We feel like God is telling us one thing, but
our pastor is telling us another.”
here is the counsel i gave them: “God wants us to submit to
our leaders and that’s what you should do. even if your pastor is
wrong, God will honor you if you follow his counsel.” they lis
tened to me and stayed. in the next few months the company the
husband worked for went bankrupt. not only did he lose his job,
but eventually his house, and the last i knew of them, they were
no longer walking with God.
129
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how often i have regretted giving them that advice! i see them
standing before God some day when he asks them why they
didn’t do what he asked. “because our pastor told us not to, and
Wayne backed him up,” they might answer.
What did i expect God to say then? “oh, well if they told you
not to, then of course that’s what you should have done.”
not a chance. Jesus didn’t die on the cross and grant us access
into the heart of God so that we would obey leaders instead of
him. Fortunately, most pastors wouldn’t even presume to speak
for God in such matters, but this example illustrates both how
important it is for each of us to take responsibility for our own
walk with God, and how easy it is to abdicate it to someone else.

TO WHOM AM I ACCOUNTABLE?
it is usually not long in the christian journey before the question
of accountability surfaces. some churches talk about the impor
tance of have a covering, by which they mean a committed rela
tionship to a local church institution. Without one your salvation
is suspect. this thinking is built on the notion that an individual
cannot be trusted to discern truth and so must draw that security
from a tradition, denomination or trained professional.
it is so much a part of our religious psyche that it remains
unchallenged, even though not one new testament scripture
vests our accountability in another human being. in actuality the
new covenant declares quite the opposite. each of us are account
able to God alone for our choices. at no time did the early apostles
project authority over others, nor command their actions. instead,
they urged, beseeched and encouraged leaving each person to live
consistent with their individual conscience.
When some among the ephesian elders had begun to pervert
the gospel in order to ply their own power games over people,
John wrote for them to trust the anointing they each had from the
holy spirit. “you have no need for anyone to teach you,” John
wrote, drawing a clear distinction between the value of receiving
good teaching when offered, but never trusting someone else’s
interpretation over the discernment of our hearts.
From an institutional perspective, direct accountability to God
has never been popular in church history, and cries of anarchy
are raised at its mention. instead we’ve entrusted our security
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to church councils, creeds or religious hierarchy, even though all
these mechanisms have at various times led down paths far from
the mission and character of christ.
Jim Peterson shoes, in his compelling book, Church Without
Walls, that the major reason religious structures amass power is
their desire to be the arbiter of truth. yet, “Jesus never said or did
anything to indicate that structure and organization could serve to
protect God’s people… [he was not] against structure. it is neces
sary, as we shall see, but for protecting his people, he had some
thing far more trustworthy—the holy spirit.”1
it would not be an overstatement to say that all heresies and
abuse have come from those who would be leaders over the
church of Jesus christ. and it is usually not long in the formation
of a religious tradition for people to use it to satisfy their own
preferences, rather than help them stay true to the gospel. even the
early church evidenced this problem.
From a personal perspective, direct accountability to God
has never been popular either. it seems that we would prefer to
subscribe to the dictates of a religious tradition, rather than to
risk walking with the living God. We give up our own study of
scriptures to get fed by our pastor or favorite teachers. Parents
abdicate their role of discipleship to the church program. and
instead of helping the needy we refer them to church counseling
programs when all they need is someone to love them and take
a personal interest in their lives. this is the road more traveled,
because our flesh prefers the path of least resistance and risk, to
firsthand accountability to God.
but intimacy doesn’t work without unmediated access to God.
all lines of accountability in the new testament are clearly drawn
between God and the individual. We will each stand or fall before
him based on our response to his work through our conscience,
and will not be able to point fingers at political or ecclesiastical
authorities for our deception or lack of obedience. the awareness
of that responsibility will lead us to listen carefully to other believ
ers, and to weigh the counsel of those who may be further down
the road than ourselves. in the end, however, each of us must have
the the freedom to respond to God as best we see fit. No church
tradition or leader can usurp that place.
Far from freeing us to do whatever we want to do in God’s
name, this realization confronts us with the reality of our own
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struggle to know the difference between flesh and spirit. We’d
much rather not sort this out on our own, but follow someone
else’s prescription for relationship. But none will suffice. Our flesh
gravitates to the path of least risk and resistance, and will even
abuse any prescription in an effort to hide behind it.
in order to grow in intimacy, we have to face the power of our
own selfpreferring nature, that exalts itself above God’s purpose
in its quest for comfort and satisfaction. here the battle for inti
macy is won or lost.

EXPEDIENCE: THE ENEMY WITHIN
We said earlier that intimacy with God is not a difficult thing to
learn. it happens quite naturally for people who love God and sur
render their lives to him, but this is far easier said than done.
The difficulty in walking close to God comes from an enemy
within—our own flesh. Though this old nature will allow us the
pretense of christianity, it squirms with discomfort at God’s pres
ence and will do anything to keep us from him. that’s why it is so
hard to build a consistent relationship with God himself, or find
truly meaningful fellowship with other believers.
even when we want to cultivate our relationship with Jesus, our
flesh offers no end of excuses. It will make us too busy, too tired,
too comfortable, too depressed, too happy, too anything, so long as
it keeps us from following God. it is so easy to fall victim to our old
nature because it assaults us where we’re the most vulnerable—
appealing to personal expedience. What’s in it for me? Will i have
fun? What will cause me the least trouble? The flesh provides these
questions, knowing that temporal expedience is almost always
gained by compromising God’s desires for us.
it can even provide us with mitigating evidence to justify actions
we know aren’t consistent with God’s desires. Though we’ll affirm
his will easily in most other cases, our flesh convinces us that in
this case we are an exception. such reasoning has been behind
believers marrying unbelievers, gossiping about others, and
manipulating others to get our own needs met.
many wellmeaning believers have never learned to challenge
this selfpleasing nature. realizing how powerfully we are moti
vated by self, much of christian thought in recent years has been
redesigned to appeal to the interests of the flesh. The pursuit of
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God, however, can never be launched or propelled by expedience.
Though God always looks out for our highest good, our flesh tries
to prevent us from participating in it by highlighting its immedi
ate costs. it offers us temporal pleasure at the expense of deep and
abiding righteousness, peace, and joy.
if you want to grow in the knowledge of God you cannot
appease the flesh but must allow it to die daily. Peter found out
about this when Jesus told his disciples of his impending torture
and death at the hands of the religious leaders in Jerusalem. Peter
tried to stop him: “never, lord! this shall never happen to you.”
Peter couldn’t reconcile christ’s suffering with salvation. Jesus
was his teacher, provider, and friend. he could only see how much
he would lose if christ were gone. he thought he could save him
self by keeping christ from the cross, not realizing that to succeed
in his effort would have denied him his ultimate goal. self blinds
even wellmeaning hearts.
Jesus rebuked him harshly: “out of my sight, satan! you are a
stumbling block to me; you do not have in mind the things of God,
but the things of men.” that’s why expedience cannot participate
in God’s life: it values man’s objectives above God’s. Jesus gave
Peter a threepronged attack on the enemy of expedience.
1. “Deny yourself.” Galatians 5:17 tells us that our sinful nature
will always be in conflict with the Spirit so that we are not free
to act by our wants; they are too deceptive. but neither does this
mean that we do the most miserable thing we can think of. self
inflicted pain is also a response to self, and it has no value in draw
ing us to God.
We lay down our preferences as only the first step to hearing
God’s will and obeying him. Whenever i face a decision with com
peting pros and cons, the only way I can find God’s will is after I
set aside my vested interest in the outcome. When i can honestly
say, “it doesn’t matter, lord; i’ll do whatever you want,” it is so
easy to see what he wants.
many people fear listening to God that closely because they can
only imagine him sending them to the jungles of colombia or to
14hour bible studies. God is not against pleasure, but warns us
against the flesh’s use of it to destroy us. If I’m playing golf on
a Friday morning at the expense of all the other things i can be
doing in ministry, writing, or family life (which are endless), i had
better be doing so knowing that this is where God wants me. Just
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because it’s my day off does not mean that i am free from obedi
ence; yet sometimes golfing is exactly where God wants me.
2. “Take up your cross.” the cross is persecution, rejection, and
pain resulting from obedience to God in a world hostile to his
desires. as christ endured these for us, so we will risk them for
him. We will often be forced to choose between pleasing the world
or pleasing God; and even worse torn on occasion between pleas
ing God and pleasing those who claim to be our leaders. usually
choosing against either will make you pay dearly. Prepare for it.
every obedience will not end in temporal bliss. We are called to
“fellowship in his sufferings” as well as to share his power.
such fellowship, however, is not a cause for despair. Whatever
you sacrifice in this life is nothing compared to the value of know
ing christ more fully. though the search for pleasure will never
lead to God’s will, there is no pleasure greater than that which
flows from God’s presence to his obedient child.
3. “Follow me.” Even though the flesh screams, we are free to
ignore it and trust God’s heart enough to follow Jesus. that is as
simple as it sounds, and a source of great peace. my pursuit of God
often puts me in situations far beyond my knowledge or experi
ence. i’ve prayed for sicknesses that only got worse, and i’ve tried
to help desperate people whom psychiatrists had already given up
on. that can easily lead to anxiety. What am i going to do? how
can i make a difference?
then i remember his simple instruction: “Follow me.” i don’t
have to come up with the solution. it doesn’t hang on me. i’m just
a disciple with a simple agenda—follow the master wherever he
goes. if i don’t know what to do, i can tell people that i’ll seek God
with them until he gives us an answer or another resource.
expediency simply results from trusting ourselves and our per
spective more than we trust Father’s love and his perspective. We
destroy expediency not by trying to be sinless or by assaulting our
flesh but only by being preoccupied with learning to trust Jesus
more. as we continue to draw close to him despite the objections
of our flesh, it will die. Then we will be increasingly free to obey
God without trying to save ourselves.
this is the drive that motivates God’s people. We see it in daniel
when his enemies threatened to throw him to the lions if he per
sisted in praying openly to God. how easily he could have justi
fied less-conspicuous prayers so as not to alienate his peers! But he
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didn’t, and God was glorified in his obedience.
consider timothy. after the church had already passed a reso
lution saying that circumcision was not essential to salvation, he
offered himself to be circumcised. he could have defended his
freedom in the name of not giving in to those who were being
legalistic with the gospel. instead he gave up his freedom to help
the legalists see its power.
our bent for personal expedience can also be overcome as we
seek to please only Jesus with our lives. after he gave up so much
to save us, what else would we want to do?

A LIFE

OF

ACCOUNTABILITY

no matter what situation i face, i know that three things are
true: 1) God has a will in it; 2) he wants me to know what that
will is; and 3) he wants to give me the strength to walk with him
through it.
living by these three truths helps me to keep focused on God’s
desires for my life, but it isn’t always easy. sometimes i plow
through a situation, either forgetting to seek his will or confident
that my own wisdom would line up with his if i did. other times
I resist making a firm conclusion on what I believe God wants me
to do because i’m not sure of what it is or because i have an inkling
that his preference will not be mine. even when i get through all
of that and can affirm his will, if I don’t rely on his strength I find
my own strength insufficient against my flesh.
unless we hold ourselves accountable, our intentions to please
God will not be realized. the two most important areas for
accountability come in knowing God’s will and obeying it.
“but how can i be sure what God is saying to me?” i’m asked
that question more than any other in counseling, and it is a good
one. even though i’ve made it clear that God wants to communi
cate with us and supplied a list of ways in which he does that, the
process is not exact. God’s gifts are perfect, but Paul says that we
are not able to respond to them perfectly. the result is that “we
know in part and we prophesy in part,” just as if we were looking
at “a poor reflection as in a mirror” (1 Corinthians 13:9-12).
our intimacy will be perfect only when we meet him faceto
face. now we only perceive bits and pieces of God’s mind, not
ever seeing the whole picture. We cannot trust our methods of
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hearing him to be completely accurate. Even our flesh will try to
pass off its own desires as God’s voice. but this doesn’t mean that
we can’t be sure. our perception of God’s will can be tested by
two external sources. one is absolute and the other is just a helpful
addition to the process.
First, anything we think that God has said to us must stand up
to the revelation of God in the scriptures.
all scripture is Godbreathed and is useful for teaching,
rebuking, correcting and training in righteousness, so that
the man of God may be thoroughly equipped for every
good work (2 timothy 3:16,17).
anything that does not align with the content and spirit of
God’s Word must be abandoned. i can’t tell you the number of
times i’ve prayed over a situation and then felt like God gave me
some insight to deal with it, only to find that exact thing specifi
cally addressed in the Word as i turned to read my bible that day.
one morning i had prayed about some miscommunications in
the church office where I worked that had left me hurt and wound
ed. as i prayed about this i determined not to waste another day
trying to cooperate. i would just get my own work done and ignore
everyone else. that resolved, i opened to my bible reading for the
day. The first verse I saw was, “He who separates himself seeks his
own desire; he quarrels against all sound wisdom” (Proverbs 18:1
nasb). needless to say, i abandoned my course and that day saw
God heal broken relationships.
Specific texts like that are helpful, but we also need to look at a
wider perspective. can we imagine Jesus doing what we’re about
to do? how quickly such thinking exposes our own desires! that
kind of perspective demands a familiarity with the Word gained
only by regular feeding from it.
the word of God is living and active. sharper than any
doubleedged sword... it judges the thoughts and attitudes
of the heart (hebrews 4:12).
there is no valid intimacy with God apart from the full applica
tion of his Word. this is the objective test that keeps intimacy from
being a figment of our imagination. Hearing God’s voice doesn’t
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lessen our need for scripture, but rather heightens it.

THE JOY

OF

MUTUAL SUBMISSION

The second source of confirmation is other believers. People
who consider themselves accountable to God’s truth will hum
bly seek the input of others. so much abuse is perpetrated at this
level that it is difficult to write about and hope to be heard, but
scripture encourages us to admonish one another and to submit
to each other.
In the last fifteen years I’ve made no significant decisions with
out the prayer and counsel of other believers. i share with them
what i sense is God’s leading and seek their honest comments.
they test my perspectives with their own and with the Word. i’ve
come to respect that process. they don’t make decisions for me,
but they help me meet my responsibility to follow God.
i make sure that those i share with are walking in close rela
tionship with God. i’m not looking for worldly wisdom here, but
people to help me affirm God’s direction. In the context of mutual
submission i’ve rarely had to make a decision that we weren’t
agreed on at the end. When we haven’t found that agreement even
after much sharing and prayer, i still follow the conviction of my
heart, though with great caution. mutual submission calls us to
genuine openness to each other, but not to violate our conscience
if the process doesn’t bring unity.
coming to unity, however, is always the goal. Philippians
describes that process:
if you have any encouragement from being united with
christ, if any comfort from his love, if any fellowship with
the spirit, if any tenderness and compassion, then make
my joy complete by being likeminded, having the same
love, being one in spirit and purpose. do nothing out of
selfish ambition or vain conceit, but in humility consider
others better than yourselves (Philippians 2:13).
mutual submission demands unity in christ, deep love and ten
derness that puts the needs of others on a par with our own, and
sensitivity to the spirit. building these into relationships is a key
priority of true new testament body life as we shall see in chapter
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16. Where such a lifestyle exists, Paul says we can trust the process
of unity. here we can share our insights and seek God until we can
affirm his voice together.
In the last fifteen years I’ve worked in teams in almost every
ministry endeavor, convinced that is what scripture models.
Nowhere in the New Testament do we find people ministering as
a singular leader in command. i realize that oneman executive
leadership is far more efficient from a worldly standpoint, but I’ve
no doubt in the longrun that it subverts the headship of Jesus
and leads to a dysfunctional relational atmosphere. by working in
teams we gain the added benefit of each other’s wisdom and are
forced to put relationships above efficiency.
i’ve worked with a copastor for more than 12 years, in a rela
tionship no one said could work; participated in a leadership team
with collegial elders; and have traveled in small teams. i don’t even
engage in personal ministry without another believer present. the
power of shared ministry is phenomenal and demonstrates well
the community God has given his children.
but not all relationships last forever. i’ve also seen these relation
ships sour and with it the effectiveness of ministry. Paul warned
us that mutual submission only works where tenderness and com
passion reign and where people seek the spirit’s wisdom together
and do not manipulate each other with their own desires. to enjoy
the power of mutual submission we also have to know how to dis
connect from unsafe environments—where agendas become more
important than relationships.
Paul and barnabus experienced that in their ministry. after a
successful missionary trip together, they assumed they would
head out together the next time God called. however their
attempts to put together the team failed. barnabus wanted to take
along John mark. Paul didn’t, since John mark had deserted them
in a moment of crisis on the first trip. Paul and Barnabus had sharp
words over their differences and parted company.
this is not exactly a stellar moment in early church life, except
that it points up one very critical thing. neither abandoned their
conscience for the appearance of unity; and neither compelled the
other to do so. barnabus took John mark, while Paul partnered
with silas and God ended up with two missionary teams.
mutual submission must always include the freedom to walk
away when it no longer serves God’s purpose. We want our teams
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to last forever, but God seems to enjoy arraying his people in dif
ferent configurations from time to time. Perhaps we need to give a
bit more attention to these moments. ideally they shouldn’t have
to happen with conflict with some people asserting their superior
revelation or knowledge over that of the other, but it rarely hap
pens. usually it comes with great pain.
living in mutual submission can only work where Jesus is the
practical head of his church. in today’s terms, Jesus is the senior
Pastor and we are all on his staff. each of us may have different
functions. We can listen to each other and pray together, cooperat
ing until we come to agreement in him.
the body of christ also offers another form of accountability.
once we know the will of God, we can ask other believers to stand
with us. how easy it is to lose sight of obedience if we’re not faced
with a tangible moment of accountability! if you’re having trouble
being in the Word every day, ask another believer who is praying
for you and checking on you every couple of days to see if you’re
doing it. You’ll find that it will really help.
helping others in this way can be easily abused if we don’t keep
one thing in mind: When i’m helping them to be accountable, i am
only helping them in areas where they know God is dealing with
him. if i impose my own standards of righteousness or my percep
tion of God’s will on them, i will harm their growth.
learning to recognize God’s voice and obey it is a process of
trial and error. If God has spoken, your obedience will confirm
it. i’ve stepped out in areas, certain that i had heard from God.
My actions didn’t violate the Word and other people confirmed
them, but in the doing i found out that they weren’t from God.
by hindsight i almost always see how God was trying to stop me,
and how i pushed past him to get my own way. Failures can be
great tools to learning if we’re humble enough to admit them and
adjust accordingly.

SO WHAT IS NEW TESTAMENT LEADERSHIP?
i began these two chapters on restoring personal responsibility
by showing how current models of leadership are ineffective in
promoting it. now i think you can see why.
We use old testament forms of leadership that were not
designed for the glory of the new covenant. moses’ dominating
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leadership with its delegation of authority through elders is often
cited as God’s pattern for the church today. that is regrettable,
since all the ground rules have changed since the time of moses.
Prior to the coming of the holy spirit, God dealt with a society
by dealing with its leader, whether king, prophet, or priest. People
would follow God by following his anointed one, but that wasn’t
ideal. but this was less the way God prescribed it than it was what
the people demanded. God didn’t want them to have a king and
regarded it as rejection of his own rule.
as moses laid hands on his seventy elders to convey his anoint
ing on them, two other men began to prophesy in the camp. Joshua
encouraged moses to stop them, but he responded, “i wish that all
God’s people were prophets and that the lord would put his spirit
on them!” (numbers 11:29). he looked forward to a better day.
so did the prophet Joel. “i will pour out my spirit on all people.
your sons and daughters will prophesy… even on my servants,
both men and women, i will pour out my spirit in those days”
(Joel 2:28,29). Moses’ dream was affirmed. One day all of God’s
people would hear his voice.
on the day of Pentecost, Peter pronounced this outpouring as
the fulfillment of God’s promise. People would no longer have to
rely on leaders telling them what God wants; they could know him
themselves. The early church never exemplified the leadership-de
pendence of the old testament. their leaders helped others grow,
but never dominated the ministry of the body.
the new testament simply does not speak in terms of two
classes of christian—“ministers” and “laymen” as we do today.
according to the bible, the people of God comprise all christians,
and all christians through the exercise of spiritual gifts have some
“work of ministry.” …the clergylaity dichotomy is unbiblical and
therefore invalid. it grew up as an accident of church history and
actually marked a drift away from biblical faithfulness.3
the alternative to kings in the body of christ is not anarchy.
For everyone to do “what is right in their own eyes” leads to as
much destruction as those who lord it over others. the nature of
life in the body of christ must ensure that Jesus christ is person
ally at the helm. that can only happen where each person takes
responsibility for pursuing his will and works that out in mutual
submission to others.
God gives leadership to his body not to be a substitute for his
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presence. Jesus is head of the church as he is the head of every life
in it and he is fully able to manage every aspect of its life. scripture
gives us four attributes of his kind of leaders:
1. Leaders are equippers. the central role of leaders is simply to
equip believers to an intimate relationship with God that will
allow them to live together as his family. in the new testament we
don’t have one in every group providing all the resources for the
body. the body grew as each part did its work.
Part of the problem here is that we have combined biblical
leadership with the need to manage the corporate structures that
surround expressions of his body. because we own buildings, pay
bills, and develop extensive programs, we have an institutional
structure that we mistake for being the church. the church is the
people who are living under Father. those that help people devel
op that relationship are its true leaders.
those who spend time managing budgets, constructing pro
grams and meeting people’s needs are not even envisioned in the
new testament. that’s what the body does quite naturally as it
lives related to Jesus. if we’re going to have the structures, we will
need decisionmaking machinery to maintain it. but we dare not
confuse those who do so with biblical leadership.
2. Leaders are mature followers of Jesus. the body is not a democ
racy in which everyone on the spectrum has an equal voice. First
timothy 3 lists the requirements for leadership, and all have to do
with personal integrity and spiritual maturity.
unfortunately, church leadership is regarded more as a profes
sion that one prepares for academically than as a role necessitating
personal maturity. david Watson struggled with this same prob
lem: “most of the mainline churches place too great an emphasis
on academic training and too little on spiritual renewal and life.”3
even unpaid leaders in churches are too often chosen because
they’re rich, have a good business sense, or are popular, and not
because they are sensitive to God.
3. Leaders are background people. since leaders are freeing the body
to be all Jesus wants it to be, their work is temporary and usually
in the background. We can’t even think of churches today without
focusing on its central feature—the pastor. No such figure exists in
scripture. Paul’s letters were almost exclusively written to brothers
and sisters in the body, not elders or pastors. he mentions leader
ship only seven times in his letters, and never as central figures
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leading the fellowship after their perspective.
he also warns the colossians about anyone who would make
rules and hold others accountable to them. true leaders set people
free from bondage to follow Jesus, while false leaders weigh them
down with burdens and expectations, demanding that they be
accountable to them as God’s anointed. those who seek that place
demonstrate that they have lost connection with the head. they
do not honestly believe that Jesus is fully capable of doing it him
self. the very fact that they have staked out a position over others,
ought to be our first indication that they understand little about
Father or his kingdom (cf. mark 10:4245).
4. Leadership is always addressed in the plural. every example of
leadership in the new testament is shared among teams of mature
believers. shared leadership allows the body to be equipped with
out being manipulated, since no one person is projected into Jesus’
role. Furthermore, the confirmation of others is an important facet
in discovering God’s will.
this list shows how far our current thinking about church is far
afield of Scripture’s model. Many cannot even conceive leader
ship in these terms because two thousand years of tradition have
shaped a view of leadership that is beyond examination. this list is
not given to condemn people who don’t subscribe to it. most have
never been exposed to any other alternative.
i like christian smith’s approach. “the problem with clergy
is not the people who are clergy, but the profession these people
belong to.”4 often those who suffer the most from our unbibli
cal forms of church leadership are the leaders themselves. many
began as people who sincerely wanted to help others to grow in
God. by embracing unquestioningly a position Jesus makes no
allowance for, they labor under the tyranny of expectations no one
is able to meet. it’s as if we pay one person to represent the entire
body of christ.
We may not be able to change such a deeply imbedded struc
ture, nor should that be the primary conclusion of this chapter. We
would be far better off to begin to embrace our own accountability
to Jesus as head of the church, whether or not others do.
by removing any mediators from our own minds that we’ve
allowed to crawl between us and Father, we can begin to enjoy
today the intimate friendship he designed for each of us.
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OF A

CONFESSIONS
CHRISTIAN MATERIALIST
What is highly valued among men
is detestable in God’s sight
—luke 16:15

t

he weeklong pastor’s seminar included the opportunity
to join our host congregation for their Wednesday evening
service. during the time they usually set aside to intercede
for the nations of the world, the pastor shared a vision he had
of dark clouds of judgment hanging ominously over america.
the only thing that could push back the cloud was the fervent
prayers of God’s people. What had been a casual time of prayer
up until that moment suddenly grew intense. i joined in too. if
there’s anything i take pains to avoid, it’s pain.
That was still on my mind the next morning as I finished my
prayer time and turned to read the Word. my reading for the day
was Psalm 98. i was in for quite a shock.
let the sea resound, and everything in it, the world, and
all who live in it. let the rivers clap their hands, let the
mountains sing together for joy; let them sing before the
lord, for he comes to judge the earth.

as i often do when reading the Psalms, i was using the psalm
ist’s words to express worship to God. I was flowing along with
the rivers and the mountains, clapping and singing until that last
phrase jarred me to a stop. i don’t know if i had ever really taken
note before of what had launched creation into such ecstasy. it
145
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was God’s judgment! Why was creation worshiping so excitedly
over the very thing i had been praying so hard to prevent?
Why didn’t i want God to judge the earth? doesn’t judgment
force people to see the emptiness of life without God? doesn’t it
end the deceptions that men hold over one another, rewarding
the truly righteous and exposing those who have only pretended
to be so? doesn’t it restore justice and freedom to the oppressed
and invite people to return to God?
of course i wanted all those things, but i feared what it might
take to bring them to pass. if God’s judgment took the form of an
economic depression, my money would become worthless like
everyone else’s, and i would risk having to cope with scarcity.
if he judged us by the invasion of a wicked foreign power, i too
would lose my freedom. and if a plague swept us, i would be
involved with people tormented by it.
i was facetoface with the truth. my priorities were vested in
the material world as much as people around me who did not
love God. theologically i valued my walk with Jesus more than
any other possession i had, but the others rated such a close sec
ond that i doubt whether anyone could have told the difference.
i perceived God’s blessings primarily in material terms, and i
didn’t want him to do anything that would put those at risk.
i had become a christian materialist, if such people exist—and
i don’t think they do except in someone’s mind. in reality, the
materialist part always devours the christian part. you can’t
serve two masters.

THE MYTHS

OF

STEWARDSHIP

since that day i’ve reevaluated a number of major christian
tenets. i know i risk sounding heretical here because in this cul
ture we have married materialism to christianity. We have even
given its offspring a biblical name—stewardship—and under its
protection we pursue material security, prosperity, and comfort,
thinking these to be only an extension of our obedience to God.
as i’ve looked closely i’ve found four concepts which are read
ily accepted in christendom today, but which are actually noth
ing more than myths.
1. The abundant life includes financial security. We have errone
ously assumed that God wants his followers to have two cars
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in their suburban garages, employment with a great future, and
the adoration of everyone around them. i once knew a man who
served the outcasts of our society with the love of Jesus. he could
pack everything he owned into the back of a toyota, yet strange
ly he seemed happier than most people with far more. he didn’t
even act like he was making any big sacrifice. Maybe he wasn’t.
When Jesus uttered the words that head this chapter, “What is
highly valued among men is detestable in God’s sight,” he wasn’t
talking about immorality or secular humanism. he was talking
about preoccupation with temporal possessions. the abundant life
is something far more wonderful than money could ever buy.
2. Riches are the gift of God. Whenever someone gets a raise, a
better job, or an unexpected windfall, God always gets the credit.
conversely, whenever someone has a major unexpected expense
or his business suffers a downturn, we blame that on the devil.
that’s strange, given the fact that i’ve rarely seen increased
riches draw anyone closer to God, but i’ve seen them draw many
people away. People get so busy enjoying what their newfound
money can buy, that they suddenly find they have no time or
energy to pursue God with all their heart.
Francis of assisi was born into one of the richest homes in his
italian village. Francis’ obedience to God, however, put him at
odds with his parents’ expectations, so they set out to disinherit
him. standing before the town tribunal, his father demanded
back from his son everything he had received from the family
wealth. Francis stripped himself to only a single undergarment
and handed it along with all his money to his father. “hereafter i
shall not say Father Petro di bernardone, but our Father who art
in heaven.”1 he went on to teach the church the joy and beauty of
being free from the chains of materialism—a lesson that did not
prove popular with the vast majority of people.
When I first read this story as a Christian materialist I was hor
rified at Francis’ lack of tact. If he hadn’t offended his parents,
imagine how God could have used all that money to make his
ministry even greater! but God knew that the price of this wealth
was too high. the concessions necessary to keep it would have
destroyed the ministry it was supposed to have helped. i suspect
the same was at stake when Jesus dealt with the rich young ruler,
telling him to give away everything he had. Jesus wasn’t testing
his commitment, but was telling him the money he loved was
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keeping him from the life of Jesus that he wanted.
3. It takes money to minister. this is drilled into our heads week
ly, by media ministries and by those little speeches that precede
the church offering. if the only way the church can touch the
world is through tv shows and fancy buildings, then maybe the
propaganda is right. but God doesn’t limit himself to how much
money his people have. he led more than six million people out
of egypt and sustained them in the wilderness for more than
forty years without so much as an offering. they never had a
gross national product, but their needs were met.
there is no recorded incident of Jesus soliciting money from
anyone, though he did get some from a fish once. We know of
some women who helped him with personal support, but he
didn’t spend anything on ministry. he never rented an auditori
um or erect a building. When he dealt with the money problems
of the rich young ruler he asked him to give his money to the
poor, and not to the Jesus christ evangelistic association.
can you imagine an evangelist who could write a letter that
didn’t appeal for money? most of Paul’s letters didn’t, and the
ones that did were to help starving believers in Jerusalem. this is
not to say that money can’t be used for ministry. the early church
often paid those who served fulltime and sent out evangelists
by underwriting their expenses. the point is that no one equated
ministry with money. they ministered the life of Jesus with or
without it, understanding that the basis of effective ministry
demands something greater than money—people!
If I had the choice of filling a city for one week with 100 people
who carry the power and love of God with them into ever situa
tion they encounter, or else sponsoring an hourlong sermon by a
tv evangelist, i have no doubt which would have greater impact.
and the people need not cost a dime to send out. i suspect the
church today links money with ministry, not because it is more
effective, but because it is easier to get.
4. God’s first priority for my life is material. We may be theo
logically committed to the idea that our spiritual nature is more
important than our material circumstances, but why do we seek
God more intensely for physical healings than we do for freedom
from our sins? Why do our prayers have more to do with God
changing our circumstances to bring peace into our lives, than
with God changing us so that our circumstances don’t affect us
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so deeply?
Where have you directed the majority of your effort this
week—to physical comfort or to spiritual maturity? i’m not say
ing that God is unconcerned with the material elements of our
life, but only that they are not his primary concern. When we
make them our primary concern, we will always be frustrated
because God is not living up to our expectations. instead he is
only inviting us to live at a level of fulfillment far beyond them.

THE MATERIALISTIC INVASION
there’s a difference between adapting the gospel to the terms
of our generation, and accommodating the gospel to meet our
generation’s terms. our approach to materialism has done the
latter.
the quest for material comfort is a basic drive of humanity. it
usually begins by trying to acquire the basic necessities to sur
vive—food, a place to live, and acceptance by other people. once
those are secured, however, our hunger for sustenance quickly
becomes a lust for luxury. having enough is replaced by the
desire to have more and better possessions.
instead of challenging this materialistic drive, people today are
equating God’s blessing with material happiness and success.
the prosperity movement leads the way in bribing people into a
relationship with God. “there is no question that God wants us
to be financially prosperous,”2 is how one faith teacher puts it.
dave Wilkerson points out the error in such thinking: “the
prosperity message works in a time of prosperity. Good times,
fine message. It soothes our conscience, it soothes our covetous
spirits, it gives us an excuse to live high. is this the church christ
is coming for, with a cadillac theology?”4
For many today, stewardship is nothing more than greed in
sheep’s clothing, allowing people to pursue their materialistic
bent and cloaking it in religious terminology. as richard Foster
says in Celebration of Discipline, “covetousness we call ambition.
hoarding we call prudence. Greed we call industry.”4
one fundraiser for a major tv evangelist explained to me the
organization’s basis for motivating people: “We know that more
people will give money out of greed than from a pure heart, and
we don’t mind appealing to greed to get it.” this results in a gos
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pel that appeals to the flesh, where people think God’s favor can
be purchased with their offerings.
People who try such giving will always be disappointed with
God when he does not meet their expectations. Paul warned us
against false teachers “who think that godliness is a means to
financial gain.” He continued, “People who want to get rich fall
into temptation and a trap and into many foolish and harmful
desires that plunge men into ruin and destruction.”
our preoccupation with the material goes far beyond money.
Christian bookstores are filled with books proclaiming how the
work of Jesus promises maximum sexual fulfillment, an easier
way to a slimmer you, quick success, selfacceptance, and free
dom from emotional stress. “one general principle that publish
ers recognize is that christians are interested in the same topics
that interest nonchristians. this is not to say that christian read
ers are ‘worldly minded,’ but rather that the same issues of life
affect all humans.”5
the conclusion is so obvious that it has to be denied in the
telling. What sells today appeals to the materialistic mindset
of believers, while challenging books on discipleship and self
denial largely go unread or unheeded.
the problem here is preoccupation and priority. are we serv
ing Jesus in order to be changed into his image, or to extend our
quest for material comfort? i do not want to suggest that God
does not care about the material aspects of our life, our sexual
fulfillment, or our personal health. He does—but he also knows
how easily our preoccupation with those things can destroy our
love for himself.
the opposite extreme of condemning the material aspects of
our lives as inherently evil is no less dangerous. Poverty is no
more a virtue than is prosperity. i said earlier that many inspiring
believers were poor, but some were also rich. mary and martha
seemed to be, and Jesus didn’t condemn them for it. being preoc
cupied with material simplicity can also distract us from God,
since its focus is still on material things.
life in christ challenges us to only one priority: the vitality of
our spiritual life in christ over the comforts of this age. recently,
when asked how the church has failed before the world, malcolm
muggeridge responded, “i would say only by this readiness to
accept the materialist’s basis of the christian faith. and once you
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do that the game is up.”6
being material creatures in a material world is obviously
more apparent to us than our also being spiritual creatures in
a spiritual world, but more obvious isn’t more important. the
challenge of intimacy is to come to grips with the fact that we
live with these two natures where these two worlds intersect. We
cannot deny the material, for God doesn’t. but it cannot be our
basis for living.

SPIRITUAL PEOPLE

IN A

MATERIAL WORLD

in the area of materialism, it is always easier to criticize others
than to look at ourselves. if we hunger for intimacy, however, we
cannot afford to be smug about this issue, since we are all within
its grasp. Who doesn’t see someone get a new car or home and
twinge with a desire to have the same? Who doesn’t want a more
fulfilling job, hopefully with more pay and vacation time?
the drive for material happiness provides the arena for the
continuing battle between the flesh and the spirit. Will we give
in to it, or find freedom from it? James 4 talks about the depth of
this drive and the destruction it causes:
When you ask you do not receive, because you ask with
wrong motives, that you may spend what you get on
your pleasures… anyone who chooses to be a friend of
the world becomes an enemy of God. or do you think
scripture says without reason that the spirit he caused
to live in us tends toward envy, but he gives us more
grace?
the mark of our fallen nature is intense envy, which craves
material comfort and happiness. We see things we don’t have
and waste a lot of effort devising ways to get them. this preoc
cupation has its greatest impact on our relationship with God.
People who would rather pursue the world’s goods than God’s
life represent only one aspect of the problem. materialism dis
torts the perspective of those who want to walk with God, and it
does so by setting their concerns primarily on externals.
as long as we’re concerned only with our own wellbeing,
we will miss God’s working in our lives. his greatest concerns
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are not material, but spiritual. he is concerned with the trans
formation of our lives and the extension of his love to those who
don’t know him. Those objectives are rarely fulfilled in this age
through personal comfort. even a cursory reading of hebrews 11
will show that most of the acts to which faith summoned people,
led them initially into more difficult circumstances.
if we fail to understand that, however, we will constantly base
our assessment of God’s love for us on how well he satisfies our
material wants and needs. For too many believers times of crisis
separate them from his presence because they blame him for
what they lack and feeding their anger on his seeming unfair
ness. God’s priority for us, however, is not a convenient, pain
free lifestyle, but in our transformation through suffering and
weakness to reflect more of his glory in the world.
that’s why Jesus warned the Pharisees, “stop judging by mere
appearances, and make a right judgment” (John 7:24). their pre
occupation with externals kept them from seeing things through
God’s eyes. the same thing allies us with the world against God,
and explains how vital christianity is daily traded away for
gold and silver. to gain the world’s goods you have to play the
world’s game.
our attempts to merge materialism with christianity only
result in making God a vehicle for our wants, rather than our
selves a vessel for his will. once we do this we forfeit God’s life.
“it is time to awaken to the fact that conformity to a sick society
is to be sick. until we see how unbalanced our culture has become
at this point we will not be able to deal with the mammon spirit
within ourselves, nor will we desire christian simplicity.”7
God will not cater to our envy, and James makes it clear that
our attempts to get him to do so will only result in unanswered
prayer. how many people have become frustrated with God
because they were promised he would fulfill their materialistic desires? Instead of having learned to turn from their selfish
desires, they turned from him, convinced of his powerlessness.
When the world looks in on today’s church, it finds it every bit
as preoccupied with the good life as the world is, and with just as
much success. though this might appeal to some people, it alien
ates far more. those who are hungry are looking for something
better than the rat race that plagues them.
and this “something better” is exactly what James promised
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us: “God gives us more grace”—not to meet our material desires
but to free us from them so we can participate in his glory.

SOMETHING GREATER THAN MATERIAL COMFORT
God’s work in us doesn’t renounce materialism as evil—just
insignificant compared to his splendor. He has offered us heav
enly treasures that are not only far more valuable than the wealth
of our surroundings and the health of our bodies, but also inde
structible and unstealable (matthew 6:20).
James dobson tells of skillfully slaughtering his family one
evening in monopoly, only to be left to put up the game by him
self. as he did, he realized how much his experience was a par
able on the material things we gain in this life. no matter what
we gain, at the end it all goes back in the box.8
God offers us his glory, a possession that will not go back in
the box when it’s all over, and is unshakable in the face of the
difficult circumstances. Our material needs do not have to keep
us from his glory if we understand what Jesus told us about our
material needs and desires in this age:
do not worry, saying, “What shall we eat?” or “What shall
we drink?” or “What shall we wear?” For the pagans run
after all these things, and your heavenly Father knows
that you need them. But seek first his kingdom and his
righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as
well (matthew 6:3133).
God wants to free us from every material ambition, entrusting
their fulfillment to him. He knows what we need and what we
can enjoy without having it destroy us. if we will just be preoc
cupied with knowing him and seeking to be conformed to the
image of Jesus, he will supply everything we need—physical,
emotional, and spiritual—out of his abundant goodness.
this does not mean that we should sit around all day and read
the bible, assuming that God will take care of us. Paul sharply
warned some who tried this in thessalonica that if they wouldn’t
work they also shouldn’t eat. obedience to God will lead us to
meet our responsibilities in this life with greater diligence than a
lust for possessions could ever produce.
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Practically, this approach to our material needs means that we
give all our possessions and desires to God. When God owns
them, able to freely use them as he sees fit, they can’t own us.
look for ways to use the resources God has given you to extend
his kingdom. don’t make decisions about any major purchase
without seeking God’s instructions, being careful not to overex
tend yourself by buying things you can’t afford.
the path of intimacy is neither wealth nor poverty. it is obedi
ence to God, completely apart from the material ramifications
of doing so. this perspective will lead to a true enjoyment of
the things he gives us, and true contentment even in the face of
things we lack.
anyone who has ever tasted of God’s presence, or the joy of
being obedient to him even at significant cost, knows that noth
ing material can offer enduring joy.
if you don’t know that, then the greatest joy available to you in
this life is still ahead of you.

14
THE RIGHTEOUSNESS
THAT COMES FROM FAITH
I delight greatly in the Lord; my soul rejoices in my God.
For he has clothed me with garments of salvation
and arrayed me in a robe of righteousness.
—isaiah 61:10

r

ighteousness. no other word connected with the life of
God breeds less excitement than this one. terms such as
intimacy, peace, abundant life, healing, joy, and wholeness
all evoke hunger. We relish these gifts of God—but righteous
ness? People turn up their noses the moment they hear the word,
and that is truly sad, for righteousness is the greatest gift that
God has offered us.
The enemy has so disfigured people’s concept of holiness that
many no longer recognize it, much less want it, in their lives.
many see it as an unreasonable list of rules they must obey, while
others see it as demands they are incapable of satisfying. both
are a far cry from the righteousness that Jesus wants to give us.
at best, many people see righteousness as one of the unpleasant
costs of being a christian.
Peter said that nothing could be further from the truth:“(God)
sent (Jesus) first to you to bless you by turning each of you from
your wicked ways” (acts 3:26). our freedom from sin is not a
necessary pain to earn God’s blessing, but one of his greatest
blessings.
righteousness is God entrusting his glory to earthen vessels.
it is liberation from the destructive forces that rip our lives apart
and estrange us from fellowship with God. seeking that instead
155
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of material comfort will restore the perspective we need to see
God and walk with him.

A HUNGER

FOR

HOLINESS

Paul’s words in Philippians 3:711 have been affectionately
called the Magnificent Obsession. Paul talks about the drive
that directed the course of his life: “i consider everything a loss
compared to the surpassing greatness of knowing christ Jesus
my lord.” Paul wanted to grow closer to Jesus with every passing
day.
Just knowing Jesus, however, wasn’t the only thing for which
Paul hungered. he also wanted to be like him: “i consider [all
things] rubbish that i may gain christ and be found in him, not
having a righteousness of my own that comes from law, but that
which is through faith in christ.” Paul didn’t see righteousness
as competing with his pleasure; it was his pleasure.
but Paul made it clear that the righteousness he sought was not
one which comes by observing law. he knew that kind of righ
teousness all too well. Just a few verses before, he talked about
his life as a Pharisee: “as for legalistic righteousness, [i was]
faultless.” before he came to know Jesus, Paul knew the bondage
of trying to please God by a system of rules and regulations. he
knew its frustration and rigidity, and that it never succeeds.
don’t forget that the same system that made Paul “faultless” as
to the law also made him the “chief of sinners”. that was not an
overly humble assessment of himself. He was very specific about
the depth of his sin, calling himself a blasphemer, a persecutor
and a violent aggressor. remember, his passion for it literally led
him to unwittingly kill God’s people in God’s name. but he was
still persecuting and killing others—hardly someone who knew
God’s heart.
the weight of legalistic righteousness produces anger. even
where it appears successful, it has only driven sin inward. the
misery of earning our own righteousness makes us want to force
others to do the same. that’s why legalists are almost always
angry people. Cross them and you will find out just what lengths
they’ll go to in advancing what they believe to be God’s agenda,
and how quickly their temper explodes. many a christian lead
er’s spouse or staff knows the truth of this, having witnessed or
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suffered it in unguarded moments.
no wonder Paul repudiated the righteousness that comes from
the law, and took pains to clearly distinguished it from righteous
ness that comes from faith. the major reason believers don’t hun
ger for holiness today is because they misunderstand the process
that brings it to them. despite Jesus’ work on the cross and his
implementation of a new covenant that promised to change
us from the inside out, the approach of Western christianity to
righteousness is not much different from that of the Pharisees.
Though we admit that Christ fulfilled the law on our behalf,
and mock all the picky rules the Pharisees had invented to make
God’s law to moses more clear, we nonetheless have continued
their tradition. today we call them “new testament principles”
and in some places even “God’s laws.” our lists are just as long
and our rules just as picky. look at our prescribed guidelines
for worship services, marriages, dating, finances, and successful
church programs. When God’s presence loses reality among his
people we always retreat to codes of conduct.
God’s Word does give us clear instructions about what pleases
him, but we make a fatal step when we encourage people to
fulfill those instructions outside the context of their own vibrant
relationship with God. regretfully, legalistic righteousness is the
only kind most people know about, even though it is always
destined for failure.
richard Foster, summing up a study of the book of romans,
made this conclusion:
the apostle Paul went to great lengths to show that
righteousness is a gift of God. he used the term thirty
five times in that epistle and each time struck home the
fact that righteousness is unattained and unattainable
through human effort.1
attempting to gain righteousness through human achieve
ment can yield only two results, both negative. First, the strong
of will can produce an external righteousness, but it is only skin
deep. Jesus pointed past the righteousness of the Pharisees to
the greed, hate, and pride that seethed beneath the surface. such
people retreat to a false security that insulates them from God’s
presence.
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second, and most common, is the frustration which many
people feel when that method keeps failing. When i was younger
i remember being overrun with conviction, confessing my sin
to God, and promising never to succumb again. but it never
worked, and every few months i was back there again trying to
convince God i was serious this time. i lived in condemnation
because i thought that if i really loved God enough i could
choose him above my sin.
Without a proper understanding of how we participate in
God’s righteousness, we are prevented from fully tasting God’s
goodness. nothing pales the temporal happiness that sin offers
any faster than the joy of God’s presence. many people have
never seen a christianity that exciting and vibrant. all they’ve
seen is people weighted down by the obligations of church atten
dance, christian works, and ethics.
no wonder people are not excited about God’s righteousness—
they’ve never found a way to participate in it! but Paul spoke of
a righteousness that comes from faith, one that is produced in us
as we simply love God. i know this sounds too good to be true,
but doesn’t everything else about God sound that way?
the remainder of this chapter will show how God makes us
righteous so that we can cooperate with him and reap the fruits
of it. before we look closely at the process, however, there is one
prerequisite: to be free of our sin we need to view it like God
does. this is the heart of repentance, an attitude we must con
tinue to cultivate as we walk with God.
our struggle with sin does not end just because we become
believers. no matter how successful we are at hiding it for a time,
eventually we come facetoface with our own sin. We reap its
consequences and know how much we grieve God. and since
few people confess sins to others anymore, we feel alone in our
struggle, the bad apple that can’t get it right.
but guilt alone won’t bring us to freedom. even scripture
states that sin is pleasurable at least for a time (hebrews 11:25),
and explains how it easily entices us to do the very thing we
don’t want to do (romans 7:1820). to see our sin as God does,
we must see the destruction that it causes us. as long as we think
of it only as God’s test to see if we love him more than having
fun, we miss the point.
sin doesn’t hurt him, it hurts us—and only him because of
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what it does to us. We’ve been told that sin separates God from
us because he cannot look on it. but who hid from whom in the
Garden of eden? it wasn’t God in the bushes, but adam and eve.
God can and does come to us in our sin, but our sin makes us
cringe from his presence and blinds us to his reality.
his warnings about sin are not to see if we love pleasure more
than him, but to tell us that sin destroys us. God denies it to us
for the same reason we deny our children the freedom of playing
with a can of gasoline and a book of matches. When we see sin
in this light, no one could ever truly love God without hating sin
as well.
the church continues to miscommunicate this fact in its pas
sion to condemn sin. We think the fear of judgment will bring
repentance so we rail at people for not adhering to God’s stan
dards. We say we hate the sin but love the sinner, but never find
a way to live that out well enough to convey it by our actions. We
end up either looking like we love both or hate both.
Jerry cook, author of Love, Acceptance and Forgiveness, dem
onstrated in an interview with Leadership Journal how the two can
fit together:
I remember the first homosexual I ever talked to at length.
i realized two things: (1) i really cared for him and (2) i
was deeply committed to the fact that his lifestyle would
utterly destroy him. now—how to convey both of those
facts? i said to him at one point, “i am really committed
to you as a person. i love you, and in doing so am com
mitted to confronting your lifestyle and helping you see
how destructive it is.”2
such a view of sin gives way to hunger. righteousness is not
our punishment; it is our joy. those who earnestly seek the righ
teousness of God and find it will never be miserable, but full of
joy. this is the righteousness that comes from faith. to see how
God brings it into our lives, let’s first see how sin works in us.

THE WAY

OF

SIN

no one had to teach us how to sin. We don’t go to weekend
seminars to learn how to sin more effectively. the desire to
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please ourselves leads to sin quite naturally. you can even see it
in children only a few months old. they want what they want
when they want it and are willing to make anyone around them
miserable until they get it. crying to make a need known devel
ops quickly into a demand to get it now.
James 1:14,15 tells us how sin works in us:
each one is tempted when, by his own evil desire, he is
dragged away and enticed. then, after desire has con
ceived, it gives birth to sin; and sin, when it is fullgrown,
gives birth to death.
though we often blame it on the devil, the enticement to sin
comes from within us. We all have desires centered on selfplea
sure. When that desire meets an opportunity to fulfill it, sin is
conceived.
living by the quest for material comfort will make every
circumstance a temptation. the enemy helps the process by cre
ating circumstances that will focus us on our sins and give us
the opportunity to fulfill them. James compares this meeting of
desire and opportunity to a sperm and an egg. When they come
together, sin is born. he continues the analogy by saying that
matured sin results in death.
the death referred to here is not just our physical death, but
also the death of our spiritual nature. this process of death starts
with our very first sin, slowly destroying us from the inside.
notice that what is important in this process is not the acts we
call sin, but the evil desires that produced them. sin is measured
by our motives, not our actions. the Pharisees even made fasting
and prayer a sinful act because they did it for the praise of men
and not the love of God.
To find out how Jesus sets us free from sin, let’s consider four
different views about how we should deal with our sin.
1. many people want Jesus to break the chain only at the last
link. as fallen creatures we will always sin; we just don’t want to
bear the consequences of it. to them salvation can’t heal us from
sin; it just ensures that it won’t result in our eternal death.
dietrich bonhoeffer called this message cheap grace because
it is incomplete and valueless. it doesn’t challenge us to change,
but provides us with an excuse to stay as we are. Who could ever
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content himself with forgiveness that can’t bring healing? if we
really hate our sin, we will want to be free of it.
2. others think we’re just not supposed to sin. People who
believe this try to conquer sin by sheer force of will. they have
strong desires to sin, and even the opportunities to do so, but
they think they should receive enough grace from Jesus not to
sin. this is the legalistic righteousness we spoke of earlier and
James doesn’t give this idea much credibility. once desire and
opportunity conceive, he said, sin is born.
you might be able to hold off an evil desire for a time, but
eventually it will wear you down. The denial of fulfillment
only increases the desire. the only way to win by this means
is to redefine sin so as to only include those things you are not
tempted to do or can fulfill for other selfish motives, such as the
attaining of spiritual status as the Pharisees sought.
Why is it that we so easily forget that in our own strength we
are as powerless against sin as the day he brought us into his
kingdom? if he doesn’t change us we won’t be changed.
3. still others seek victory by denying themselves any opportu
nity to fulfill sinful desires. This sounds good and such thinking
probably gave rise to the monastic movement. We can achieve
righteousness by creating a vacuum where no temptation exists.
throw out your tv; avoid unsaved friends; don’t put yourself in
any situation where you can fall to sin.
though this thinking has some merit, it is incomplete and
ultimately unworkable. certainly we shouldn’t toy with those
things that destroy us. someone dealing with lust will be better
off without a hidden stack of Playboys nearby. but we cannot rid
ourselves of all temptation, and even if we did, this would only
result in frustration because our intense desires would go unful
filled and unhealed. This solution also focuses only on negative
acts and doesn’t prepare us to live in obedience that extends
christ’s life to other people. obedience omitted is sin as well.
4. that leaves only one other place to deal with our sin: our
selfbased desires. and that is exactly where Jesus pointed in
matthew 5: “you have heard that it was said . . . ‘do not mur
der.’... but i tell you that anyone who is angry with his brother
will be subject to judgment.”
i used to hate this passage. i grew up in the church, never com
mitting the “serious” sins the bible deals with, and this passage
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made me feel like just when i got things right God, changed the
ground rules. i had been denying myself desires that others were
fulfilling. Why should I bear the same punishment as those who
had the pleasure of doing them?
What a warped view we have of sin! Jesus was not attempting
to increase our guilt with this passage, but to identify where he
wants to heal us. sin begins in the selfpreference that produces
our evil thoughts. God wants to turn the process around and
make righteousness flow as easily out of my life as sin used to.

THE WAY

OF

RIGHTEOUSNESS

in romans 6:1223 Paul outlines the process of righteousness
that can be produced in us by faith. it stands as an excellent coun
terpoint to the scripture we just examined in James. here are a
few excerpts:
count yourselves dead to sin but alive to God in christ
Jesus. therefore do not let sin reign in your mortal body
so that you obey its evil desires. do not offer the parts
of your body to sin, as instruments of wickedness, but
rather offer yourselves to God ... and offer the parts of
your body to him as instruments of righteousness.
don’t you know that when you offer yourselves to
someone to obey him as slaves, you are slaves to the one
whom you obey—whether you are slaves to sin, which
leads to death, or to obedience, which leads to righteous
ness?
but now that you have been set free from sin and have
become slaves to God, the benefit you reap is holiness, and
the result is eternal life. For the wages of sin is death, but
the gift of God is eternal life in christ Jesus our lord.
Paul’s instruction clearly shows us how God make us righ
teous through faith.
righteousness begins inside us. even as the evil desires within
us met opportunity and produced sin, so God’s desires within
us can find opportunity to bear righteousness. Instead of every
circumstance being a temptation, it becomes a legitimate trial of
my trust in Father’s love for me. as i grow daily in my love and
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trust for him, i won’t trust my own schemes to please myself.
this results in holiness, and when that matures, it yields the fruit
of eternal life.
this is not to say that righteousness earns our access to heaven,
but that as he transforms us we experience more of what true life
is. He has made us holy by his work on the cross. He justified us
so that we could qualify for relationship with God based on his
gift alone. But the process doesn’t end there. Living justified, he
also sanctifies us by transforming us from the very core of our
being so that through our deeds and actions we might reflect his
glory.
What a marvelous process! God gives us a whole new per
spective of life that frees us from trusting ourselves, and then
allows us to trust him. trust severs the root of sin, which is only
trying to provide for ourselves that which God will provide. by
learning to live in him, our need for self-fulfillment is severed at
the root. We don’t need to spend our efforts fighting sin, but only
on loving God.
our part in that process is twofold. First, we come often to
enjoy God’s presence so that we are filled with his perspectives.
second, we reckon ourselves dead to sin, and no longer need to
be driven by the need to indulge it or avoid it. instead, we can
present ourselves to God as “instruments of righteousness.” that
can be as practical as each new day literally offering our bodies
to him in prayer: “here are hands, feet, and voice for you to use
today, Father, however you see fit.”
Focusing on the spirit’s leading in our lives is a far more effec
tive way to achieve righteousness than trying not to sin. if i asked
you not to think about spinach for fifteen seconds, you could not
do it. in fact that’s all you would think about. the same is true of
sin. by trying to ignore temptation we fall victim to it. in romans
7 Paul said that he did not even know what coveting was until
he read the law that says “do not covet.” that command alone
set him thinking about what he shouldn’t be coveting, and he
discovered a number of things he didn’t have that he wanted.
this attempt, Paul concluded, “produced in me every kind of
covetous desire.”
the same process also works with righteousness. as we behold
God’s glory and relate to him, we’ll find ourselves free from sin’s
clutches. in the time you were thinking “spinach” earlier, you
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probably didn’t think once of strawberries. haven’t you known
times when you were so enjoying God’s touch in your life that
days passed without you being aware of or fulfilling sinful
appetites? that’s the renewal of the mind that only intimacy can
produce.
that is the beauty of righteousness by faith. God will produce
it in us as we love him. You’ll find him not just changing the way
you act, but changing the thought processes that leads to destruc
tive actions. in other words, you’ll learn to serve your spouse not
because you are obligated to, but because you love him or her
enough to do so. Walking close to God, you won’t be able to take
advantage of others without sensing God’s grief at their hurt.
this is a lifelong process of transformation, and if we expect
instant perfection we’ll be disappointed. as we grow in intimacy
we’ll grow in righteousness. Whenever you find yourself in sin,
confess it to God, knowing that his work has already cleansed
you. determine to draw nearer to him so that it will no longer
win over you. but don’t waste your time having feelings of con
demnation that will only separate you from God and the healing
he wants for you.
early in my ministry, severe chest pains drove me to the doctor.
the diagnosis: stress induced by my profession. more accurately,
it should have been stress induced by my response to my profession.
i was trying to obey God and still live up to our society’s stan
dards of a successful church. the paradox was killing me. i had
trouble sleeping nights and was plagued with chest pains.
The doctor told me to find another job, but when I asked
God about it, he made it clear that it wasn’t my job he wanted
to change, but me. i sought God earnestly for healing, drawing
closer to him than i ever had before. he started to work on that
part of my flesh that seeks the approval of others, another dam
aging result of our material mindset.
so skillfully did God change that area of my life over the next
year that i don’t even remember when the chest pains and sleep
less nights ceased. i only recognized that they had some months
later when i was lying awake because of an athletic injury i had
suffered earlier in the evening. suddenly it dawned on me: i
couldn’t remember the last time i had lain awake, kept from
sleep by my anxieties.
God had changed me, and the only thing i did differently was
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to draw closer to him. that is righteousness produced by faith.
he gets the credit, not me. there is absolutely no room for us to
boast as if we’d done some great thing. and now, whenever i
find the old symptoms rising again, I need only look at my rela
tionship with God, and invariably I’ll find that it has begun to
slip, that i’m falling into religious patterns and losing the fresh
ness of his presence.
righteousness rising out of our relationship with God is the
only way we will be changed. everything else is just a placebo.
it may trick us for awhile, but the disease of sin still eats away
at us from the inside. We may worry about people abusing this
process, but no one really in love with Jesus and whose life is
touched by him every day can help but be changed into his like
ness.

THE FRUIT

OF

RIGHTEOUSNESS

Righteousness by faith brings lasting fulfillment and joy. It gives
us a new perspective about everything around us. no longer will
our quest for personal comfort hide God’s work from us.
though outwardly we are wasting away, yet inwardly we
are being renewed day by day. For our light and momen
tary troubles are achieving for us an eternal glory that far
outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen,
but on what is unseen. For what is seen is temporary, but
what is unseen is eternal (2 corinthians 4:1618).
here is the fruit of breaking the materialistic bonds that so
distort our intimacy with God. the rise and fall of circumstances
will no longer hold such power over our minds and emotions.
living to please God will value eternal considerations over
temporal ones. God’s glory will be produced in us above our
need for personal comfort, and the unseen spiritual world will be
placed above the seen material one. With this perspective we will
be able to see God more clearly and follow his objectives with
greater certainty. all of this is produced by a simple hunger to be
holy and a willingness to cooperate with God as he accomplishes
his work in us.
as you follow him, you too will step back in surprise at the
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things he will change in you that right now look like insur
mountable bondages. You will find the depth of true joy and
happiness that result only from inheriting God’s righteousness.
it is truly one of God’s greatest gifts.
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They worship me in vain;
their teachings are but rules taught by men.
—matthew 15:9

h

ow easily satan must have thought he could snuff out
the light of God’s kingdom in the world once Jesus had
ascended to the Father! only 120 followers remained, and
they were huddled away in fear. though the day of Pentecost
must have been a setback for him, he soon responded with a new
strategy—bring in a heavy dose of persecution to extinguish the
flame.
But it didn’t work. Centuries of persecution followed, first by
the religious leaders in Judea and later by the roman emperors,
but the church continued to thrive and expand. People discov
ered the power of the risen lord and at great cost surrendered
their lives to him.
sometime late in the third century satan must have called a
conclave. hades i, he might have called it. since persecution had
failed so miserably, this diabolical council needed to develop a
new strategy to undermine the life of the church. the solution it
produced has done far more to render the church powerless than
any persecution ever has.
the objectives were clear: the plan would have to diffuse
the self-sacrificing love that carried the church through conflict,
distract it from intimacy with God, and devalue the importance
of the individual believer. and, since the church had already
prevailed over direct assaults, the plan needed to be so deceptive
that it could not be recognized as coming from hell.
169
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a few suggestions were offered, but they were so weak that
they didn’t even invite discussion. after a painfully long silence,
someone, perhaps screwtape,1 came up with a very simple idea:
“trying to keep it small hasn’t worked—let’s make it big!”
all the other devils gasped, thinking that old screwtape had
finally bolted his sanity. “Make it big? What do you think we’ve
been working so hard to prevent?”
“hear me out, colleagues. We can kill it with its own success.
What would happen if the church suddenly became accept
able?”
“lots of people would go to it, you idiot.”
“but what would all those people do to it?” screwtape replied
with a smirk, then sat back as he watched their minds churn.
onebyone the others began to see the brilliance of his scheme.
“many would come just for social reasons. they would quickly
dilute those who are really in God’s clutches.”
“and imagine all the programs and activities they would have
to plan to keep those people happy. nothing chokes out intimacy
as well as busyness.”
“a crowd like that would have opinions so diverse and disrup
tive that the power of the gospel would be compromised in just
a few short years.”
“the church would eventually become a machine, chewing up
individuals instead of loving them. Programs would take over
where personal ministries now flourish. And everyone knows
how easy it is to kill a program.”
“hear! hear!” they all yelled.
“they couldn’t possibly teach all the followers to walk with
God personally, so they would soon substitute rules and guide
lines for his everpresent voice.”
“the machine would have to be run by professionals. the others
would become nothing more than spectators and billpayers.”
“and that leadership would waste most of its time tied up in
administration, which we know benefits almost no one.”
“Who would have time for individuals? they would have to
try to disciple people by regulations, and the cracks in that are so
wide we could go on vacation.”
“and best of all,” screwtape spoke up again, “they wouldn’t
even know what had happened to them. they would think
themselves successful beyond their wildest dreams. they would
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be pillars in the community and stand before huge crowds. We
would let them keep all their christian terms, but we would sub
stitute our own meanings. it’s foolproof!”
“But size alone won’t do that, Screwtape,” Satan himself finally
said. “they could still teach all those people what it really means
to follow God and they could still love people onebyone no
matter how big it got.”
“True, O Wicked One,” Screwtape waggled his index finger,
“but do you think they would? do you think they would risk
losing all those people or would resist the corruption that such
power and influence would give them?”
satan smiled in whatever ecstasy hell allows. “of course not!”
He slammed his fist on the table, “Let’s do it!”

THE RAVAGES

OF INSTITUTIONALISM

throughout the third and fourth centuries persecution against
christianity declined. through the reign of constantine the
church was granted freedom of worship. Further privileges fol
lowed, until in 380 theodosius i made christianity the state reli
gion of the roman empire. but what looked like a great victory
for christianity proved to be its greatest challenge. though its
new position brought truth and morality to roman culture, the
arrogance of political power subverted the church’s spirituality.
It even degenerated into spreading the truth by force, first over
the barbarians and in later centuries through the crusades and
the inquisition. the persecuted became the persecutor.
even a cursory look at church history demonstrates that wher
ever the church has undergone persecution and martyrdom its
vitality has risen sharply; and wherever it finds social accept
ability and comfort, though its statistics increase, its potency
diminishes rapidly. it becomes ensnared in institutional concerns
to the distraction of intimacy with God.
much has been written in the last few decades about the church
being an organism and not an organization. We are comfortable
with that theology, but the models are hard to find. Just saying it
doesn’t make it so. our institutions are so demanding that pro
fessionals carry the bulk of ministry and believers are reduced to
mere spectators.
in Frank herbert’s Dune Messiah an entire religion is created
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to sustain the rule of an emperor over a vast segment of the uni
verse. the Qizarate were the civil servants responsible to oversee
the spread of the “religious” element of the empire. herbert uses
this institution to poke fun at religion in general and christianity
in particular, an attack not wholly undeserved. describing one of
their number, herbert said:
his goals were routine and records… expedience was
the first word in his catechism… but he betrayed by
every action that he preferred machines to men, statistics
to individuals, the far away general view to the intimate
personal touch requiring imagination and initiative.2
how quickly and easily it happens, again and again, not just
to the historical church but to individual believers! We start out
with the excitement of following Jesus and loving his people,
but end up shuffling records and making rules. Howard Snyder
probably summed up this urge best: “like the children of israel
in the desert we yearn for the predictable, safe bondage of insti
tutional captivity.”3
Why? Probably the biggest reason is that institutionalism is a
part of our society. humans love playing with organizations, and
when believers stop changing the world they tend to become like
it. charles hummel called it the chameleon effect:
in every age the church tends to take on the colors of its
culture… modern man has become obsessed with tech
nique, with procedures and methods to get results in the
most efficient way… In concentrating on the means, we
have lost sight of the ends, even in dealing with others.
We should use things and love people; but we love things
and use people. they have become one more means—a
steppingstone or ladder—to our own end.4
even if our ends are noble, institutionalism will never
accomplish the work of God. this is not to say that it won’t have
some positive effects, but that it will always fall short and leave
people bruised and hurt. Jesus and the early church both kept
structures to a minimum, preferring the power of the spirit and
the relationships between believers to provide ministry.
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another reason we fall so easily into the pit of institutionalism
is that it allows us to stay in control. it is easier to plan seminars,
vacation bible schools, and new building projects than it is to
get involved in personal ministry situations that demand the
effective presence of Jesus. For the same reason, israel constantly
turned to Egypt when threatened, finding their aid more tangible
than God’s.
Woe to those who go down to egypt for help, who rely on
horses, who trust in the multitude of their chariots and in
the great strength of their horsemen, but do not look to
the holy one of israel, or seek help from the lord (isaiah
31:1).
how tragic that the resources of this world are easier to trust
in than the activity of our God! his activity is perceived by many
people to be too capricious. they would rather ask him to bless
their efforts than rely on his. God is not capricious; yet, as with
israel, our inattentiveness to him makes it seem so. We have
ended up like them, confident only in the things we control.
institutionalism appeals to our need to be busy, and there’s
nothing more intoxicating to some people than the adrenaline
released by running a smooth operation. i’ve been in a position
where eight decisions demanded my immediate attention, with
two phone calls holding and a counseling appointment in the
lobby. it’s exhilarating, and the appreciation expressed by many
people for our efforts is part of the intoxicating brew—but the
rush of personal importance has nothing to do with the affirma
tion of the spirit.
Terrific programs rarely lead to changed lives, and we’ve
committed altogether too much power to them. howard snyder
comments:
such institutionalized churches attempt vainly to minister
through ever improved and expanding programs, train
ing and techniques. under unusually talented leadership
such churches succeed, and everyone praises that success
and uses it as a model. but in the majority of cases such
spiritual technology fails, and only leaves local members
frustrated, starving for real spiritual fellowship.5
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institutional efforts can provide the guise of success even
where the life of Jesus isn’t real. that’s what is so deceptive about
it. We think we’re pleasing God for all our activity and its results,
yet beneath the programs and entertainment lies an emptiness
that only a few admit. leaders burn out, stress out, or get lost in
sin. how often have we seen supposedly successful leaders fall
to deception, greed, or immorality! how many more will we yet
see? institutionalism allows us to feel good about ourselves even
after our responsiveness to God has ceased.
this problem with institutionalism could be easily resolved if
we could declare structures evil and abandon them entirely. but,
like the person on a diet, the true challenge is not total abstinence
but moderation. some structure is essential in order for believ
ers to cooperate together—exactly how much is the question.
Gluttony is a preoccupation with food over nourishment; institu
tionalism is a preoccupation with structure over substance. both
confuse the end with the means and in doing so lead to results
opposite to what was intended.
Finding the right mix demands vigilance. When we’ve swal
lowed too much institutionalism in God’s name we need to rec
ognize that our efforts have become counterproductive.

THE SYMPTOMS

OF INSTITUTIONALISM

institutionalism is not hard to detect. Whatever it touches is
infected with at least one of the following six symptoms. We’ll
look at each one to see how it has infiltrated twentieth-century
christianity. even more important, we need to see how these
symptoms are infecting our personal life and intimacy with
God.
Pragmatism. Watch carefully whenever people tell you, “this is
what we have to do to get the job done.” usually what they are
defending is offensive to any rational person, but because they
want the result so badly they are willing to be pragmatic about
the means, using whatever works.
after being criticized, one christian television host defended
the program’s use of gimmickry and emotionalism in fundrais
ing appeals by saying, “tell me what else we can do. We have to
do it this way because we have no other option.” a regent of a
major christian university replied to me about promising donors
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specific blessings from God in return for their offerings: “Wayne,
it works and it must be done, so we can’t be afraid to use it.”
the same pragmatism is used when pastors refuse to speak
the truth boldly for fear that people might be offended. their
logic goes something like this: “if i say it, people might leave.
if they leave, we won’t be able to make our building payment.
that would be a bad witness to the community; therefore God
certainly wouldn’t want me to deal with it now.”
Pragmatism substitutes natural wisdom for God’s wisdom and
puts our own survival above his righteousness. the eye focused
on the bottom line will not find God’s leading. Anything needing
to be kept alive by sacrifices on the altar of pragmatism deserves
to die. But that is a difficult choice, and history teaches us that
pragmatism can easily keep an organization going long after God
has ceased to participate in it.
Buildings and budgets. after witnessing the glory of Jesus trans
figured before Moses and Elijah on the mountain, Peter uses the
opportunity to stick his foot in his mouth: “master, it is good for
us to be here. let us put up three shelters—one for you, one for
moses and one for elijah.” both mark and luke include a par
enthetical explanation after Peter’s outburst: “he did not know
what he was saying. they were so frightened.”
i don’t know what it is about believers that drives them to erect
buildings, but Luke flatly said that it comes from ignorance and
fear. i can believe that. When an evangelist or church can think
of nothing else to do, they draw up plans for a new building and
beg people for the money to build it. Fundraisers admit that it
is easier to raise money for a new building than anything else.
architect’s renderings and scale models stimulate generosity.
they won’t admit it publicly, but some evangelists have even
erected buildings they didn’t need merely to boost income.
the Word indicates nothing against believers having places to
meet in, and i’m not against them either. but today christianity
seems plagued with a fetish for luxurious buildings. When we
think our construction projects are synonymous with ministry,
we’ve slipped over the line. so complete is this distortion that
one tv evangelist tried to convince his followers that God was
waiting to pour out a worldwide revival until his new interna
tional headquarters building was completed.
can you imagine people believing that? they did—even
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though nothing happened once it was completed. neither Jesus
nor the early church ever had a building to call their own, but
their ministries never suffered because of it.
outsiders and insiders alike feel the strain of the church’s pre
occupation with money and buildings. Fundraising has become
a science, and those who do it today know that it works best if
a mailing includes three pieces of mail, blue underlining in the
main letter, a punchy Ps. at the end, and an offer of a cheap trin
ket or a blessing from God for those who respond. “experts in
greed,” Peter said of false teachers, and our efforts to motivate
people to give by guilt or prestige are no different.
money and buildings, though useful, are not essential. a minis
try that demands them in order to be successful misunderstands
the heart of ministry itself.
Mass production. Why is it that we demand teacher/student
ratios at our schools of 25:1 but crave 2000:1 in our churches?
can we really expect to put 2000 people in a room, give them a
lecture from the bible, and expect them to learn intimacy? Jesus
obviously thought that 12:1 was more realistic, and he shaped
the lives of those who followed him as much by his example as
by his teachings.
because our leadershiptolearner ratio is so large, we try to
stamp disciples out like massproduced computer chips. instead
of providing models for growing believers and the opportunity
to get specific questions answered, we fill them with outlines and
principles.
the most obvious symptom of a massproduction mentality is
an obsession with statistics. No question yields less significant
information about a church than “how big is it?” yet no ques
tion is more often asked than this. it even spawned a whole new
field of academic study called “church growth.” It counts people
in pews, baptisms, and parking spaces—anything that gives
credibility to our efforts as the measure of success. though such
counting may be wellintentioned, i’ve seen nothing affect pas
tors more adversely. it pressures pastors to meet false standards
of success, and it encourages pragmatism and efficiency over
building disciples. you don’t need to count numbers in order to
have a heart to see new people come to the lord.
no matter how inspirational they might be, lectures alone
won’t make disciples. christians cannot be massproduced any
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more than human babies can. they need a living example nearby
to show them how to follow christ, to answer their questions,
and to pray them through needs. For that to happen, however,
more people must be equipped to nurture new believers and to
spend the time essential to help them grow.
Efficiency. as institutionalism takes over, one survival mode
soon becomes the basis for all decision-making: efficiency. How
can we accomplish as much as possible with as little time and
expense as possible? “dead weight” is jettisoned so that the
machine is not impaired by any one person’s particular need
or weakness. But what is efficient for the majority is ineffective
for the individual. united airlines can take me to major cities
around the world, but it can’t get me from visalia to los angeles
without utilizing a less-efficient commuter carrier that will ser
vice lesspopulated areas.
Jesus never demonstrated an all-out passion for efficiency. He
could have held a crusade in downtown samaria to minister
to hundreds of people instead of wasting his time at the well
with only one woman. but if he had held a crusade, this woman
wouldn’t have been there. she was too immoral and too wrapped
up in religious controversies. she needed a personal invita
tion into God’s life. Love is not “efficient,” and when churches
become efficient they end up loveless.
A search for efficiency leads to a challengeless gospel and
a false discipleship. churchgrowth experts tell us that homo
geneous groups are more efficient: “All men like to become
christians in their own social groupings, without crossing bar
riers. every man should be able to become a christian with his
own kind of people.”6
Peter Wagner explains that “churches grow when they con
centrate on only one homogeneous unit. show me a growing
church and i will show you a homogeneousunit church.”7
Whatever happened to the slave and free, rich and poor wor
shiping together? if people do not want to be converted in that
setting, maybe we need to assess the quality of their conversion.
how does this approach differ from Peter leaving the Gentiles’
table to sit with the Jews? it was wrong for him and wrong for
us not to challenge people with diverse relationships in the body
of christ.
Generalization. institutions by nature deal with people as
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groups and not individuals. crowds reduce people to the low
est common denominator and set the climate for helping people
by guidelines and rules. some people in fact may be helped, but
many more fall through the cracks. conclusions for the masses
rarely hammer out so easily in individual lives. to generalize
with people’s lives is to offer them less ministry than Jesus did.
Marketing. as much as Paul speaks of God’s grace that abso
lutely negates personal boasting, institutions thrive on it. Public
relations (and continued financial support) demand that we
claim God is working a special way through our ministries. look
through any christian magazine or the church page of a local
paper and you’ll find ad after ad boasting about the way our
church, school, association, or pastor’s seminar is accomplishing
great things for God. Fund-raising letters are filled with such
boasting, while at the same time they cover up their failures,
mistakes, and hurts in the name of furthering the gospel. Why is
no one appalled by such a system?
our problems are further compounded by marketing
Christianity itself. It has become such a profitable business that
people become part of christianity for reasons other than love for
Jesus. our lecture circuits and talk shows hold lucrative offers for
both pocket and ego. today “gospel” outsells most other kinds of
music. We have our own toys, laundry soap, and yellow pages.
before we congratulate ourselves for being so opportunistic, per
haps we should heed os Guiness’ call to look deeper.
We evangelicals today make the money changers look
like bungling amateurs the way we have turned faith into
products to be sold in the marketplace. their use of tele
vision, marketing styles and so on is incredibly uncritical
and profoundly worldly.8

OUT

OF THE INSTITUTIONAL

TRAP

“my people have committed two sins: they have forsaken me,
the spring of living water, and have dug their own cisterns.” that
is the result of succumbing to the pressures of institutionalism.
We lose God’s presence and substitute for it with water dug out
of our own efforts. Though this pacifies many people, it never
achieves what it promises and instead leaves people hurt and
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disillusioned.
in the third book of Frank herbert’s Dune series a prophet
returns to the religious hierarchy with a warning that today’s
church also needs to hear:
i mean to disturb you! it is my intention! i come here
to combat the fraud and illusion of your conventional,
institutionalized religion. as with all such religions your
institution moves toward cowardice, it moves toward
mediocrity, inertia and selfsatisfaction.9
this chapter is not intended to be a sweeping condemnation
of all institutional structures, or of all people involved in them.
Some people are finding a vital relationship with God in the
midst of them, and for that i am grateful. but not everyone has
been so fortunate. many people are being torn apart by our insti
tutional objectives, and altogether too much ministry to the indi
vidual has been lost because we have been too busy babysitting
the machinery. the christianity that institutionalism produces
bears little of christ’s image.
Jesus called us to life in him that demands authenticity, that
frees ministry from financial constraints, and that releases people
to ministry instead of capturing them with it. he taught us to
love in the singular—”one another”—and not through intricately
managed programs. he warned us not to bask in personal noto
riety but to ascribe all glory to him. For too long the church has
been held captive by its seduction with size and success.
truly effective ministry will pull away from big ministries,
opulent buildings, and successful systems. our only objective
should be to build “living temples” (ephesians 2:1922) so that
we “present everyone perfect in christ” (colossians 1:28). this
agenda demands the presence of Jesus and the freedom of the
holy spirit to move beyond our institutional concerns.
God wants people to be touched personally. he penetrates
hearts, not programs. that’s what intimacy is all about, and it is
what we are called to pass on to others. that’s the christianity
that threatens hell’s gates and answers people’s deepest cries.

16
NEW TESTAMENT COMMUNITY
In him you too are being built together to become a dwelling
in which God lives by his Spirit.
—ephesians 2:22

r

ecapturing the personal aspect of Jesus’ ministry will not
be easy in an age that regards a computeraddressed form
letter to be a personal touch.
“i love each of you so much,” the pastor says with a smile to
the sunday morning crowd, and we’ve come to believe him even
though he doesn’t know our name or one detail about our lives.
before we’ve even left our seats he has slipped out the building
by the back door and is already on his way home.
We’re so used to massproduced ministry that we actually
think it can carry the same love and compassion to 10,000 people
at once that Jesus took individually to the samaritan woman at
the well, to simon Peter in his boat, or to nicodemus with his
questions. it cannot. largegroup ministry can be valuable to
encourage, instruct, and challenge people, but it alone will not
transform them.
how do we expect people to learn about life in christ with
out a hand to hold and someone to ask questions of who will
love them through their deepest doubts, disappointments and
dreams? The reason so many believers live unfulfilled in their
relationship with God is not because they don’t know what he
wants of them, but because no one has taken to time to show
them how to get there.
how many people do you know who live in the frustration of
unconquered sin, a suffering loved one, or the inability to walk
181
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in the peace or joy they know christ offers? how many more
mask their feelings well enough so you’ll never know? they
either blame themselves and are swallowed up in guilt or else
they blame God, thinking him unfair. all they really needed was
someone to take the time to make the life of Jesus real for them.
Jesus demonstrated the fact that practical change comes out of
personal contact. though he preached to crowds on occasion, his
ministry demonstrated its greatest effectiveness in oneonone
and smallgroup encounters. here people could be treated as
individuals and lives could be shaped in the reality of their own
questions and needs.
“there’s no way the church can take the time to touch people
that personally” is the oftheard excuse. and it’s a true one, too,
if we’re talking of structures, programs, and leadership doing
all the personal ministry. the Word, however, challenges us to
a church life where everyone is involved, giving and receiving
from one another as friends and partners in the gospel. only
through this kind of community will the church recapture the
personal touch essential to help people grow in intimacy with
God and to demonstrate his love to the world.
that’s what inspired david Watson, who continually called the
church back to her first-century roots:
[Jesus] called the twelve to share their lives, with him
and with each other. they were to live every day in a rich
and diverse fellowship, losing independence, learning
interdependence, gaining from each other new riches and
strength. they were to share everything—joys, sorrows,
pains and possessions—to become the community of
christ the King.1
the infections love of God in their hearts demonstrated itself in
their relationships to each other. ministry happened not through
programs or professionals, but through their involvement with
each other. the “one anothering” passages of the new testament
describe the kind of life the Father has called us to share with
other believers.
they were God’s family and regarded each other as true broth
ers and sisters that would stick with each other through need
and abundance, would bear each other’s burdens and would
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forgive each other’s weaknesses and failures. they learned to
walk together, encouraging each other to grow in their ability to
trust God’s love.
this is church life: Godcentered, honest, nonmanipulative
relationships with other followers of his. this is how Jesus taught
his disciples to live and provided the foundation for the new
testament community. eugene Peterson in his work, The Wisdom
of Each Other: A Conversation Between Spiritual Friends, speaks of
the importance of this dialogue for spiritual growth:
but when Jesus designated his disciples ‘friends’ (John
15:15) in that last extended conversation he had with them,
he introduced a term that encouraged the continuing of
the conversation. ‘Friend’ sets us in a nonhierarchical,
open, informal, spontaneous company of Jesusfriends,
who verbally develop relationships of responsibility and
intimacy by means of conversation.”2
how can this life be institutionalized and survive? it cannot.
We participate in it only by the ongoing relationships we allow
ourselves to participate in with other believers. this is his com
munity, and the only way to maintain God’s personal touch in
the lives of others.

THE CHALLENGE

OF

COMMUNITY

the parable of the lost sheep has not always been one of my
favorites. the shepherd leaves 99 seemingly perfect sheep to look
for the foolish one who wandered away from the flock. I grew up
in church and always remember wanting to serve God. i never
wandered into blatant sin, yet i saw newly saved addicts, mur
derers, and immoral celebrities rewarded with book contracts
and tv interviews. i felt like one of the neglected 99 because i
had never been dumb enough to turn my back on God.
only later did i realize that Jesus wasn’t saying he would
neglect his followers to find sinners. He was demonstrating how
singularly God can be involved in each one of our lives. the 99
were not followers of Jesus at all, but were the selfrighteous who
thought themselves too good for a savior. they didn’t lack the
need—only an awareness of it.
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the ‘one’ represents each person who comes to God, and the
personal care and attention he extends to each. Jesus illustrated
a fascinating aspect of God’s love. he doesn’t primarily love
crowds or groups of people; an infinite God can love in the sin
gular—one at a time. he says he loves all the world because he
loves each person in it. he doesn’t love you because he’s commit
ted to love all humans as a group; he loves you as an individual
person whom he created for his glory.
When you experience the simplicity and power of God’s love
you will instinctively know why it can never be vested in institu
tions. God is a relational God, inviting people to walk with him
and to live in his family. an institution’s need for conformity
and its focus on process rather than people runs counter to his
purpose. the efforts of institutions are limited at best, for they
exist for crowds, not individuals, and appeal to people at the
lowest common denominator. Jesus regarded people’s needs
as too important and too unique to commit to the rigidity of a
program.
community, on the other hand, is people simply learning to
live out the same love with others that they have discovered
in Father. having experienced his concern and generosity, they
can’t help but let that love and compassion overflow to others.
that alone is all God needs to accomplish his purpose in his
church. Its life literally flows from his presence, and in doing so
makes that presence visible to believers and unbelievers alike.
instead of suppressing the individual to conform to the good of
the whole, this community recognizes how uniquely God works
with people in various circumstances. he alone invites people
to share with others what they have received from him with
out manipulating each other to fulfill their own expectations. If
you’ve ever experienced this kind of love between believers you
know how lifechanging it is.
that’s why it cannot be produced by any kind of coercion. it
must he freely chosen and lived out daily, like everything else
about our faith. many, not understanding the need for voluntary
participation, have tried to enforce community among believers.
some methods are so stringent that they have shattered the lives
of the people they were designed to help. the biblical goal was
supplanted by unbiblical methodology. community can result
only from the spirit of God stirring people to submit their lives to
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one another. nothing can shortcircuit this, even though it means
that the quality of community may often be sporadic.
one of the reasons we cling to “ministry by program” even
though it is ineffective is because it is at least easy. only a few
people need to be motivated to make it work, and most of them
can be rewarded for their efforts by salaries or leadership status.
they make our rules and coordinate an enjoyable program. if
someone’s spiritual life does not get better it can be blamed on
his lack of participation. that is much easier than making the
gospel effective in individual lives.
Programmed ministry also offers a minimum dose of personal
responsibility. the reason why our view of church today involves
little more than attending a sunday morning miniconcert and
minilecture once every couple of weeks, is because it asks so
little of us. it also rewards to the same degree. don’t take that to
mean i am hostile to such gatherings. i am not. meeting to sing,
pray and be taught can be incredibly inspiring as well as infor
mative. if you enjoy these gatherings and they help you walk
more closely with God and share his life with others, then by all
means participate freely.
the problem i’m pointing to results from allowing these meet
ings to define the nature of church life as God sees it. To God, his
church includes all those who are growing to know him and walk
in his ways. Whether or not they inhabit one of the ‘sanctioned’
meetings at 10:30 on sunday mornings has absolutely nothing to
do with it. many judge the sincerity of a person’s faith solely by
their regular participation at one of these affairs. if they go even
sporadically they are counted as part of the church, no matter
how else they live the rest of the week. conversely, if someone
doesn’t they are often rejected as backsliders, anarchists or inde
pendent believers, even though they may be better connected to
God and more involved in the lives of other believers. When the
writer of hebrews spoke of “not forsaking our assembling togeth
er” i doubt whether he had sunday morning religious services in
mind. Assembling in homes, offices and street corners throughout
the week can be far more effective. Jesus said that whenever two
or three gathered in his name, he would be among them.
of course some will use such thoughts as an excuse to sepa
rate themselves from others and justify their own loneranger
approach to the christian life, but that would be the abuse of it.
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if they really knew God as Father, they could not live that way.
in him every believer in the world is connected to every other
believer, and the joy of that relationship can be shared whenever
and however those brothers and sisters discover each other.
but let’s be honest, there is just as much abuse going on in the
limitations of our sundaymorningservice approach to church.
often these meetings are surrounded by a system of behavioral
conformity that distracts people from relating to God honestly,
and substitutes human leadership for God’s presence and direc
tion. they can breed passivity, except for the few who have
leadership responsibilities, and the illusion that giving God an
hour or two a week is sufficient. And there’s no way that staring
at the back of someone’s head can foster the relationships God
prepared us to share with each other.
if these gatherings are so crucial to our faith, why didn’t Jesus
even spend one moment meeting this way with his disciples nor
teaching them how to do it with others? his walk with them was
far more relational—allowing him to model life with his Father
and to respond to their questions and struggles. it’s no wonder
that most people cite small groups and personal relationship as
the most influential factors in helping them grow spiritually, and
why parachurch groups have used them effectively.
certainly these kind of relationships can exist in the context
of the institutions we call church today, leading some to suggest
that more church may be happening in our parking lots and lob
bies than in our sanctuaries. that might be true. our relationship
with God equips us for healthy relationships with other believ
ers that express his glory, and help in transforming our lives and
encouraging our faith.
unfortunately, too few believers have experienced the power
and freedom of such relationships. more commonly, contests of
power in our institutions have brutalized its own constituents by
political infighting, well-placed gossip, and conflicting egos that
dominate much of church life today. the church is notorious for
shooting its wounded and putting its rookies on the front line
(saving the fluff jobs for those who by seniority have “earned”
it). We do more damage to ourselves than we have ever done to
the gates of hell.
in these environments the humility and honest confession of
sin and struggle so essential to vital relationships is lost because
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confessions are used more to judge than to forgive and encour
age. expressed needs are regarded as evidence of immaturity
rather than as opportunities to share the load.
our own disgust at the loss of personal love in the church is
evidence that Father has planted a better hope within us. let’s
discover how he wants to fulfill that hope. We have little choice;
the world is no longer impressed by our buildings and programs.
they are looking for exactly what Jesus said they would—genu
ine love expressed between those who claim to know God.

THE CONTEXT

FOR

COMMUNITY

no one told the early church to form a community. i can’t
imagine the disciples gathering on Pentecost evening trying to
figure out what to do with 3120 people. Can you see Peter sug
gesting an idea like this?
let’s have everyone meet together on sunday mornings
and we’ll organize home groups for midweek. andrew
and Nathanael, find us the natural leaders out of this
group and take them on a retreat this weekend. they’ll
lead groups for us. thomas, draw up some guidelines
for participation and we’ll have people sign them. We’ll
require attendance and the rich to sell their property to
help the poor....
absurd, isn’t it? Without anyone even thinking of organizing,
the church became a caring community that was worshiping and
growing together. the people shared resources so well that there
were no needy among them. even secular historians of the time
marveled at the love they had for each other.
though the models of such community may be few today,
what institutional priorities have destroyed can be regained by
hungry people:
if the church is to become a community of God’s people...
it means much more than singing the same hymns,
praying the same prayers, taking the same sacraments
and joining in the same services. it will involve the full
commitment of our lives, and of all that we have, to one
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another. It is only as we lose our lives that we find them,
so bringing the life of Jesus to others.3
Why is it so hard for the church today to recapture what came
so naturally to the early church? simply because they knew they
needed it and we don’t think we do. community rises out of the
convergence of two different streams. identifying them in the
early church can help us rediscover them today.
1. Their love for God. the church started with 3000 people, all
of whom were overwhelmed by a fresh experience of the reality
and love of God. i’ve often thought of how different body life
would be if we could all capture that first love on the same day.
the joy would be infectious, and so would the hunger to learn
the ways of God.
that joy and hunger are the foundation of community. Without
it everything else is merely an exercise in human relations and
will not ultimately rise to the splendor of biblical community.
Jesus prayed that all his followers would find unity together, but
even his prayer makes it clear that there is only one road to unity:
“i have given them the glory that you gave me, that they may be
one as we are one” (John 17:22).
the unity that marks christian community cannot rise out of
charity, compromise, or concession. it rises only out of people
who are seeking to be changed into God’s image. as God is
changing me, I find tremendous compatibility with others he is
also changing. Without even trying, i’m suddenly aware of their
needs and how i can help, and i’m also conscious of the insight
they can add to my life.
thus community is both the result of intimacy and the envi
ronment in which it grows. scripture links our spiritual health
to community involvement with other believers. only believers
who can speak the truth in love with each other “will in all things
grow up into him who is the head” (ephesians 4:15); and only by
being “encouraged in heart and united in love” can we “have the
full riches of complete understanding” (colossians 2:2).
For people hungering after God, opening their lives to others is
not a cumbersome obedience but a valuable resource of encour
agement, strength, and confirmation.
2. The reality of their struggle. imagine yourself awakening on a
forest floor, your head racked with pain. For a moment you can’t
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remember where you are or why you hurt so badly. looking
around in the increasing light of early dawn, you note the wispy
columns of smoke rising from the twisted wreckage. you see the
clearing carved out by the plane’s descent and crash. then you
remember the exploding antiaircraft shells in the pitchblack
sky around you, a violent jolt, a sharp left descending turn. the
plane’s pitch was too steep to bail out until that final flare-out
over the trees.
moans of pain call you back to the present. there are other
survivors—ten, to be exact, from your mission team—but you’re
far from your objective, with injuries and without supplies. since
you are 200 miles inside enemy lines, the only rescue party you
can expect will make you prisoners of war.
now there’s a context for body life! such men and women
aren’t going to fight for position or waste time complaining about
their circumstances. all their energies will be channeled into con
tinuing with their mission if possible, and if not, then into creat
ing havoc for the enemy while they try to get back across enemy
lines. they’ll mold each person’s gifts and abilities into a team
that stands the best possible chance of achieving their goal.
the early church understood the desperate reality of their cir
cumstances, and their cooperation with each other matched that
perception. Jesus had warned them how fragile his life was in a
world that is hostile toward God and filled with an enemy bent
on their destruction. they shared and ministered without the
petty political concerns that often drain church life today. they
were in occupied country, endeavoring to please God when they
knew that so much in them wanted to please themselves.
no one told them they needed each other; they just knew it.
circumstances haven’t changed—only our perception of them
has. We are still at war. casualties line our streets and the enemy
encircles us with his forces, but we don’t see it. church life today
is caught in so many organizational headaches and is dragged
down by the ambitions of others because it realizes neither the
desperateness of its situation nor the fragility of its life. it seems
God’s church has always floundered in times of cultural accep
tance and flourished in persecution.
community is a practical response, not a philosophical one.
When you need God desperately you’ll find yourself teaming up
with others who do too—for the glory of God and the mutual
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benefit of all.

THE JOY

OF

COMMUNITY

We’ve already highlighted a number of the benefits of commu
nity, including personal care, wisdom, and shared resources. but
there is one other benefit that stands above the rest—the joy and
freshness of the spontaneous work of God among his people. no
organizational plan can ever achieve the sheer beauty of people
doing what needs to be done by the direction of the holy spirit
instead of simply filling an institutional role.
The ministry of that first flock was carried by such spontaneity
of the spirit. People’s needs were met, revivals of salvation broke
out, and missionaries were sent out—all by his leading. the
church thrived without the benefit of computers, bulletins, orga
nization manuals, and committee meetings. today our structures
demand that our leaders spend more than 75 percent of their
time entangled in administrative tasks.
I remember when my parents and their friends first discovered
God’s reality. People flocked to our home every Friday night to
sing, pray, and share what the lord was doing in them, often
going late into the night. excitement abounded. eventually those
people were forced out of their church and started their own. no
more Friday night meetings; now it was services sunday morn
ing, sunday evening, and midweek. boards were elected and
programs planned—and the excitement quickly vanished.
community lets us share the joy of God’s spontaneity. in the
two churches in which i served a pastoral role i’ve noticed how
important that is. the services and activities we planned and
executed with the greatest precision never rose to the level of
fruitfulness we had anticipated. What’s more, other activities
that we had planned with less concern for form, or that we were
caught in without warning, were profoundly alive with God’s
presence and power. That’s why I’ve finally come to trust God
working among his people to lead to greater fruitfulness than our
most finely-tuned programs.
most of what the church has done historically has been rooted
in fear—afraid people will go astray if not controlled; afraid they
won’t come back if not properly entertained; afraid they’ll make
mistakes if they are given freedom; and afraid they won’t know
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how to live if the institution doesn’t tell them. What would the
church look like if we lived in trust instead of fear—confidence
that God can preserve his people, lead them into his life, redeem
their mistakes and rescue them from trouble? nothing expresses
better the difference i see between the freedom of the early
church community and the rigidity of our institutions.
i realize that some people may misunderstand this as an
excuse to be lazy and careless in God’s work, but they shouldn’t.
Flowing with God’s spirit in the spontaneity of the moment
requires greater diligence than any institutional program ever
requires. the excellence we press for is not in the tasks of plan
ning, administrating, and communicating, but in intimacy, ser
vice, and love.
there is a price to be paid for the spontaneity that community
engenders, but it’s well worth it. there’s nothing more enjoyable
than being with people so in love with God that they don’t need
programs to entertain or motivate them. out of the fullness of
their own love for God they care for each other and reach out to
the lost with great simplicity and effectiveness.

THE COST

OF

COMMUNITY

i’ve worked around one simple point in this entire chapter:
community can only happen among disciples—people desiring
to be changed by christ into his image. the reason that com
munity is so elusive is because most church program is geared
to people who only nominally want to serve God. they desire
less to grow in relationship with him than they do to escape the
agony of hell.
there’s nothing wrong with the church having meetings where
this kind of people can be touched, but to pass it off as the life
of the church is grossly inaccurate. such people are too carnal to
discover the depth of relationships which Jesus wants to build
between believers. in catering to them with our structures we
destroy community. robert Girard, who paid a severe price in
trying to change his congregation from an institution to a com
munity (documented in his two books, Brethren, Hang Loose and
Brethren, Hang Together), comments:
the institutionalization of the church almost invariably
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strives to make the inefficient and costly process of build
ing and maintaining open, loving personal relationships
with one another “unnecessary.” We seem committed to
setting the church’s organizational machinery up in such
a way that it will roll on quite nicely without either trust
or love.4
no wonder our efforts end in confusion, anger, and lack of
participation! you can’t build community out of anything but
disciples; but having them, no one needs to build it at all.
believers who have been to the cross together will walk away
from it ready to discover the joy of community:
the cross is the heart of all fellowship, and it is only through
the cross that fellowship is deepened and matured. this
will involve the frequent and painful crucifixion of self
in all its forms—selfseeking, selfcenteredness, selfrigh
teousness—and the willingness to remain vulnerable in
open fellowship with other christians.5
in other words, if we preach the cross in all its power and invite
men and women to come and engage the wonders of relationship
with the living God, community will spring up all around us.
by the same token, we can preach community until our voices
whither with age, and create programs to facilitate it until the
second coming, yet never see it emerge. real community cannot
happen until self has surrendered at the cross.
challenging the tyranny of self is at the same time the cost of
community and one of its greatest gifts. since self diminishes our
ability to perceive God, denying it leads to deeper relationships
with God as well as with other people.
as we grow in our walk with God we’ll begin to recognize
how important it is for us to connect with other believers. these
five statements summarize the heart of Scripture’s teaching about
these relationships, and as we affirm them personally we’ll find
our lives moving toward greater depths of community.
1. i don’t have all the answers. i can only understand clearly
what Jesus is doing in my life when it stands alongside
the work he is doing in other members of the body. (1
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corinthians 12).
2. the church can only be effective when each member is
contributing his part. ministry by a few will never bring it
to completion (ephesians 4:16).
3. i will only grow in maturity when other believers are
in a place to speak lovingly and honestly into my life
(ephesians 4:15).
4. i cannot make it alone. the real challenges of this age
supersede my own exclusive relationship with God. often
my battles need the aid and support of other soldiers in
God’s army (matthew 18:19,20).
5. other people’s needs are as important as my own (Philip
pians 2:4), and all my gifts and resources are at God’s dis
posal, to use as he sees fit to help others (Acts 4:32).
When you understand these statements you’ll find relation
ships that fulfill them. Some find these among people in formal
ized church settings. Others find it in more relational settings
such as smallgroup bible studies and house churches. these
groups can be as small as three or four or as large as fifty or sixty
depending on the relationships involved, but they allow grow
ing believers to seek God wholeheartedly and share openly and
freely with others involved.
One of the most significant trends in Christendom in the last
fifteen years has been the rise of informal, relational groups. They
meet under a variety of formats as they seek an authentic body
life where Jesus is the central focus, and where relationships are
prized above programs. they often meet in homes without a
centralized, paid leader and for that reason are often looked at
with suspicion. to be certain, not all such groups are healthy, but
many are, and offer an alternative to religious institutions that
can be invigorating to personal growth and ministry.
however, they usually labor under three major obstacles: First,
many in the institutional church denigrate them for not being
under the control of a larger institution. For that reason they are
considered more prone to error. historically, however, far more
error in theology and practice has sprung out of centralized
institutions than has ever come from believers sharing open fel
lowship with God.
secondly, people who do not connect to a recognized institu
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tion are often accused of being against the church. nothing is fur
ther from the truth. i’ve found people involved in these relational
environments to be more deeply committed to their walk with
God and more freely submitted to the insight and assistance of
other believers. they just don’t want to waste their energy serv
ing programs that have so little impact.
thirdly, their very nature requires a greater amount of respon
sibility from each participant and the closeness of relationship
makes it impossible to hide. this is no place for those who want
to be entertained or those who wish to stay at arm’s length from
others. here the quality of the meetings is not determined by
the preplanning of paid professionals, but by the participation
of growing disciples. they can be a bit unpolished, but also far
more vital.
in whatever waters we pursue biblical community, their depths
are still largely uncharted for most believers. but let me encour
age you to sail them nonetheless. the testimony by others of its
vitality and life is welldocumented. it’s time to shake ourselves
from the institutional rigidity and personal selfishness that so
easily and subtly distracts us from the kind of relationships Jesus
created us to enjoy with each other.
best of all, you need not wait for your institutional church to
start a new program. you can begin with some believers you
know who are ready to grow in the lord together. take care to
ensure that these relationships don’t grow exclusive or stale.
through hospitality and outreach, continue to meet new people
and extend to them the fellowship of the spirit, looking for ways
you can be a blessing to them.
this is the personal touch God seeks to restore in his body.
Try it. You’ll find joy so deep that you’ll wonder how you ever
thought all the programs could ever replace or simulate such
love!
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ALL

WHERE HAS
THE POWER GONE?

For the kingdom of God is not a matter
of talk but of power.
—colossians 4:20

W

hether or not people liked Jesus or agreed with him,
the thing that most impressed them was his sense of
authority. even his enemies marveled at the power that
flowed from his life. And that is an amazing statement about a
man who had no wealth, political clout, or wide following. Jesus
drew his authority from a far deeper well.
People saw it in the synagogues where he taught simple les
sons: “they were amazed at his teaching, because he taught them
as one who had authority” (matthew 7:28,29).
they saw it when he cast out evil spirits with just a word. the
people wondered, “What is this? a new teaching—and with
authority! he even gives orders to evil spirits and they obey him”
(mark 1:27).
they saw it when he rebuked the violent storm on the sea of
Galilee and immediately it grew calm. “What kind of man is this?
even the wind and the waves obey him!” (matthew 8:27).
Jesus had authority where it counted. it didn’t reside in his
mannerisms, volume, or charisma, but in this simple fact: What
he said and what he did made a difference.
Scripture makes no suggestion that Jesus was a flamboyant
orator. yet his hearers knew they were being addressed at a level
that no one else had ever approached—not the scribes in all their
wisdom, not the Pharisees in their arrogance, not even Pilate in
197
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his regal court. Jesus’ recorded messages were only simple stories
and direct challenges.
yet his authority was evident in two aspects. First, he spoke the
truth clearly and directly, with the conviction of heart that dem
onstrated to people that he fully believed and lived up to what
he said. though he spoke in love, he didn’t obscure the truth for
fear of offending people. everyone knew what he said and what
it would cost them to believe him.
second, he also made truth live. he said that God cared about
people whom the enemy had crushed, and he showed it by
healing a leper. he forgave sins, and lame people walked away
healed.
there is no greater symptom of the church’s nakedness than its
loss of this simple authority. While our theology may be sound,
it is distorted by the fact that it doesn’t seem to make a difference
in the lives of those who believe it. We talk about how much God
loves people, and we trust that this knowledge alone is their
help, instead of showing them how effective God’s love can be in
changing their lives.
the victims that such a gospel leaves are many. When theology
cannot be measured in human experience, people will quickly
grow disillusioned and cold. how can we expect people to
believe in God’s love if they never see any practical expression of
it? Would we trust a friend who says he loves us if he never helps
us when we are in trouble? of course not. love expresses itself
in action, and we naturally expect no less of God until someone
trains us otherwise.
Jesus gave his generation a gospel teeming with supernatural
power. he committed that same thing to his disciples: he told
them to go out preaching the gospel while healing the sick,
freeing captives, and raising the dead. Would he ask us to offer
anything less?
if he hasn’t, where has all the power gone?

A LOVING GOD

IN A

PAINFUL WORLD

time after time, i have seen families and even whole com
munities unite in prayer for the recovery of a sick person,
only to have their hopes and prayers mocked. i have seen
the wrong people get sick, the wrong people be hurt, the
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wrong people die young.1
though few would express it as harshly, i think most people
have felt similarly at times. rabbi harold Kushner’s When Bad
Things Happen to Good People was another attempt to answer a
question that has nagged mankind since the beginning: how can
a loving God be in charge of such a painful world?
those who do not believe in God often cite this excuse as
a swaying argument. Why did God allow the tortures of the
inquisition, slavery in the u.s., or hitler’s holocaust? does his
inactivity condone apartheid in south africa, persecution in
the eastern bloc, or starvation in africa? closer to home, why
doesn’t he prevent the tragedies and sicknesses that take our
loved ones prematurely?
nothing forces people to contemplate theology as much as suf
fering does. is there a God? if so, what kind of God is he? one
mother expressed this question in the frustration of dealing with
her son’s violent behavior at school and home. he had been nor
mal until his father had tragically died. “Why couldn’t i control
buddy? anger ate at me. i was mad at buddy. and myself. and
the principal. and Paul, for dying. and God, for permitting it.”2
That’s where people usually think they find God—always in
the background, either orchestrating, allowing, or at least ignor
ing. even those who deny his existence will cry out in pain or
crisis in hopes that they might be wrong. the odds may seem like
a celestial lottery, but what have you got to lose when every other
possibility has been exhausted?
Other people, a bit more confident in their relationship with
God, approach God with greater expectancy, though often with
no better results. if God is real, why doesn’t he take a more active
hand in our crises? three conclusions have been suggested.
1. God doesn’t exist. the atheist sees life as only the random
action of matter. some get the breaks, others only hard luck. you
can’t expect God to bail you out, so do the best you can. though
such thinking makes life easier to understand, it doesn’t work.
God is real. not only did Jesus show us the reality of God when
he was here, but most people when truly honest will admit to
some moment in their past when they touched a presence greater
than themselves. they may not have honored him as God, but
they know he’s there.
2. God is not all-loving. he may exist, but he ignores our pain.
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some people suggest that he is concerned with far greater things
and that it is prideful for us to ask for his help. others suggest
that God is somehow restricted from supernatural intervention
in this dispensation. but the most painful form of this idea is
when it attacks the sufferer personally. God might help others,
but he doesn’t care about me.
no matter what disguise this philosophy appears in, it chal
lenges the heart of God’s nature and leads to guilt and isolation.
if God’s love cannot be expressed to us practically, how real is
it?
3. God is not all-powerful. this is the answer that Kushner
advances. sin has brought so much chaos into the world that
not even God can make order out of it. Kushner’s approach is
a compassionate and pragmatic one; it tries to save us from the
anguish of the false expectation that bad things happen only to
bad people, and from guilt when our prayers for relief go unan
swered. he concludes that God loves us deeply and will help us
handle crises, but is powerless to change tragic circumstances.
Kushner’s attempt at compassionate pragmatism fails, how
ever, because God is allpowerful. i, too, sympathize with those
whose confidence in God’s justice is devoured by their pain and
whose security in his love is thwarted by unanswered prayer.
but giving them a loving though powerless God certainly can’t
help.
the Word paints a different picture entirely, and presents the
reason why people expect more than this from God. the old
testament is full of stories of God intervening to help people, and
Jesus demonstrated a God who cared about each individual—his
sin, his pain, his sicknesses. he even said that his miracles were
proof that God’s kingdom had broken into human history for the
express purpose of redeeming the anguish that sin has produced
in our world.
but would this power continue after Jesus ascended to God?
the scriptural evidence is overpowering. throughout acts and
the Epistles miraculous signs and physical healings filled the life
of the church. Peter, stephen, Philip, and Paul performed great
miracles and healings as part of their ministry.
We find the believers in Jerusalem praying for that power to
continue even though it was beginning to bring them persecu
tion:
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now, lord, consider their threats and enable your ser
vants to speak your word with great boldness. stretch
out your hand to heal and perform miraculous signs and
wonders through the name of your holy servant Jesus
(acts 4:29,30).
Wherever the gospel spread it was accompanied with power.
miracles were recorded in iconium, Galatia, Philippi, and
ephesus, to name just a few places. and in Paul’s writings to the
believers at Corinth and Galatia he specifically encouraged them
to expect this same power to work through their lives as well.
the early christians were not excited over a new theology,
but over the reality of Jesus’ presence. he was alive among his
people to share God’s love and power, and they viewed miracles
as one aspect of that power.

THE DISCREPANCY
so where is that power today? though many people can give
accounts of God’s healing or miraculous intervention in their
lives, such occasions seem sporadic at best. and for every story
of someone being healed, it seems that there are so many more
of people who are not.
even in segments of the church that expect God to intervene
regularly, the problems are many and the results are not out
standing. one wellknown charismatic pastor admitted to me,
“statistically, healings in american ministries today don’t even
reach the placebo effect; those who are expected to get better
just because they think they will. We don’t even believe it our
selves.”
Furthermore, where we do hear of healings today, not all the
testimonies pan out. dave hunt cites a major healing ministry in
the los angeles area where 80 people in the course of a service
testified to miraculous healings. When a staff member did some
followup on those people he found that not one of them had
actually been healed.3 some people may have faked it, while oth
ers must have experienced some temporary psychosomatic relief
in the emotion of the moment.
tim stafford summed up well the disparity between the early
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church’s experience and our own:
While the Gospels and acts are studded with the super
natural, accounts of the church since the second century
are at best sporadically miraculous. miracles could hardly
be called the everyday experience of the church.4
Few would disagree with that statement, though the conclusions
drawn from it can differ widely.
some say that God’s purpose for miracles in the new testa
ment was only to validate the authority of God’s Word. they see
miracles not as an act of God’s compassion for hurting people, but
rather a mere validation stamp and therefore not necessary today.
i have a hard time with that. What a cruel trick for God to show us
in new testament times what he can do to meet people’s needs,
but refuse to do so now because we already have the bible!
Many others affirm God’s ability to miraculously intervene
today, but feel that it is a rare act of sovereignty which leaves us
little basis to expect healing in any given situation.
still others suggest that God wants to heal every sickness in
every person, and that people remain unhealed only because of
sin or weak faith, or perhaps because they haven’t taken the right
steps.
all of these options leave me uncomfortable. though i’ve wit
nessed many healings and outright miracles, i can honestly say
that they don’t seem to happen consistently enough and in as
many specific situations as Scripture would seem to indicate they
should. but i consider this a reason to look for change and not to
discount God’s intentions.
i am far more comfortable basing my expectations on the
example of the early church than i am accommodating them to
fit today’s circumstances. Nowhere does the Bible intimate that
miracles would cease after the first generation. That interpreta
tion seems to begin where people try to rationalize their own
experience. in fact, scripture directly encourages us to anticipate
God’s pragmatic intervention in our lives—transforming, guid
ing, and even healing.
i know others disagree, but i’m convinced that the reason we
do not experience God’s power in greater measure than we do is
for all the reasons this book contains. i don’t think the church as a
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whole has lived up to its potential since the first century, but not
doing so and not being able to do so are two different things.
though we want to see the church as a consistently faithful
structure which only occasionally runs into problems, the oppo
site is more accurate. For the most part the church has floundered
in its ineffectiveness, losing sight of Jesus’ priorities for political,
material, or personal gain. Perhaps when everything is said and
done we’ll see that we have not differed at all from israel under
the old covenant, where periods of forsaking God were only
occasionally interrupted by the likes of moses, samuel, david,
Jehoshaphat, and daniel.
Today the worldliness that has filled our Christian institutions and reshaped our priorities could easily have robbed us of
spiritual power. but if we can see that and turn from it, perhaps
we can be on the verge of another interruption. like israel, the
church also has had times of significant awakening and reforma
tion that have called her back to her biblical roots. most of such
times were accompanied by demonstrations of supernatural
power in a variety of forms. even today testimonies of God’s
miracleworking power dominate stories from overseas.
and at home, signs and wonders are taking a more prominent
place in theological discussions. the charismatic and Pentecostal
movements have encouraged this for years, but more recently
even mainline churches have identified with a so-called “third
wave” renewal, that accepts healings and miracles as part of
God’s work today.
as encouraging as these trends are, they can also lead to an
unhealthy preoccupation with only one aspect of God’s power,
resulting in experiential extremes that subvert and discredit the
genuine. Whenever God’s gifts capture our affection more than
the Giver himself, we will be misled into a pursuit of ecstatic
experiences that only excite the flesh and still leave us empty
spiritually.
as wonderful as miracles and healings are, they are certainly
not God’s only or even most important work in us. it’s just that
their lack is more evident than other virtues which are more eas
ily faked. if we can accept the new testament example as valid
today, it can be a great source of hunger that will call us to God’s
presence with a desire to be made better vessels for him. that
hunger should not demand that every need be answered accord
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ing to our expectations, nor should it question the faithfulness of
those who are not healed.
likewise that hunger need not discredit the ministries of those
who have gone before us who haven’t utilized such gifts.
J. i. Packer poses a question which many people ask when
contemplating miracles today: “in saying ‘power’ evangelism is
normative, do they realize they are saying that the evangelism
of John Wesley, d. l. moody, billy sunday, and billy Graham are
subbiblical?”5
though it may have been demonstrated more in spiritual con
viction than in healing, there is no doubt that these men exercised
tremendous spiritual power. not all power is measured by out
ward miracles. God uses our changed character and our selfless
acts of giving as well as our convicting words to reach out to
those who do not know him.
but neither for that reason should we discount God’s desire to
use a full arsenal through his church. do we despise the soldier
who takes a hill with just his bayonet because his gun jammed?
must we take every hill that way from now on to make him a
hero?

DOES GOD WANT

TO

HEAL EVERYBODY?

this question is asked whenever God’s supernatural power is
discussed. to answer the question accurately, we need to take a
wider look at God’s use of supernatural power. it can be summed
up in this statement: God is still active in his creation, not for
man’s amusement or entertainment, but for his redemption.
We need to see supernatural power in that light. certainly it is
most obvious in healings and miracles, but his activities are no
less miraculous when he saves a life, fills a distressed heart with
peace, or gives us the grace to endure difficulties. Some who miss
that point try to force us into choosing between a God who works
within and one who works without.
there are many of us for whom the role model is Joni
eareckson rather than John Wimber. We see the powers of
the kingdom operating, but mainly in regeneration, sanc
tification, the Spirit as a Comforter, the transformation of
the inner life, rather than in physical miracles which just
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by happening prevent much of the other kingdom activ
ity whereby people learn to live with their difficulties and
glorify God.6
eareckson is a quadriplegic who teaches on how to cope with
suffering and has even shared her own frustrated efforts to find
divine healing. both Wimber and eareckson have had valuable
ministries, but why should either be stereotyped and set up as a
pattern for every person’s life?
God wants to make us whole people in every area. the Word
makes it clear that God’s greatest concern for us is to transform
us into his image. While this doesn’t exclude physical healing, it
does set God’s priority. those who seek God more extensively for
healing than they do for freedom from sin aren’t sharing God’s
desires, and probably not his power either.
i love my daughter deeply and will save her from whatever
suffering i can, but i won’t do so to the destruction of her inner
maturity. So while I will get a sliver out of her finger before it
gets infected, i won’t seek the expulsion of a classmate who
makes fun of her at school. i want her to grow up, and she needs
to understand that suffering is part of that process in a selfish
world, even if we’re believers.
that’s what God does with us. he doesn’t create our suf
ferings, but he is not bent on saving us from every little dis
comfort, either. only a materialistic gospel forces us to make such
an assumption.
But those who confine God’s work to the nonphysical realm
also cheat themselves. outward miracles and divine healing both
have a place in helping us to obey God’s will, in attesting to his
reality, and in demonstrating his love. God didn’t just wind up
his world and walk away from it. he is still active within it, able
to affect the material realm as simply as he created it.
two motives affect his use of power. First, gifts of heal
ing—physical, spiritual, and emotional—are part of his work to
reverse the devastation that sin and darkness have perpetrated
on his children.
second, miracles occur when God suspends the order of cre
ation to advance his will. they simply attest to the fact that he
who created is able to override that creation when it suits his
purposes. For example, God created water to feed our crops and
replenish our bodies’ fluids. Of necessity it needed to be a liquid,
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and he supplies it to us through rain clouds. For the most part
this serves his purposes; he doesn’t need people walking on it,
changing it into wine, or preventing the storms that bring it.
even though Jesus did all these things once, he didn’t take
regular strolls across the sea of Galilee or stop every storm that
rolled over Judea. even though he indicated that his disciples
could expect to see God’s power work on their behalf in the same
way, there is no recorded case of them ever walking on water
again or rebuking a storm to save a church picnic.
they learned their lesson. miracles are designed to advance
God’s will, not satisfy our whims. Jesus was given the oppor
tunity to use God’s power for his own convenience when he was
tempted to turn stones into bread. he declined. miracles were
never intended to save us from all discomforts, but to give us
what we need to follow christ and be shaped into his likeness.
so does God want to heal everyone? yes, both inside and out
side—a process that will only be completed when we see him
facetoface. at each moment of our lives he knows the best way
to change us. either way, we need his power working in us to do
it.
Though I look to affirm God’s power however he chooses to
manifest it, there is a great lack today in outward miracles. i’m
personally convinced that God wants to do more in this area than
we presently experience. Paul said, “my message and my preach
ing were not with wise and persuasive words, but in a demon
stration of the spirit’s power, so that your faith might not rest on
men’s wisdom but on God’s power” (1 corinthians 2:4,5).
does God want faith today based on anything less? We would
do well to spend less time, effort, and money on apologetics and
impressive programs, and instead turn our hearts to recovering
the simplicity of wielding to God’s power.

LET’S GET ON

WITH IT

such recovery will be impossible if we don’t see God’s active
participation in our lives as essential to our transformation and
the extension of the gospel. We’ll never pay the price necessary
to find out how to let him work through us.
We’ve got to stop making excuses for ourselves and God,
allowing us to coexist with the status quo instead of looking for
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change. by doing so we are like the naked emperor, who pre
tended that nonexistent clothing was good enough because at
the moment that’s all he had. the other day as i walked across
the campus of our local college i passed a young woman in a
wheelchair. she was surrounded by her friends and was busily
chatting away. my mind was drawn to acts 3, of Peter and John
and a lame man they sent home dancing.
how much would healing have said to this girl about God’s
love? What door would it have opened to those nearby to show
them how real Jesus is? i do know one thing: i couldn’t organize
a more effective outreach than that one moment of spontaneity
would produce.
i didn’t do anything that day, but one day i shall—not for
everyone i pass in a wheelchair, but for the ones i see God touch
ing in that way. that’s what Jesus is doing about suffering in our
world: he isn’t standing idly by while people hurt; he wants to
intervene in the world’s pain and bring redemption and salva
tion from the ravages of sin.
he showed us that fact when he was here, and he wants his
gospel to still have that authority today—binding up broken
hearts, healing blind eyes, delivering people out of darkness. all
he awaits are vessels that will cooperate with him.

18
CLOTHED WITH POWER
I tell you the truth, anyone who has faith in me will do
what I have been doing. He will do even greater things than these
because I am going to the Father, and I will do
whatever you ask in my name.
—John 14:12,13

t

he voice on the phone was calm. “reverend Jacobsen, this
is the emergency room at Kaweahdelta hospital. there’s
been an accident involving people from your congregation.
could you come down here right away?”
Even beneath the nurse’s professionalism flowed an unmistakable current of urgency. i phoned my copastor and left imme
diately. as i drove i began to pray. only then did i realize how
little i knew about the situation into which i was headed. Who
was it? What kind of accident?
the spirit of God knew better than i, so i let him do the pray
ing for me as i opened my heart to God’s presence. i was almost
there when the thought raced across my mind: “i want that child
to live.” What child? Was that you, God?
After I identified myself to the emergency-room nurse, she led
me past the suffering-filled rooms to a young couple standing in
a busy corridor. Fear and despair filled their faces. Behind them
in an examination room lay their only child, not even two years
old. the sheets around his head were crimson with blood.
through their weeping they pieced together the circumstances
for me. their son had been playing outside near the shoulder of
their quiet residential street. a jeep had inadvertently strayed
off the road onto the shoulder, running over Jeffrey’s head and
crushing his skull.
209
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The doctor confirmed what anyone could sense in the air—
death was imminent. as my copastor arrived we prayed in the
hall, asking God to heal Jeffrey. When we were done the father
wanted to go outside and collect his thoughts. he asked me to
accompany him.
as we came to a busy intersection God spoke to me: “have
the father pray for his son right now.” my heart was pounding.
“Jeff, i feel that God wants you to pray for Jeffrey right now.” on
one of visalia’s busiest street corners we held hands and prayed.
it was short but powerful, and immediately tension gave way to
peace. We hurried back to the emergency room.
Jeffrey still lay in the examining room as people scurried about
him. “What’s going on?” i asked.
“Just a minute or so ago Jeffrey almost died. he went into
arrest and the medical people thought it was over. then all of a
sudden he revived. they’re taking him up now for surgery.”
even though the situation was still critical and the doctors told
us that Jeffrey’s chances were very slim, we were convinced that
something had changed. the spirit of death was gone. during
his quick recovery we continued to bathe him in prayer that the
brain damage the doctors said was likely would never material
ize. it didn’t.
though the miracle here was neither complete nor indis
putably verifiable medically, no one who was involved doubted
God’s intervention. As much as it testifies to God’s working,
however, it raises another question: Why could God show us to
pray on that street corner in order to save Jeffrey from death, but
not heal his skull completely?

WHY NOT TODAY?
let me admit at the outset of this chapter that my hunger in the
area of supernatural power exceeds my experience. though i’ve
been fortunate to be a witness and beneficiary of many indisput
able miracles, i’m presently involved in needs for healing, both
physical and emotional, that have not yet been fulfilled despite
intense prayer.
many people take that as reason enough to question the avail
ability of God’s power today. i don’t. the church today, captive
to all the distractions we’ve talked about in this book, is not liv
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ing in biblical normality. We are not as full of God’s power as we
should be. Prayers go unanswered not because God has changed
his plan but because we haven’t learned how to let his power
flow through us.
We are a generation mostly won to christ through the persua
sion of orators, not the power of God’s presence. Paul warned
us that such people would have the inclination to put their trust
in man’s wisdom instead of God’s power. and that we do. our
models of success are found in spellbinding personalities, dili
gent planning, or good oldfashioned hard work. many believ
ers have never witnessed an outright miracle, and consequently
they think of prayer as nothing more than the pronouncement of
blessing on their own efforts.
to make matters worse, many who talk of God’s power being
used today discredit that theology with financial abuse, immo
rality, egotism, and false claims of success. some are charlatans
who fake God’s power for their own gain. many others may be
wellintentioned but haven’t learned the difference between an
emotional frenzy and the holy spirit.
We also face the disappointments of our own past unanswered
prayers. even when we were the most sure that our requests
were not selfish, and we sought God with all our heart, our
prayers were powerless to change the circumstances. to pray in
expectancy again we need to get past these disappointments.
Certainly these problems make it difficult to flow with God’s
power, but not impossible. the evidence of scripture must out
weigh any lack of evidence we find in our own experience. God
does want us to participate in his power, and we can find it again
if we will mine the depths of his presence like a prospector after
gold.
learning to be vessels of God’s power does not come naturally
for any of us. We cannot expect to walk in spiritual reality with
the same methods we use in the material realm. that’s like trying
to use the same rules underwater that we do on land. they just
don’t work.
We learn to navigate on land even before we can remember,
and doing so becomes second nature. but put us underwater
and everything changes. instead of gravity forcing us down,
buoyancy pulls us up. speech is unintelligible underwater, and
breathing itself becomes a calculated activity. Walking is a nearly
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fruitless endeavor and running is impossible. to move effectively
in water you have to learn to swim.
in the same way, our life in the material world leaves us
unprepared for the supernatural. though being born of the spirit
opens us to the reality of the spiritual world, we must still learn
to move in it. seeing how it works will not only give us direction
for how we can change but will show us why some of our past
expectations have not been met.

GOD’S POWER
here are six characteristics that will help us gain an under
standing of how God’s power can flow more effectively in our
life.
1. God’s power cherishes intimacy above activity. life in the mate
rial world prefers achievement to relationships, and so it is natu
ral for us to prefer doing things for God instead of letting him
work through us.
Jesus taught us another way: “if you remain in me... ask what
ever you wish, and it will be given you” (John 15:7). God’s power
flows only out of intimacy. All the seminars, techniques, and out
lines in the world won’t replace that reality. loving and obeying
God is all that is necessary to his working in us.
“does God give you his spirit and work miracles among you
because you observe the law, or because you believe what you
heard?” (Galatians 3:5). miracles happen not because we’ve
learned to obey all the right rules but because we believe God.
throughout this book we’ve dealt with the many elements in
christianity today that distract people from intimacy. those dis
tractions exact a price—the power of God’s life. For the most part
christians today live fragmented and disjointed lives, seduced
as much by the busyness of the church as the pleasures of this
world. hudson taylor drives the point home: “an easygoing,
nonselfdenying life will never be one of power.”1
We kid ourselves if we think we can move in God’s power
without cultivating a relationship with him. that’s where he
purifies us, equips us, and fills us with his presence so that we
don’t have to live our lives out of our own resources. if we won’t
come to him consistently we shouldn’t complain when our
prayers don’t move God to action.
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only in his presence can our faith be nurtured, and over and
over again scripture tells us that God’s work in us is a marriage
of his grace and our faith. our old nature says, “i’ll believe it
when i see it,” but the Word calls us to “live by faith, not by
sight” (2 corinthians 5:7). the primary realities of this universe
are not observed by physical senses. God’s presence works at a
far deeper level than eyes, ears, and rationalism can touch. Faith
is our link to what is unseen, helping us to see God’s will and
giving us the strength to obey it.
Faith today is sorely misunderstood by those who think it to be
a spiritual force they can use to fulfill their own pleasures. They
are always trying to prove faith by positive confessions (which
often end up to be outright lies) and by token acts. but nothing
could be more futile. Faith is not our means to earn anything
from his hand. rather it describes an entire relationship with
God, one that is based on grace, trust, sensitivity, and submission
to his will.
Not only does God’s power flow through our relationship
with him, but it is also the conduit that lets us share that power
with others. often when Jesus healed people he was moved with
compassion. What moves us when we pray for others? i know
i’m often bombarded with an awareness of how bad i’m going
to look if nothing happens. God’s power doesn’t move freely in
that environment.
At other times I’ve prayed for a miracle specifically to avoid
more costly personal involvement. my prayer was not an exten
sion of my compassion but a substitute for it, like asking God
to heal the beaten man on the road in the parable of the Good
samaritan because this would be easier than bandaging the
wounds and paying for his stay at an inn. the early church
regarded selling their property to help one another in financial
need as a miracle just as real as multiplying the loaves and fishes.
until we’re moved enough to spend our resources, chances are
we’re not ready to rely on God’s.
our own intimate relationship to God is the well out of which
spiritual power flows. Without it, all our efforts and petitions will
never come to pass.
2. God’s power is all-inclusive. God’s power cannot be selectively
received. that explains why many people pray for godly things,
only to be disappointed when they don’t happen. We can’t limit
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God’s working to just one area of our lives. unless we are as
concerned for God to heal us of our sin and selfish ambitions as
we are our diseases, we cannot expect him to just be there when
we want him.
“do not pray for the wellbeing of this people. although they
fast, i will not listen to their cry.... i will not accept them. instead, i
will destroy them with the sword, famine and plague” (Jeremiah
14:11,12). For years the israelites had served their own pleasures,
ignoring God’s warnings. now in their crisis they wanted him to
make everything better. but God told Jeremiah that no amount of
prayer would now summon his action.
God is not a genie whom we can call out of a bottle to help fur
ther our selfishness. When we invite him to work in our behalf,
he comes to every area of our lives to make us like himself. those
who want to restrict him to their own personal comfort really
misunderstand just what kind of God he is. it is a subtle rebel
lion, to be sure, but one that still denies us his power.
that’s why it is ridiculous for us to ask if God wants to heal
everyone. certainly he is a healing God, but there are times when
God looks past our temporal circumstances to heal the greater
diseases of selfishness and sin in our lives. As with surgery, some
healing comes only through further pain.
3. God’s power is released by his activity, not his ability. God can
do anything. his power over creation is total and complete. he
could turn this book into a piece of chocolate cake, but i doubt
that he’ll do it no matter how badly you might want him to.
Faith doesn’t rest on what God can do but on what he is doing.
abraham was commended for his faith, not for the son he wanted,
but for the son God had promised: “[he was] fully persuaded
that God had the power to do what he had promised” (romans
4:21).
that’s why intimacy is the link to God’s power. until we see
what God is doing in a given situation, we have no basis to be
confident about its outcome. Jesus himself lived that way: “I tell
you the truth, the son can do nothing by himself; he can do only
what he sees his Father doing, because whatever the Father does
the son also does” (John 5:19). God wants us as well to know
what he’s doing, so we can cooperate with him. listen to him
when you pray. he will show you, and then you can proceed
with confidence.
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Generalized promises won’t suffice in this setting, nor will our
own conclusions about what we think is best. God’s work is too
personal for such questions, and his wisdom too great. he con
siders more variables than we could ever hope to comprehend,
picking the best of all possible answers. and, as we said in the
last chapter, his greatest priority will not be providing for our
personal comfort, but transforming us into his image.
4. God’s power flows through obedient people. you cannot read the
Bible and find support for the idea that God will do his work
regardless of how people respond to him. ephesians 3:2o says,
“to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or
imagine, according to his power that is at work within us.” the
new testament is an appeal for vessels, people through whom
God’s power can work, to bring his will into the reality of human
experience.
one of the greatest deterrents to people growing in their use
of supernatural power is the attitude that no matter what we
do, God’s work will still be accomplished. such thinking is only
thinly veiled fatalism. People who believe this are the ones who
blame God for babies born deformed or a young father dying in
a car crash. but God is not responsible for either of these. in an
otherwiseexcellent book on God’s nature, The Autobiography of
God, lloyd John ogilvie falls into a trap that keeps many believ
ers from seeking God wholeheartedly: “if God wants it, no one
can stop it. if he doesn’t there’s no way you can pull it off any
way. so relax.”2
though i agree with ogilvie that human effort cannot perform
God’s work, i cannot agree that everything in this age conforms
to God’s will so easily. “the whole world is under the control of
the evil one” (1 John 5:19). satan is the cause of the anguish of this
world, and yet one of his greatest deceits has been to get people
to blame God for it. he is not greater than God in moving his
tory toward his defeat at the second coming of christ. until then
satan is the ruler of those who belong to this age, and through
them he seeks to destroy the work of God.
through us God wants to prevail over him, but this does
not mean that we win every battle. about his attempts to get
to thessalonica, Paul said that satan thwarted him three times.
he didn’t say that it wasn’t God’s willonly that he had lost a
battle.
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5. God’s power is simple. Part of the reason it is difficult for us
to flow with God’s power is that we are so awed by it. We don’t
see how simple it is for God to heal cancer or emotional scars,
so we are overwhelmed by it all. We can’t imagine God working
through us in power; so consequently we don’t let him.
Jesus tried to drive home that point to his disciples on one
occasion. after miraculously satisfying the hunger of 5000 people
with only five loaves of bread and two fish, Jesus sent his disci
ples across the lake. in the middle of the night he came to them in
the midst of a storm—walking on the lake! They were terrified as
he walked up to them and climbed into the boat. immediately the
storm ceased. in mark 6:51,52 we read, “they were completely
amazed, for they had not understood about the loaves.”
What about the loaves? Jesus was showing them how easy it
is for God to change the natural world. he didn’t want them to
be awed by God’s power, because he wanted them to use that
power, and he knew they would never do so as long as they were
so amazed by it. if that was true for them, it will be much more
difficult for us.
they lived at a time when almost everyone accepted the fact
that unseen forces controlled the actions of matter. even the
heathen feared that the dimming of the sun during an eclipse
resulted from angry gods. now we know that such is not the
case. an eclipse is merely the result of the moon’s predictable
orbit crossing between earth and sun. For them an eclipse was a
terrifying surprise, but we can pinpoint the exact time and loca
tion of any such future occurrence.
For them to believe that devils inhabited people, that water
could be made into wine, or that a lame person could be instan
taneously healed by Peter’s shadow falling across him was not as
great a jump as it is for us. We “know” why people are sick; we
can diagnose it medically and even prescribe treatment knowing
the statistical odds for its effectiveness.
For us to imagine God intervening in that process is stagger
ing, and is probably our greatest deterrent to the miraculous. if
we’re not looking for him to move, we probably won’t recognize
him when he does. somehow we need to recapture the childlike
wonder of knowing that our God is big enough to do whatever
he wants to in his creation.
6. God’s power is practical. it is not some mysterious unob
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servable force. one day a woman touched Jesus’ cloak as he
passed through a crowd; she sought to be healed of incurable
bleeding. the moment she touched him she was healed, and
Jesus whirled around to find out who touched him. The disciples
were confused by the question because the entire crowd was
pressing against him. “someone touched me; i know that power
has gone out from me” (luke 8:46).
Jesus knew when God’s power was at work. he said we could
expect that same power to flow out of our lives: “Whoever
believes in me... streams of living water will flow from within
him” (John 7:38). that’s the essence of power. it is not our words
or our actions, but the flow of God’s Spirit rising out of us to
touch others. i’ve prayed for people possessed by demons, say
ing all the right words with tremendous authority in my voice,
and have seen nothing happen. at other times i’ve just quietly
worshiped God as that flow of life poured out of my being and
shattered the powers of darkness.
once you’ve had some experience with it, you’ll be able to tell
when God is moving through your prayers and when he is not.
When he’s not, stop for a moment and reexamine the situation.
are you following what God wants to do? does he have some
thing else to reveal? ministering God’s life is not playing some
mystery game. We can know what’s going on and can cooperate
with him.

A LESSON

FROM THE

TRENCHES

the best training ground for moving in God’s power is not in
the sanctuary, but in the street. For too long, the gifts of the spirit
have been used like toys in the nursery instead of weapons in
battle. you don’t learn to move in the supernatural at seminars—
you learn by doing. that’s where Jesus put his disciples. let’s
look at one of those instances and what Jesus taught his disciples
about growing in his power.
mark 9:1429 tells the story of a young, demonpossessed boy
tormented by seizures. the disciples had already prayed for him
unsuccessfully when his father brought him to Jesus. When the
demon saw Jesus, he threw the boy into a convulsion. he fell to
the ground frothing at the mouth. Jesus calmly questioned the
father for a few moments, getting the facts and challenging him
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to believe in God. as a crowd began to gather Jesus rebuked the
demon, causing it to shriek, shake the boy violently, and finally
depart. the boy lay motionless. many thought he was dead, but
Jesus took him by the hand and lifted him up.
What can we learn from this encounter?
1. Get involved with people in need. People who say the church
doesn’t need a miracle today aren’t spending time with anyone
who really needs one. When you see human need in light of
God’s love, you won’t be able to sit back unaffected. the dis
ciples got involved, even if unsuccessfully. but only people who
are willing to risk failure in the use of supernatural power will
engage the process to grow in its use.
2. Be convinced of God’s objective. after the disciples failed, the
father took his son to Jesus. Jesus reaffirmed God’s desire, and
they got back to the task. too many people assume that their
failed efforts are an indication that God must have a different
objective. seek God until you understand what he wants to do
and how he wants it done. that’s information which his spirit
wants to give you.
3. Get the facts, from the situation and from the spirit. From
the father, Jesus found out about the boy’s condition and built
faith in the father. Was it during this time that Jesus looked to see
what the Father was doing? i think so, for he never approached
needs in exactly the same way. he treated each person as an
individual.
some were healed on the spot, others later; some by a word,
others by washing spitbased mud out of their eye. i’m convinced
that the differences in form were more than just God’s desire for
variety. Jesus was ministering at a level far deeper than people’s
physical need, and how he met that need advanced his work in
other areas of their life as well.
4. Don’t make a show of it. as soon as Jesus saw a crowd begin
to gather, he took care of the need quickly. Jesus didn’t showcase
needs as demonstrations of his power. he didn’t use people’s
needs to draw crowds, but rather to change lives. he spoke in
parables so that only the hungry would understand. God’s power
often works in hidden ways, so that people who don’t want to
believe him will have the excuse not to. remember, he wants us
to love him for who he is, not for what we can gain from him.
5. as long as you’re convinced of God’s desire, stay with the
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need. this is probably where the disciples let down. if the boy was
flung into convulsions when they started to pray, they probably
thought their prayers were only making matters worse, so they
stopped. could this be what Jesus referred to when he said that
this kind comes out only by much prayer? Prayer must continue
until God’s will is carried out. how often the Word challenges us
to persevere, particularly as it relates to prayer!
We cannot expect the enemy to give in so easily, especially
when God reveals his will. he is a thief and will always try to
steal God’s power.
to learn perseverance, we must stop seeing our prayers as req
uisition forms laid on the desk of a supervisor. if that’s all prayer
is, there is no reason to give God more than one prayer to act on.
true prayer is the vehicle by which God brings his power into
our circumstances. our perseverance challenges whatever resists
God’s will in us or in the circumstance. that’s why many of the
prayers for miracles in the bible are directed at the sickness,
storm, or demon: “be healed. be still. be gone.” Perseverance
doesn’t wear God down with our requests; it wears down what
resists him in our world.
how long should you persevere? until you’re convinced that
the outcome matches God’s desire. We prayed with one demon
plagued young lady over a five-month period until she was free.
there are healing needs around my life today that we’re still
praying for. by and large, however, allnight marathon sessions
don’t prove very effective. if there doesn’t seem to be clear direc
tion as to how God is moving, retreat to some times of prayer
and fasting so that he can give further wisdom. then come back
to the need later.
Perseverance also means standing with people if the hopedfor
miracle doesn’t arrive at all. don’t dare blame their weaknesses
or failures as a reason and abandon them in embarrassment. live
with them in Father’s love beyond their disappointment until the
day when we are all complete in his presence.
6. Finally, learn from your efforts. the disciples did that. they
came to Jesus afterward and asked, “Why couldn’t we drive it
out?” that’s why it is always best to pray with a team (two or
three) who can then discuss the results later. let God show you
what you did right and where you missed him, so that you can be
more effective in the future. include some inexperienced people
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among you so they don’t have to stay that way.
With eyes tuned to the supernatural workings of a loving
Father, we will see his fingerprints all over our lives. The early
church lived in awe of God’s working, demonstrated as much by
the fact that the rich were giving to the poor, as by a lame man
being healed at the temple.
Walking in intimacy with the living God will restore the loss of
spiritual power, all too prevalent in the church today. he wants
to demystify supernatural power, so that he can help us walk in
his kingdom and advance his will in the lives of people around
us. let him teach you how.
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STAINED GLASS
AND WHITE LINEN
If anyone would come after me, he must deny himself
Their cobwebs are useless for clothing;
they cannot cover themselves with what they make.
—isaiah 59:6

i

sat just behind three of them, but the room was full of many
others. they were in their early twenties and had come in
anguish to a funeral of one of their friends who had been
killed in a tragic accident. he and his family were dedicated
believers, but it was obvious by the conversation in front of me
that these were not.
the everpresent organ music masked the grieving silence.
though unspoken, one question reverberated in that room:
“Why?” it was most detectable among the nonchristians. their
icy stares challenged the church for answers to the question “if
there is a God, why this?”
the service began with the congregation singing “God is so
Good.” the only reference to the death came in a brief welcome
from the pastor to what he called a coronation, not a funeral.
then we got a threepoint sermon on why someone should give
his heart to God. the words of that service never rose to meet
the agony of the people, the seeming incongruity between God’s
love and sudden tragedy.
i watched with interest these three in front of me. often dur
ing the service they glanced at each other, always conveying
the same thing. either by a roll of the eyes, a smirked grimace,
or a shaking of the head in disgust they were appalled that the
socalled church in the midst of such pain would stick its head
223
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in the sand and pretend that this was a great blessing. it didn’t
even attempt to deal with the pain in the room, and probably
not because it didn’t want to, but because it didn’t know how to
address the questions.
i have no doubt that those young people left the room more
hardened to God’s love. their shortterm concern was with his
relevance to this tragedy, but they didn’t find him relevant, and
they were sure that even the believers there hadn’t either. death
was portrayed as God’s friend, working for some higher pur
pose, when the scripture is clear that death is his enemy as well
as ours. neither his wisdom nor his love was brought to bear on
the anguish in that room.
the larger question, however, is whether Jesus is relevant to
anything in our lives. os Guiness reiterates that indictment: “the
damning comment has been made of christianity that it is pri
vately engaging but socially irrelevant.”1
Until the church can answer the difficult questions that emerge
from the application of our theology into real human experience,
the world will only sit back and laugh. to them our gospel is
irrelevant, a placebo designed to set the ignorant at ease and not
a real answer for desperate needs.
In the fictional novel Codename: Sebastian, a young pastor faces
this problem in graphic fashion. With a small band of survivors
sebastian is wandering, thirsty and near death, in the unbear
able heat of the negev. his pain overwhelms the depth of his
christian experience, and he asks God if he is even in such
places. “if you’re not i don’t blame you. you belong in cathedrals
with high altars and communion tables wrapped in white linen...
not here, not in this valley of death.”2
The story may be fictional, but the cry is not. How quickly the
serenity we feel in our sanctuaries evaporates in the confusion
and pain of this world! it is not meant to be so. Jesus has real
answers for real people in real situations. he does not only want
to exist in sunday services, but also in unemployment lines, can
cer wards, and those lonely moments of doubt and despair. here
is yet another sign of our nakedness, and another opportunity to
find the joy of intimacy.
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CHURCH-PRODUCED HYPOCRITES
one would have to be blind not to see the great disparity
between what the church teaches on sunday morning and what
christians live out during the week. it is seen so clearly in the
way people conduct business, treat their children, choose their
entertainment, or relate to people around them. of such people
the charge of hypocrite is raised, and everyone knows the church
is full of them.
Such a term fits those who only pretend to serve God. The
mockery they make of God should not be tolerated, regardless of
how much money they give. they only milk the church to their
own advantage. but there is another problem here: People who
genuinely want to follow God but find themselves unable to do
so.
there are a lot of people in this category. year after year they
come weeping to the altar, confessing that the life they are liv
ing is not the one they desire. they promise to be different, only
to find themselves a few months later entangled again in the
distractions of Western living, unequipped to make the work
of Jesus real in their lives. they may be bound by sin or broken
by the enemy’s hand, but somehow the message escapes them.
What seems so powerful on Sunday morning fizzles in their
home and on the job.
this irrelevance in christian experience does not result so
much from hardened hearts as from our packaging of chris
tianity that has separated it from real human experience.
look at our settings for worship. how real are they? For one
hour on sundays we meet in colorcoordinated serenity, designed
at great expense to invoke worship and peacefulness through the
use of vaulted ceilings, warm carpeting, and homey wall cover
ings. our children are conveniently hidden in the bowels of the
building. Placid organ music, melodious anthems, and eloquent
oratory create a controlled atmosphere for ministry.
contrast that with life during the rest of the week, surrounded
by four walls that continually grow closer together. children
bicker, always needing something—a toy fixed, a problem
solved. the only background music to be heard are the choruses
of anxiety and the strains of a busy schedule. no wonder people
lament, “i try to touch God at home, but he’s not there like he is
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at church.” rather than pat ourselves on the back, we ought to
repent that we’re not teaching people how to find God’s presence
away from our plastic (or Plexiglas) settings.
look at church people. they aren’t real either. they dress
in their Sunday finest, both in clothes and in attitude—plastic
people in pewed rows. no one shares their failures or needs.
those paraded in front are successful in the eyes of the world:
musicians, beauty queens, athletes, business people. oddly, no
one seems to be having fun, and when it’s all over they file back
out to the jaws of a waiting world.
Contrast that with a world where people scrape to find a meal,
where frustrated parents yell at their children, where sin tears
at their life to destroy them. such problems aren’t brought to
church because people have found the church unable to help
them. People’s weaknesses are too often only a source of gossip
and stereotyping. real questions go unasked because the risk of
being considered a doubter is too great. too often it is true that
the world treats its own with more compassion than the church
does.
look at our leaders. are they real people? they speak in deep
erthanaverage tones and deliver sermons with highpitched
fever and fourbit words for which they would get laughed off
the street in the real world. Greek exegesis, intricate outlines,
and wellturned phrases are used more to impress people than
to teach them something they can apply to life.
even something as seemingly unimportant as dress enhances
this separation. liturgical robes, academic gowns, and even
threepiece suits can be used to garner a false sense of authority.
even earthly rulers gave up wearing robes and miters hundreds
of years ago. Jesus didn’t seek authority through his clothing. he
was trying to show people that a real life with God was avail
able to them, and was not reserved for someone professionally
trained and ornately attired.
this was brought graphically home to me one summer sunday
morning. the temperature was in the high 90’s and climbing. i
was already soaking with sweat in my threepiece navy suit as
i greeted those gathering for service. i hadn’t noticed that they
were all in shortsleeved sport shirts until a friend leaned over
to me and with as much gentleness as possible said, “you really
don’t know how ridiculous you look in that suit, do you?”
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our current emphasis on celebrity leadership only compounds
the problem. they drop names of the famous they’ve been with
and flaunt their jet-setting lifestyles. An entourage meets their
every need, and the only people they see are staring at them in
awe of their greatness. When was the last time someone talked
to them honestly or when they tried to help someone pregnant,
unmarried, angry at God, and rejected by everyone around
them? it’s a shock that so many people listen to such leaders and
no wonder to me that the world doesn’t.
What connection does our program have with the real world?
Anything significant is done by a professional, in a closed forum
after days of preparation. how does that prepare people to meet
the world head-on, where people interrupt with real and difficult
questions, where merely saying “because the bible says so” isn’t
enough?
We don’t offer real answers to the questions, doubts, and fears
that people face. Pat answers and formulas substitute for God’s
presence and intervention. “something good is going to happen
to you” does little for the couple blaming God for the death of
their baby. “the family that prays together stays together” does
nothing for the wife who has just found out that her husband,
the deacon, has just been caught in someone else’s bed. “you just
need to trust God more” may be true, but unless we help people
actually do this, such a statement only causes greater guilt and
pain.
don’t think that i’m exaggerating the impact of sunday services.
it is always a church’s largest gathering, and rare is the church
that touches any more than half of those people again at other
weekly functions. i know that many people in the sundaymorn
ing crowd are only looking for a religious token, but there are also
many who have been shut out by the church’s irrelevance.
they’ve been convinced of their incompetence in living a
fulfilling walk with Jesus outside the church’s walls. They are
isolated. their perception of God failing them is only exceeded
by the guilt they feel for failing him. one pastor told me he esti
mated that 90 percent of church people live with an underlying
disappointment and anger directed at God.
this may be a source for the many hypocrites we decry. God
fits on Sunday mornings but nowhere else. On the way out of the
service they are already gossiping about each other, and perhaps
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by monday they are once again trapped in sin. many, like the
israelites, still take manna breaks even as they forge their golden
calf.

THE GREATER GRIEF
the effects of irrelevance, however, aren’t felt only in the
church. like the unknown trio sitting ahead of me at the funeral,
such irrelevance alienates the world from God. to the world we
have become what one writer termed “islands of irrelevance in a
sea of despair.”3
not seeing us as any different for the relationship we claim to
have with God, the world concludes that we have only fabricated
him in our minds. christianity is a crutch, they say; and who can
blame them? We’ve already cited evidence that any statistic true
of the general populace is largely true of the church as well.
they also see that we don’t handle disappointment and crisis
much better than they. in fact, christians often weather crises
worse, because in addition to their trial they are usually blaming
God or the church for not helping them out of it. recently i sat
with an elderly saint whose body is wasting away. this woman
had given much to the body of christ, so i was taken back by her
bitterness and hostility at God for not healing her or taking her
home. the world fairly asks, “if it doesn’t make any difference
for you, why should i give it a try?”
i walked into a local auto repair shop recently that prominently
displays the sign of a fish in all its advertisements.
tracts cluttered the counter, but behind it the manager was
on the phone. he was angry about some change in procedure
regarding the church kitchen and was talking to another church
member about it. In a loud voice that filled the entire room
he lambasted with profanity the pastor and other members of
the church. i cringed in embarrassment for that man and the
church he was tearing apart. as i looked around the room others
smirked, shaking their heads. What else do you expect from the
church?
one episode like that speaks louder than 20 citywide crusades.
it’s not that the world is looking for perfection, but (reasonably
so) they at least expect to see some evidence that in fact the God
of the universe has taken up residence in us.
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here is the cost of the benign gospel we preach. We are happy
to fill our churches, even though we know that many people are
coming for reasons other than to surrender their lives to God.
though we may know the difference, the world does not. the
pseudochristians we protect are the greatest deterrent to more
genuine people finding reality in Christ.
We don’t even see the results of our best intentions. not long
ago i was invited to a public prayer meeting to intercede for
someone dying with cancer. Friends and family were invited,
including people who were not even believers. the pastor of this
woman rose to pray. With a strong and confident voice he claimed
her healing: “We know that tomorrow morning she’ll walk out of
that hospital healed.” Waves of amens filled the room.
Within a month she died. the same pastor conducted the
funeral with the same people present. With the same confidence
that he had told them she would walk out well, he told them that
they could put their trust in God. don’t we see how ridiculous
we look? the world is less amazed with the fact that she wasn’t
healed, than with the fact that it didn’t seem to make any differ
ence to us that what we told them didn’t come to pass.
to them the church looks like an actor on the stage, that
removes his make up and goes home when the illusion is fin
ished. that’s what lies behind the charge of christianity being
a crutch. if by this charge the critics meant something to lean
on that promotes healing, i would welcome that assessment of
christianity. but they mean that christianity isn’t real; it’s only a
figment of our imagination to help people ignore reality.
i can’t imagine such a charge being leveled at James, Peter, or
Paul. their christianity was no crutch. their association with
the gospel cost them dearly. it was a source of persecution, not
fame and fortune. their joy came not in pretending that the real
world didn’t exist, but in finding joy in spite of pain and hope in
the midst of trials. People were changed and lives were touched;
even those who didn’t accept the church’s message were still
awed by its effectiveness.
unless we rediscover that kind of gospel, our irrelevance will
continue to build an impenetrable wall between us and the world.
that’s a problem the Pharisees faced as they hid in the safety of
their own subculture. in the face of real needs they could only
respond with rules of order and the condemnatory teaching that
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tragedy is the result of sin. We’re building that same wall now,
alienating the very people who hunger for what we’re supposed
to offer. But all we can find to offer is our creed: “Believe these
things and life will go better.”
chuck colson in his book Loving God writes about this grow
ing wall and its devastating effects.
When the church fails to break the barrier, both sides lose.
those who need the gospel of hope and the reality of
love don’t get it; and the isolated church keeps evangeliz
ing the same people over and over until its only mission
finally is to entertain itself.4
Without the challenge to make the gospel real in the arena
of human need, our gospel degenerates into a toy for our own
amusement. We beg the world to come see us and condemn
them when they don’t. most evangelism is only offered in closed
forum settings. come to our church, our crusade, our rally— all
places we control. Jesus never claimed his own turf. he didn’t
bring crowds into orchestrated services. Whether with Pharisee
or harlot, he sat in their homes and spoke in their synagogues—
and suffered retribution for doing so.
colson continues:
Isn’t it interesting that Jesus didn’t set up an office in the
temple and wait for people to come to him for counsel
ing. instead he went to them—to the homes of the most
notorious sinners, to the places where he would most
likely encounter the handicapped and sick, the needy, the
outcasts of society.5
We are afraid to move out of the serenity of our own sanctuary.
When we do, it is only to shove a tract in someone’s face, put a
scripture on a tshirt and jump in front of an abc sports camera,
circulate readymade questionnaires or buy tv time. again, it’s
our forum, our terminology, our rules. the result is the same.
they watch us, but we don’t ever enter into their struggle with
the personal touch of Jesus christ to transform their life. Why?
because we’re afraid. if Jesus hasn’t been real for us, how can we
make him real for them?
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this is the greater grief. i’m saddened by people who haven’t
found the gospel powerful enough to transform them, but sadder
still for others who have never come looking because they see no
evidence of its reality.

SAFETY FIRST
i hope you understand the story of the naked emperor better
now than when you began this book, because we need to see that
we are just like him. We don’t want to be irrelevant any more
than he wanted to parade naked before his city. We get tricked,
however, when we are more concerned about our own safety
than simply being honest. Just a touch of honesty in any one of
the emperor’s entourage would have saved him from the most
embarrassing consequences.
When it finally came, it was too late. Too much would be risked
to change now. in the same way we are trapped when we love
safety more than we love Jesus. the church has become its own
safe subculture. ritual and tradition mask our emptiness, and pat
answers our questions. Everyone knows his part and fulfills it
without rocking the boat. We are in control, and though the boat
may not be all that powerful, at least it is safe.
We don’t have to face the difficult implications of the truths
we espouse. do we really believe that the people with whom we
exchange such casual smiles throughout the day are really being
deceived into destruction by satan and his army? if we do, why
can we pass them any more easily than we would an injured
child on a playground? instead, we immerse ourselves in our
own entertainment so we don’t have to see the casualties.
Whenever anyone cuts through the facade by getting serious
about being a disciple of Jesus, we try to discourage him. by call
ing such people fanatics, we can crawl back behind the compro
mises which their presence exposes.
being relevant, however, calls us away from our safe havens.
the gospel is not safe, neither for us who accept it nor for the
world with whom we are to share it. it will challenge, stretch,
and change us, all to his glory and our joy—but not without the
violent resistance of our flesh.
the world reacts in much the same way, and that is the sign of
a relevant gospel. it may not be welcomed with joy, but at least
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it won’t be met with apathy. the reality of Jesus forces people to
be exposed for what they are. it is a smell of death to those who
are perishing and a scent of life to those who are being saved.
not everyone liked the early church’s message, but at least the
church commanded the respect of that entire society. contrast
that with the general disrepute which the church suffers today,
not for its message, but for its preoccupation with money and its
condescending attitude.
the gospel will offend people, but the bible challenges us to
be sure that the offense comes only because of truth and not
because we are personally offensive in our conduct or methods.
one year my wife and i went to the tournament of roses Parade
in Pasadena. after the parade a group of people walked up the
street with “repent” signs as one of them lambasted the crowd
through a megaphone: “What’s the matter, mr. businessman?
are you too good for Jesus? you will burn in hell for your sins.”
can you imagine Jesus doing that? i was embarrassed for every
person there, especially the nonchristians.
if people are going to be offended, let it be with the lordship
of Jesus, and not with our arrogance or extravagance. Jesus
approached the world with compassion for all, even those reject
ing him, but this doesn’t mean that he emphasized forgiveness to
the exclusion of challenging people to follow him.
In the third book of the science-fiction series Dune, the false reli
gion of that society was blasted by a prophet from the wilderness.
the same question could be put to us today: “you, priest. . . are
a chaplain to the self-satisfied… I come to challenge you. Is your
religion real when it costs you nothing and carries no risk?”6
We cannot hide in the safety of our own irrelevant structures
while a world dies around us. God has called us to go there, risk
ing whatever danger we fear, to allow him to extend his reality
through us.
i do know we can come out of our safe sanctuaries and
move alongside those in need and begin to demonstrate
some caring concern. our presence in a place of need is
more powerful than a thousand sermons. being there is
our witness. and until we are, our orthodoxy and doc
trine are mere words, our liturgies and gospel choruses
ring hollow.7
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the new testament vibrates with a relevant God able to pen
etrate every situation. It was a gospel that fit where sickness and
death hung heavy in the air, where people mingled at a wedding
reception, where they pretended religion at a Pharisee’s banquet,
where little children could find a place on Jesus’ lap, where a
crazed man threatened people from the graveyard, and where
God’s people endured suffering and death at the hands of a cruel
world.
God is not the God of stained glass and white linen. he can be
there, of course, but he is also in unemployment lines and cancer
wards, family birthday parties and vacation trips, inexplicable
accidents and dark nights of doubt.
intimacy with God knows no limits. he wants to be as real
to you in these moments as he is in times of worship. restoring
relevance is an essential part of knowing God—both for our own
lives and for others we pass on the way.

20
A REAL JESUS
IN AN UNREAL WORLD
As the Father has sent me,
I am sending you.
—John 20:21

emember our poor friend Sebastian, the fictitious pastor
marooned in the hot negev by a plane crash? Well, his
doubt and anger grew as their situation in the desert wors
ened. Finally a stewardess, seeing what a harmful effect he was
having on the others, confronted him:

r

you’ve got to prove to yourself that you are more than a
biblical bandaid panhandler. you’ve got to prove to your
self and this miserable bunch of suffering humanity that
God exists in the proportion that you’ve been preaching
most of your life from the sterile, antiseptic, safe pulpits.1
it is a challenge that we need to hear too, even though a naked
church cringes from such a challenge, unsure that christianity can
survive in the cold reality of this world. the excuses are many:
“Isn’t it a bit too old-fashioned and confining?” “People are so
focused on their own pleasure that they don’t need a savior.”
“how can i share with someone else what isn’t even working for
me?” “you try to walk a real christianity in this world and you
could get killed.”
We’ve all heard and made those excuses and many more. some
of them are even right, especially the getting killed part. many
people already have, including our Founder and almost all of his
235
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first followers.
can christianity make it in today’s world? We can almost talk
ourselves out of that one, but is it really the right question? aren’t
we really asking whether God can make it in the real world?
With the ambiguity out of the way, it certainly is a ridiculous
question.
not only can God make it here, but it’s the only place he does
make it. he is not afraid to meet people in the real world, where
every battle is not won, where people hurt and die, where all
don’t repent and are saved. he’s not afraid of hospital rooms
and screams of anger by people who misunderstand his love. he
knows better than we that everything in this age will not end in
temporal joy, and that rarely are the righteous rewarded in the
world.
he is not a God who can be real only in stainedglass hues on
velvet pews. If that’s the only place we’re finding him, then we’re
not finding the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. What we’re
finding may be an aesthetic feeling or a surge of compassion, but
not the God of the universe filling our lives with the reality of his
presence.
God only stays in a church building if that’s where we leave
him, and that’s where many people prefer to have him. he’s
there when we need him, but he won’t meddle in my business,
my family, or my recreational time. but this is written for those
to whom God’s presence is good news—those who want to know
him more fully, not less so.
We’ve seen the conventional forms of citywide crusades, tv
evangelists, and doortodoor visitations miss the mark. even the
best attempts produce few people who move on to the fullness
of life in christ. For all our efforts the level of spiritual life in the
West declines rapidly, even among professing christians. With
far less sophisticated measures the church has grown profusely
in such places as china, south america and africa. though this
fact does not necessarily negate our methods, it should at least
call us to question whether we should be putting all our efforts
into them.
broken people rarely seem to make it to our programmed
settings, and neither do the hungry. they’ve sat through them
before and found them lifeless. the only way to reach them is to
go into their world and show them how much Jesus cares about
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them. But here lies the difficulty. Life in the world is built on illu
sion and pretense. People prefer personal comfort to objective
truth, and self-sufficiency to dependence on God. But that is our
task—to make Jesus real in a world that runs from his reality.

SUBSTANCE

OVER

STYLE

Just how do we present a relevant gospel to the world? like
everything else, there are right ways and wrong ways, and the
wrong ones are easiest.
some people seek to be relevant by becoming just like the
world in speech, dress, and actions. Singing groups, only identifi
able as christian by the words on the record jacket, imitate their
secular counterparts. tv evangelists invite the dubious testimo
nials of hollywood luminaries whose own relationship to God is
at best questionable. and closer to home, believers tell offcolor
jokes or join in the office gossip so unbelievers won’t think they
are prudes. But if we look just like the world, what will they find
in us worth having?
look down the street at the professed christians on your
block. What do you see different about their lives that shows the
world that Jesus lives in them? and don’t say they go to church,
because that’s not the point. People who go to church just to
find some peace are already church-goers. The rest want to see if
going to church changes anything. if it doesn’t, and they see us
pursuing the same objectives as the world, they won’t see any
sense in christianity, and i don’t blame them.
imitating the world is often only an excuse to join it. and once
you’ve done that, you have nothing left to offer it.
other people take the opposite extreme. cloistering in their
own subculture with dress, songs, and terminology from past
decades or even centuries, they seek relevance by presenting a
conspicuous alternative to the world. such subcultures survive
through legalism, and legalism can only measure outward non
essentials. the world is not interested. this attempt at relevance
is an escape from the difficult challenge of having to live in the
changing realities of the world without succumbing to worldli
ness.
Still others distort the gospel to fit worldly desires. Find out
what the world wants and give it to them in christian terms.
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to entertain them, we turn the church into variety shows, hop
ing that entertainment will substitute for truth. to satiate pride
and egotism, we teach a gospel of selfesteem and selfworks. to
appease the greedy, we teach prosperity, making the gospel of
God’s love and fullness into a materialistic orgy of health and
wealth.
Whenever we attempt to achieve relevance by distorting the
gospel, we also render it ineffective and alienate the very people
we are trying to touch with it. It will promise benefits without
cost, and by doing so never achieve the promise. People will for
sake it, disillusioned with God even though they never had the
opportunity to meet him.
if all that christianity offers people is a philosophy of life, it is
easy to see why people fall for these attempts. but God did not
call us to convince the world of our creed or to conform their lives
to our values. he called us to demonstrate to them the truth about
himself. he loves them and wants to redeem them from the tor
ment of sin. they can then choose to either believe in him or else
reject him.
such a presentation of the gospel requires that we let God live
through us in ways which are obvious to the world. Jesus dem
onstrated himself how we can associate with sinners in their set
tings in order to demonstrate his life to them. We don’t need to be
offensive in our dress or demeanor. We don’t need false attempts
to imitate their behavior. We simply need to be real people treat
ing others with the gentleness, compassion and respect we’ve
found in God for ourselves.
the substance of our lives is more important than any style we
try to adopt. the substance of our faith is not theology or morals,
but the presence of the living God. it is that presence, shining out
of our words and actions, that will draw people to him. When
you can heal a blind man, set a madman free, or confront a pros
titute with the forgiveness of God, you won’t need to look like
the world to get its attention. you will have it.

PROPHETIC PEOPLE
in our day heaven and earth are on tiptoe waiting for the
emerging of a spiritled, spiritintoxicated, spiritempowered
people. all of creation watches expectantly for the springing up
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of a disciplined, freely gathered, martyr people who know in this
life the life and power of the kingdom of God. it has happened
before, it can happen again.2
you can’t have a hope like richard Foster’s if you also don’t
share his assessment:
individuals can be found here and there whose hearts
burn with divine fire. But they are like flaming torches
scattered in the night. as yet there has been no gathering
of a people of the spirit… our century has yet to see the
breaking forth of the apostolic church of the spirit.3
how can he say this despite all our superchurches and renewal
movements? Quite simply because it’s true. no doubt God has
done marvelous things in this century to call people into the full
ness of his life and to free them to take his presence to the world.
every time, however, the freshness of renewal easily succumbs
to man’s efforts to control it, define it, and exploit it through pro
grams and institutions. like richard Foster, however, i too am
confident that it can still happen, and I’m even more convinced
by the rising hunger I find in people who are tired of all the
sideshows and want to see Jesus reveal himself to people in the
reality of everyday life.
the world has had enough of apathetic christians who are
only interested in their own wellbeing, of political christians
whose only task is to ram morality down the world’s throat, of
privileged christians who strut about with an air of superiority
as if they have somehow earned God’s blessing. God desires to
equip a generation of believers who can be what i call prophetic
people.
by that i don’t mean they are fortunetellers, or angry people
screaming about God’s wrath, but those who move outside the
safety of church structures and terminology and into oneonone
encounters that bring the reality of Jesus into our starving world.
howard snyder in Liberating the Church called them kingdom
people and contrasts their perspective with how most of us have
been trained to think:
church people think about how to get people into the
church; kingdom people think about how to get the
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church into the world. church people worry that the
world might change the church; kingdom people work to
see the church change the world.4
the apostle Paul was a worldchanging believer, and he
encouraged us to follow his example. in 1 corinthians 2 he writes
very personally about his methods and motives in ministry, and
in so doing he gives us five characteristics of the kind of pro
phetic people that God is seeking today.
“I came to you.”
Prophetic people recognize that the work of God always begins
in someone’s life, where they are. the church cannot afford to
carve its niche in the mountain and call the world to come up to
it. the incarnation itself demonstrates how God wants us to deal
with people. he crawls down into the pit of their own pain and
misery, shows them how much he loves them, and offers them
his hand to lead them out of the pit into life in christ.
can we do less? incarnational evangelism is becoming a popu
lar term for this important concept. Jesus lives in people, and
through them he wants to reveal himself to the world. this hap
pens best not in evangelistic rallies but in the natural encounters
of everyday living. People don’t have to come to church to be
touched, since the church goes to them. We can then rightfully be
more concerned with how believers are being vessels during the
week, than with how many visitors fill the pews.
Whether at work, school, shopping, or play, we are available to
be God’s agent to anyone near us. this kind of outreach demands
loving each person as an individual and extending to him the
heart of God by our attitudes and actions. it also means that we
need to be ready to act in the spontaneity of uncontrolled settings.
that’s what impresses me about the early church: 90 percent of
its ministry happened on the street and lives were transformed.
today 90 percent happens in our own buildings and is power
less. no wonder we’re not touching the world effectively!
Paul was at home whether he was sharing the life of Jesus with
a group of women sitting by a river, with hostile Jews in a syna
gogue, with philosophers at the areopagus, or with a roman
court. in fact, one of the things that impressed the unbelievers
about the early believers was how well they functioned in set
tings that they were not prepared for. the sanhedrin was awed
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by Peter and John’s defense because these disciples were not
learned men.
“I resolved to know nothing while I was with you except Jesus Christ
and him crucified.”
Prophetic people are preoccupied with Jesus. regretfully,
christians often get sidelined by various aspects of the christian
experience. they jump on bandwagons such as spiritual gifts,
apologetics, pet theologies, or specific methods of prayer or min
istry. listen to people talk about their churches and you’ll usually
hear them talk of a particular teacher they enjoy or a particular
method of ministry.
Why isn’t Jesus the only attraction? anything in the church
should find value only in how it helps people love Jesus and
walk in obedience to him. he has granted us access to the Father
and sent us the holy spirit to make that access real for each of us
every day. though people perceive their needs to be physical or
emotional, only this intimacy will satisfy their hunger.
this relationship was forged at the cross, where mercy reigned
over judgment. by focusing our message on that mercy, we can
reach the bruised and hurting with the life of Jesus, and can help
them find not only forgiveness of sin, but also cleansing to live
free of its bondage.
“I came to you in weakness and fear, and with much trembling.”
Prophetic people are of necessity courageous people. they are
always going past their own sense of personal ease or compe
tence to obey the spirit. he wants us to touch the world with his
power. this doesn’t mean that prophetic people are never afraid;
they’re always afraid, but they find the courage to obey in spite
of their fear.
relevance is risky business. the opportunities to be taken
advantage of, or to get in over your head in your attempts to love
people, are always present. most of the time when i’m sensing
God’s direction to talk or pray with a certain person, i tremble
inside. What if they think i’m crazy? What if i mess it up? the
flow of God’s Spirit lies beyond our own personal comfort. What
Jesus did for us wasn’t comfortable, and if we don’t risk discom
fort ourselves we’ll never discover the wealth of God’s power or
the fruitfulness of incarnational ministry.
“My message and my preaching were not with wise and persuasive
words, but with a demonstration of the Spirit’s power.”
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We’ve already talked about this scripture and our need to
depend on God’s power moving through us rather than on
our natural abilities. it would have been easy for Paul to go to
corinth staking his success on his vast knowledge, experience,
or speaking ability. God wanted him, however, to demonstrate
to them the power of his presence, and that’s why he needed
courage. Power was something he couldn’t control and couldn’t
guarantee. he could only trust.
the same choice faces me in my encounters with the world. i
can either rely on the formulas and speeches that are common
in our day, or else follow the spirit into uncharted waters. We
prefer formulas, because they let us take control of the situation.
But they often feel artificial to the hearers. They know we have
switched from caring about them in a real dialogue, to getting
through our spiel.
safer is rarely more powerful. don’t be afraid to take the risk of
relying on what he wants to do rather than what makes you most
comfortable. When you sense his leading, pray for sick people,
comfort the brokenhearted or offer a meal to someone who can
never invite you back. these all demonstrate the power of God
to change lives.
“[We have received] the Spirit who is from God, that we may understand what God has freely given us.”
Prophetic people are led by the holy spirit—not plans, for
mulas, or learned techniques. Jerry cook, whose book Love,
Acceptance and Forgiveness seeks to equip people for this kind of
ministry, said it well:
i want to be prophetic. this means that i should be speak
ing what God is speaking. the gift of prophecy is the gift of
insight. i should be bringing God’s insight into situations.5
this is the heart of being a prophetic person: We bring God’s
mind into the very situations in which we are involved. and the
only way to do this is to be led by the voice of the spirit.
remember Jesus’ ministry to the samaritan woman at the
well? By the Spirit he knew that she had been married five times
and was now living with yet another man. that knowledge con
vinced her of God’s reality, and she surrendered to him. What
a powerful encounter, and one which the spirit can duplicate
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through us if we’ll listen!
a friend of mine was shopping in a local mall when she became
irritated by the continual crying of two nearby infants. Glancing
over, she muttered to herself about how incompetent the mother
must be in disciplining her children. as she disgustedly turned
back to her shopping, however, she suddenly felt impressed to
see if the mother needed any help. the mother accepted grate
fully explaining that her children had special needs and she was
at her wits’ end. she began to weep uncontrollably. her husband
had just left her and she had no friends in the area. that led to
sharing, prayer, and an exchange of phone numbers for future
contact.
rushing to the hospital one day to pray for a premature baby
who was in critical condition with respiratory problems, i was
reminded of a similar trip i had made a yearandahalf earlier.
that time a baby was about to be born dead. as i prayed for that
baby, deep inside a voice told me to stop, that this baby wouldn’t
be healed. but i still prayed for healing, wanting to be a source of
hope and faith to the family. the baby died anyway, and i didn’t
want to make the mistake again and be a source of insubstantial
hope.
this time i asked the spirit to show me what he was doing. he
led me to pray for healing. i met others at the hospital and we
did exactly that. Within a matter of hours the situation changed
dramatically, and eventually the baby recovered fully.
i don’t know how God decides what he’ll do in any situation;
it is enough for me to trust him and follow his leading as best i
see it. Paul concludes this passage by saying that God wants us
to have the mind of christ—to know his plans and follow them.
could we love this world more effectively in any other way?

PEOPLE

OF

POWER

this kind of ministry is not for people who are pressed by
guilt or the need to validate their salvation by works. We waste
countless dollars, energy, and time trying to motivate people to
evangelism. What a contrast that is from Peter’s words, when all
the effort of his day was being used to stop the early christians
from sharing their faith: “We cannot help speaking about what
we have seen and heard” (acts 4:20).
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evangelism in the early church was not submission to a dif
ficult obedience. It was as natural for the early believers to talk
about God as it is for us to talk about a football game when our
team defeats an archrival in the last second. We talk about it with
close friends, and even work it into conversations with clerks in
stores and strangers in lines. We relive the excitement every time
we retell it.
unfortunately, for too many christians the life of Jesus is not
as correspondingly exciting. so we think we have to force people
to talk about Jesus, even though such sharing is canned and
forced. that’s not what Peter and John were doing at the temple;
they couldn’t stop themselves. a lame man had been healed and
people were asking questions—no contrived dialogue here! their
faith was really exciting enough to compete with new houses and
olympic games, and people wanted to listen.
the reason many people are not interested in the gospel is that
they heard about it from someone who either wasn’t living it or
was finding no joy in doing so. No amount of contrived joy or
institutional program will remedy the problem; intimacy must
precede any valid work of evangelism. if it’s not real for us, how
can we convey its reality to someone else?
this is true for each believer as well as for the church as a
whole. every church should be challenged by david Watson’s
words:
until the kingdom of God can be demonstrated in our
relationships of love with one another, we will have noth
ing credible to say to an unbelieving world.6
on the day he ascended, Jesus told his disciples to go back
to Jerusalem and wait until they were filled with power. That’s
good advice for us. if Jesus isn’t alive in you, that must be your
only priority. Learn to be filled with his presence; then, like the
disciples, you will find yourself being a witness. It isn’t some
thing you have to force.
When he’s not that real for us, it’s a warning sign to deepen
or rebuild our relationship with him. there are many ways to do
this, such as fasting, having extended times of prayer, or seeking
the counsel of another believer. the reasons these are so unused
today is that we aren’t really looking for God’s presence to be
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demonstrated through us. if God’s presence isn’t the goal of
those things, then we’ll find them to be ineffective in accomplish
ing whatever else we want to do.
but if we want God to be alive in us, to meet our needs as well
as those of others, then fasting becomes a useful tool to sup
press the aggressiveness of the flesh and bask in God’s presence.
Worship and prayer become effective links to God’s heart. our
need for the support, encouragement, and friendship of other
believers will be undeniable.
Wait on him until his presence becomes a reality, until his
power courses through your veins. then you’re ready to be a ves
sel wherever you are and with all the resources which the spirit
has to share through you.

THE HARVEST IS READY
Even in the self-sufficiency of Western culture, Jesus’ words
are still true: “the harvest is plentiful.” if we can look past the
facades that our world uses to hide its pain, maybe we will see
what mother teresa saw:
the spiritual poverty of the Western world is much
greater than the physical poverty of our people. you in
the West have millions of people who suffer such terrible
loneliness and emptiness.7
it is also true that the “workers are few.” extending the reality
of God’s kingdom is the only reason we still exist on this planet,
and the spreading of that message to more people is the only
reason God waits to send his son back again for us.
if God’s only objective is for us to have closer fellowship with
him, he might as well kill us at conversion. no matter how close
ly we walk with him in this life, it is but a shadow of what we
will know of him throughout eternity. We are here so that others
might see him in us. none of us can escape that call, but if you’re
growing in intimacy you won’t want to.
the church of Jesus christ is an underground movement in
occupied land. Our joy will be found only in fulfilling the mis
sion that God has given us. dietrich bonhoeffer was a brilliant
young theologian in Germany. during World War ii his friends
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smuggled him out of Germany to save his life, only to see him
give up his newfound freedom and willingly return. “i shall
have no right to participate in the reconstruction of christian life
in Germany after the war if i do not share the trials for this time
with my people.”8
he died in a German prison camp only days before it was lib
erated by the allies. his words should carry great weight when
he wrote:
the church must get out of the cloister and into the
world… [where] man is challenged to participate in the
sufferings of God at the hands of a godless world. he
must therefore plunge himself into the life of a godless
world without attempting to gloss over its ungodliness
with a veneer of religion or trying to transfigure it. He
must live a worldly life and so participate in the suffering
of God.9
bringing God’s goodness to a world that prefers its own self
ishness isn’t easy. but full of God’s power, we can do so with a
depth of wisdom and compassion that flows even to those who
work hardest against us.
intimacy with God allows us to see the world through his eyes.
there are broken lives he wants to mend, outcasts to be loved,
captives to be liberated, and sick people to be made whole.
that’s what he will be doing today.
Wouldn’t you like to join him?

21
NAKED NO LONGER
We, who with unveiled faces all reflect the Lord’s glory,
are being transformed into his likeness
with ever-increasing glory.
—2 corinthians 3:18

i

n the middle of the emperor’s parade, a little child whispered
what had been obvious to everyone else: “but he hasn’t got
anything on.”
the awkward moment that followed was brief. the towns
people knew he was right. the emperor knew he was right. in
a split second they had to chose between the illusion they had
embraced and the reality that would set them free.
rather than ask for a real coat, however, in which he could
cover his nakedness, the emperor only pulled his imaginary
robes about him and continued the pretense. For the emperor to
accept his nakedness, he had to admit to having been swindled.
he couldn’t do that.
i can imagine the townspeople quickly scanning the crowd to
see if anyone else would own up to what they all saw so clearly.
if anyone had been brave enough, they might all have jumped
in. but the risk of being thought stupid by their neighbors was
too overwhelming. the moment of revelation passed quickly and
soon they were again applauding the illusion.
What will you do?
over the course of these pages we’ve examined the failure of
contemporary christianity to bring believers into a vital relation
ship with the Living God. Our wealth and influence only pretend
to mask emptiness that leaves many brutalized by our systems,
and still others disillusioned by God. i have no doubt that we are
247
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as naked as the laodicean church in revelation. i am not alone
in saying that, for many voices in recent decades have pointed
out the deficiencies of our systems and the pain they inflict on
many.
though the terms i’ve used have been clearly distinguishable
hues of black and white, i’ve done so only to make the grays
more visible. the shades of compromise are the most deceptive.
my purpose in exposing the church’s nakedness is not to breed
cynics who jeer from the sidelines, but to show us how we have
been willingly duped because of our own vested interest. We can
all find ways to fit our own desires into religious forms, giving
us the illusion of safety, but not its reality. For us to admit such
nakedness risks all that we enjoy about it, and also the accusa
tions of friends and family that we are critical or bitter. certainly
it would be easier to stay silent and make the best of the status
quo.
but moments of revelation come rarely to our lives, and they
don’t last long if they are not embraced. the song of the Phantom
in The Phantom of the Opera expresses well the constant lure of
darkness: “close your eyes for your eyes will only tell the truth.
and the truth isn’t what you want to see. in the dark it is easy to
pretend…”
don’t be afraid to open your eyes and ask the questions that
will help you embrace life as God has prepared it for you. i know
how difficult it is to look past the church programs we’ve come
to rely on, the aesthetic and entertaining gatherings we enjoy, the
friendships we’ve made and the battery of services that intend
such good. but if these things don’t bring believers into a mean
ingful and lifechanging friendship with the living God and to a
genuine love for both believers and unbelievers that reflects his
glory, they are just part of the distractions that support the illu
sion. they will drown out the Father’s call for you to come to him
and to know him better than your closest friend and to follow
him above all others.
that call is the solution i’ve offered in this book, and the
only one that will suffice. Many will no doubt read these words
wishing i’d provided a systemic answer to the nakedness of the
church. the reason i haven’t are twofold:
First, we have 2,000 years of church history that demonstrate
that the management structures that emerge around God’s
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people will almost always choose the safety of selfpreservation
over honesty and reform. those in the past who have hungered
for God’s life in various generations have often been forced out
of the institution whenever they attempted to change it.
even our interpretation of scripture has a tendency to breed
dependence on our systems rather than to free people to walk
with the living God. Braveheart, a film depiction of the life of
scottish liberator William Wallace, began with these words:
“history is written by those who have hanged heroes.” there is
a school of thought that church theology was written the same
way—by those who force out hungry believers so they can fortify
their own system of religious obligation.
the reason for that may be no different than the emperor’s.
too much money has been invested in what we’re doing, and
there’s too much to gain in keeping it that way. ecclesiastes says
that “money is the answer for everything,” (10:19) and it certain
ly holds true here. there is too much money, power and prestige
tied up in preserving the institutions as we know them.
this doesn’t mean that i don’t think our structures should be
changed, for they do harm many believers and alienate many
nonbelievers. it’s just that few of us will have the power to do so.
if you do, by all means lend your voice to those who hunger for
more authentic christianity.
the second reason i’ve not offered a systemic solution, is
because none will suffice. Jesus didn’t leave his disciples with a
system, but with his spirit. those who put their hope for change
in systems misunderstand the problem—we manufacture sys
tems to supplant God. We think wiser ones among us can control
his working and offer greater safety to the rest. that is the most
deceptive facet of the illusion. no system can effectively broker
God’s work. that’s a place he reserved for his son alone.
like so many before us, we are tempted to spend our passion
for God’s presence on trying to change others. What he offers
you—intimacy with him—can apply to your life without chang
ing one structure around you. and if enough people do that, we
might just be contagious enough to convince the emperor to put
his clothes back on.
What will that look like for you? Who am i to say?
God will call some of you to stay right where they are, serving
the people he’s placed you near in the limitations of institutional
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church life. you will, however, discover the freedom not to serve
the priorities of the institution above God’s affections. you will
no longer need to be controlled by it nor use it to manipulate oth
ers. you may stay in the system called by God to love those there,
but you will not be of it any more.
Others who read this may find their passion for God leading
them away from institutional church life—or even excluded from
it by those who find your freedom threatening. There are many
people today discovering various means of relational church life.
these are often informal gatherings of believers in homes cen
tered around their passion for God. these can offer a wonderful
environment to grow in God’s life as long as they don’t begin to
find more security in constructing their system and thus forcing
God’s gentle hand from their midst.
Wherever you find him leading you, don’t worry about the
voices of those who seek to detract you. don’t believe the lies and
accusations that will be whispered about you, nor waste your
time trying to dispel them. it will be enough for you to simply
live differently, expending your passion in cultivating a real rela
tionship with God and his family.
there is nothing left to say except to invite you to come. if
your past experience with christianity has left you disillusioned,
perhaps G. K. chesterton’s words will make sense to you, “the
christian ideal has not been tried and found wanting. it has been
found difficult, and left untried.”1 While that may be true in a
general sense, there have been pockets of believers throughout
history who have enjoyed what it is to live in christ the way he
intended for us. Perhaps it’s time for you to discover that your
self.
mining the depths of friendship with God is an invitation to
a lifelong adventure, full of wonder and intrigue. you may not
be able to see far down the road, but now it is enough for you to
take only the next step God asks of you. i trust that will be clear
enough to you after reading this book.
i’ll not pretend that the road will always look the easiest or the
most rewarding. but the seeming lack of reward is only a decep
tion. Your flesh is certain to complain, and dangers abound. The
real enemies aren’t visible; the casualties are not obvious; good
ideas can be as destructive as wicked deeds. you’ll face the enemy
of your own flesh, which prefers temporal comforts to the cost of
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intimacy. you’ll face the enemy himself, who seeks to devour
and destroy you by hurling discouragement, temptation, and dis
comfort at your every attempt toward intimacy with God.
but no one has ever undertaken this journey who was dis
appointed with its fruits. “With everincreasing glory,” is how
Paul described it, for here is joy and beauty beyond our wildest
imagination. We will never in this life (or in eternity) probe all the
depths of God’s goodness and grace. he will use even our most
painful circumstances to insert more of his glory into our lives.
he will bring us alongside us fellowtravelers whose passion and
insight will encourage and renew us.
it is an adventure for a lifetime, worthy of our most passion
ate pursuit.
Why don’t you come?
When you taste the reality of God’s presence and feel his robe
of righteousness slip around your shoulders, you’ll wonder why
you held on to your imaginary clothes for so long.
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